LOOK AT THE WARRIOR FULLY CLAD:

"ADD" to your "FAITH" = VIRTUE = KNOWLEDGE = TEMPERANCE = PATIENCE = GODLINESS = BROTHERLY KINDNESS = CHARITY." 2 Peter 1:5-7. "LOVE" or "CHARITY" is NOT "FIRST" = as they ADDED to "STEPS TO CHRIST" = you do not "LOVE" IRRESPONSIBLY nor "UNCONDITIONALLY" nor "UNLIMITED" = you have 7 STEPS UP "PETER'S LADDER" before you come to PERFECTION = "CHARITY!"

NO STRONGER DELUSION THAN TO APPEAR "NAKED!"

NO "SWORD!" = NO "HELMET" = NO "FEET SHOD" = NO "BREASTPLATE" = NO "LOINS" GIRT WITH "TRUTH!" = NO "WORD" = NO "GOSPEL" = EPHESIANS 6:11 to 17. T 1:407. "A DWARFED AND DEFECTIVE MINISTRY!" T4:441, 444. "We are to STAND (EW 69) with the WHOLE ARMOR ON!" SM 2:395. (ARMOR) = "YOUTH'S INSTRUCTOR" p. 60, 79, 80, 92, 101, 108, 149, 153, 171, 179, 189, 212, 220, 227, 274, 280, 281, 285, 337, 382, 388, 430, 454, 475, 522, 557, 578, 613. (From one Book alone!) POOR LAODICEA! "NAKED!" with only "FAITH ALONE!" KORAH = DATHAN = and ABIRAM. (WILSON = EVA = HAMILL.) NOTHING but "LOVE!" and "FAITH!"

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

"RARE STRAIN OF AIDS VIRUS"

"A second strain of AIDS virus found mainly in western Africa has appeared in several blood samples in New York City. Standard AIDS tests used in the United States fail to detect consistently the antibodies of the new strain, HIV-2. This causes uncertainty for two groups of people:

(cont. inside back cover)
"27 FUNDAMENTAL BELIEFS."

Even before they begin to itemize them = they tell you in the "INTRODUCTION" on Page VII = that: "...the LOVE of our Lord...is...UNCONDITIONAL!" (All emphasis throughout all these papers ours.) This "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE" theme is carried out throughout the Book, p.VII, 6, 25, 32, 274, 305, 350, 356. Approved by: "A TOTAL of 230 Pastors, Evangelists, Administrators, and Scholars... (The Book says 194 persons...(Finalized by:) A smaller COMMITTEE of 27...") But the full page ad on the back page of "MINISTRY" August, 1988 says: "230."

"250 PRINCES OF RENOWN" said the same thing in the case of KORAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAM. (When we abbreviate and say: KD+A = we receive Letters from all over the Country = who is "KD+A"?) They apparently learned NOTHING from the Preacher about the Ground opening up for KD+A = then the "250 PRINCES OF RENOWN" being ATOMIZED on the SPOT! The FULL AUTUMN COUNCIL = followed by 14,700 who came to kill MOSES and AARON early the next Morning! If Moses had not fallen on his Face before the Lord and told his Brother (AARON) to run as fast as his legs could carry him = to get FIRE off the Altar = there would have been a different Picture than 14,700! PP 397, 401, 403. (CHECK the DIFFERENCE between this and the ORIGINAL SOP 1:297, 302, 304.) So THOROUGHLY was the Church "UNITED" to get rid of the PROPHET that they needed a SICKENING LESSON to bring them to their Senses. "DO NOT THE SAME EVILS STILL EXIST?" PP 403. "They had committed the Sin against the Holy Ghost." PP 405. (Prediction that this would come again just before the Close of Probation = SOP 1:300, 306. T3:353, 358, 361. T5:66. ST 4:153. (And 20 more!) We are not going into that now = we are trying to hold to "27 fundamental BELIEFS."

"DO NOT JUDGE!"

When MOSES the Prophet of God said because of their Sin at the GOLDEN CALF = QUAIRS instead of MANNA = WATER out of the Rock = BACK in the WILDERNESS for 40 YEARS! PP 391. You are going "THROUGH?" Only a few Days to the PROMISED LAND = but NOT=ONE=OF=YOU is going "THRU!" except CALEB and JOSHUA = the Rest of you must "DIE IN THE WILDERNESS!" KD+A the "BIG 3" = made one or two attempts to go on and left DEAD BODIES strewn on the Battlefield because the Lord was NOT WITH=THEM! "DEALING IN THE POSITIVE!" FROM=ANDERSON=PIERSON = the "Big 3" = were going to "FINISH THE
"WORK!" go into the Promised Land=give the "LOUD CRY!" = in ECUMENICAL UNION with the EVANGELICAL HORDES they had BEFRIENDED = CATHOLICS and JESUS "FREAKS" came in the FALL of "MISSION=KEY '73" = FROM their Master Psychologist = gave up the Ghost in the middle of it = PIERSON was hit with a Bolt of Lightning = many other Leaders went with CANCER and HEART ATTACKS but still the same Old Song and Dance = they are going to give the "LOUD CRY!" and thus "FINISH THE WORK!" when the Lord said NOT ONE ADVENTIST will give the "LOUD CRY!" They will not even know WHAT IT IS! TM 300,507. They will FIGHT it when it comes = as they did in 1888. BRISBIN 10,11. T1:105,109. SG 4:59-63. COL 78-9. TM 468. PK 187-9,590-2. RH 2:453-4, 4:547. T5:136,80-1, 211-2,463.(And 100 More!) All this is taken up in the "10 VIRGIN PARABLE" = send for it.

THEY ARE QUICK TO SAY:

"DO NOT JUDGE!" But the evidence indicates that "JUDGING!" is a 2-way Street. They think if they are shown any ERROR or ABOMINATIONS = they slap you in the Face with the Old Herring: "DO NOT JUDGE!" that they can piously fold their little handsies = they DID NOT "JUDGE!" and if they remain "NEUTRAL!" = they also did not "JUDGE!" But they did. Like the "250 Princes of Renown" = and the 14,700 that also FELL = because they "JUDGED!"= (A) That they were "THE PEOPLE OF God!" (B) "SPEWN OUT!" meant "GOING THRU!" when God had NOT SO "JUDGED!" (C) They defied God to His Face when they said this MOTLEY CREW of "REBELS!" would go into the "PROMISED LAND!" They "JUDGED" them as being BETTER than they REALLY WERE! And that, too = is "JUDGING!" JUDGING that: "THE CONGREGATION IS HOLY! EVERY ONE OF THEM!" and "WE ARE WELL ABLE TO TAKE THE LAND!" (Give the "LOUD CRY!") ("FINISH the WORK!") = They TRIED it in BILLY BABYLON'S "KEY '73" = and left their "...CAR-CASSES" = PP 391 = "STREWN" over the Battlefield. PP 394. But they Brush that all aside - as though it never happened. Like the PHARISEE JEWS in the Days of Christ = not willing to believe that only those who FLED the "HOLY CITY" = NOT ONE lost their Lives! AGAIN = this History will be "REPEATED!" As the Lord starts the "GATHERING" of the "OUTCASTS" of Israel = those NOT GOING TO CHURCH AT ALL! This would be an INSULT too great to bear. T8:251.

WHO ARE THE REMNANT?
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PK 92,108,309,324,360-1,460,500,552,559,560,587-8,591, 598,610,621,677-8,704,714,728. Called: "REMNANT!" and never kept a SABBATH. EW 255,247,66,38. Called: "JEWELS!" who are: "GATHERED!" in the "SCATTERING" time. EW 61,66,69,70,100,280. THOUSANDS in the 11th HOUR. "...precious JEWELS are DISCOVERED by DIGGING for them!" SM 1:16. Do not lie on the "SURFACE!" "BURIED" by HUMAN TRADITION = "RUBBISH!" FCE 188. In the "GATHERING!"=(SEALING.) TIME = "EVERY JEWEL will be brought OUT!" and "GATHERED!" (SEALED.) EW 70. "THOUSANDS in the 11th Hour!" SM 2:16. Many more "THOUSANDS" will be found "WANTING" and "PASSED BY!" T6:405. The "SONGS" in the Temple will be "HOWLINGS" in that Day. Amos 8:3. They will then seek the Lord in "REVELATION SEMINARS!" from "SEA TO SEA!" verse 12. When the Lord surprises all by "GATHERING THE OUTCASTS!" of Israel. Isa.11:11,12. 37:31. 56:8. Jer.8:2. 11:23. In a Time of "CONSUMPTION" (AIDS) = Isa.10:20-3,25. Jer.8:2. LEAVE the "NOMINAL"(by "NAME" ONLY)ADVENTISTS. EW 69,261,273-4.

A GREAT TRUTH IN RETROSPECT:
(3) THE "LOUD CRY!" (2) BEFORE THAT: THE "MIDNIGHT CRY!" (1) ONE HOUR BEFORE THAT: THE MYSTERIOUS "PROCESSION" of COL 406. THE NEW "MOVEMENT" of GC 464. THE "COMPANY" in the "SHAKING" CHAPTER of T1:179-181, 187. EW 271. THAT "AWAKE!" THE SLEEPING = DREAMING "CHURCH!"

WHO ARE THEY?
"...will come from OTHER DENOMINATIONAL CHURCHES, and at the 11th. HOUR will OBEY ALL THE TRUTH...lived up to ALL=THE-LIGHT=THEY=HAD: while those who have had GREAT LIGHT...will drop OUT(OUT of the TRUTH = NOT out of that OLD FALLEN CHURCH in it's "OMEGA" HOUR.)...their LAMPS will go OUT!" 1888 MATERIALS 2:710. 1890. (Page 747 same as SM 2:16.) Also 755. Still a Bit of Time of Hope in the 11th. HOUR. p.905. In this Time the SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH: "...will come to NAUGHT!" 1888 MATERIALS 4:1730. 1901. The "WISE" will "JOIN THE PROCESSION!" 4:1491. 1896.

WHO LEADS THAT MYSTERIOUS "PROCESSION"?
"Stand out of the way, Brethren!...many souls to come OUT of the RANKS of the World, OUT=OF=THE=CHURCHES-- EVEN THE CATHOLIC CHURCH -- ...the 11th. HOUR LABORERS...These will see the BATTLE COMING and will give the TRUMPET A CERTAIN SOUND. When the "CRISIS" is
upon us, when the Season of CALAMITY shall come, THEY
will come to the FRONT, gird themselves with the WHOLE
ARMOR OF GOD, and exalt His LAW, adhere to the FAITH
OF JESUS...If men are at ease in ZION = SOMEBODY must
be AWAKE to give the TRUMPET a CERTAIN SOUND. Let the
BLAZE of the BEACON LIGHT be seen EVERYWHERE! Let the
EASE-LOVING "AWAKE!"...and let them labor for RELI-

Woods(or WHOEVER) PAWED THROUGH THESE WRITINGS:
did not tell you that this "SALAMANCA VISION" = came
to 1888 MATERIALS 3:942(WAS NOT INDEXED AS BEING TM
467.) that the Lord did not preside at this 1891 GEN-
ERAL CONFERENCE SESSION = to CHANGE the WRITINGS. 1888
MATERIALS 3:941 to 944. DID NOT=INDEX=THIS=AS= TM 466
to 471. TM 470= "THE STEPS NOW BEING TAKEN BY THE FEW
(1891) CANNOT BE FOLLOWED by the "REMNANT" people of
God!" TM 470.

1888 MATERIALS 3:943. (See how this has been MAS-
Sacred by those who follow the "WHITE (WASH) ESTATE."
Come to "STEPS NOW BEING TAKEN..." and what was NOT=
PRINTED=ANYWHERE! Until it passed through the Fingers
of the Compilers of this 1888 RELEASE = this DEVASTAT-
ING REMARK = that those who FOLLOW these "CHANGERS" in
the TEMPLE = "...the LORD will bring to NAUGHT the
Councils of the PRUDENT = the ones who FLATTER THEM-
SELVES that they were so PRUDENT!" 1888 MATERIALS
under "SALAMANCA VISION" = 3:943. 1890.

From=Wilson in their joint book
"MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" (1971) getting READY for "MISSION
'73!" - wrote on page 343: "But these UNDERMINERS have
ALL finally LEFT US,...ALL ULTIMATELY COME=TO="NAUGHT!"
WITHOUT EXCEPTION. Their UNHAPPY WRECKAGE is scatter-
ed across the Years...they were LOST to the "FAITH"
and NEVER made any CONSTRUCTIVE CONTRIBUTION ...BEWARE
of FIGHTING against GOD!" FROM=WILSON LEF=MD 343.SUCH
A DEVASTATING and RAILING ACCUSATION = all "REFORM-
TONGUE-TIED and UNABLE TO REPLY = let them get away
with it. THOUSANDS who were SICK=AND=TIREd of all the "DRUGS"
= "WAR-MONGERING" = XMASS and EASTER KEEPING =CROSSES
ON THE CHURCHES = SITTING ON THE BOARDS OF WCC=NCC, =
MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATIONS = LATEST MINIS and SHORT=
SHORTS = PEDAL PUSHERS = (WORSE THAN CATHOLICS!) =
JOHNSON and MEDLEY - their FACES PEERING OUT OF RH
July 21, 1988 p.4,5. as they tell you they are going
to LEAD THE WORLD in a "THRUST!!" to MINISTER to "HOMOS!"
ALL THIS we are supposed to take = or else: "COME TO NAUGHT!" LEF=MD 343.

BUT HERE WE HAVE WHO COMES TO "NAUGHT!"

MAGEN 164= "...we might just as well CLOSE UP THE CONFERENCE today as any other Day...the very same LOOM...and FINALLY, why = it=will=come=to=NAUGHT!" Magen 164.1901.

BC 1:1084= "All the Arguments pieced together by all who have interested themselves in this FLIMSY WORK will=come=to=NAUGHT!" BC 1:1084. 1901

1888 MATERIALS 3:943= "...the STEPS taken by the FEW...the Lord will bring=to=NAUGHT!" (REPEATED TWICE!) 1888 MATERIALS 3:943. 1891.

1888 MATERIALS 3:956= "November 3, 1890, while laboring at SALAMANCA...In Battle Creek a COUNCIL OF MINISTERS...CONFEDERATING TOGETHER...to DRIVE certain measures through...TRUSTING IN MEN...CAVILING, RIDICULE, and MISREPRESENTATION...The use of such WEAPONS...BAAL, BAAL is the choice...ZION'S WATCHMEN...will see the SWORD COMING, and realize the DANGER in which "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" are placed...in the Time of the LATTER RAIN...As the Spirit of the Lord rested upon me, I seemed to be present in one of your Councils...this must be CUT OUT and THAT must be CHANGED!...VOICES were DECIDED and DEFIANT...The Lord has not presided at this Council...THE STEPS now being taken by the FEW = cannot=be=followed=by=the=REMnant "PEOPLE OF GOD!". THERE IS "ONE" who can bind the arm of the "MIGHTY!" and bring to "NAUGHT!" the Counsels of the PRUDENT...in the LAST REMNANT OF TIME, and with PEN and VOICE we are to proclaim the TRUTH to the World, not in a TAME, SPIRITLESS WAY, but in...the...POWER OF GOD!" 1888 MATERIALS 3:917 to 956. 1890. (Appears to be GENUINE = PHOTO-COPIED.)

WHO COMES TO "NAUGHT"?

That the "REMnant" cannot "FOLLOW" or they will come to "NAUGHT" also. These are that Class that "THINK!" they are WISE and PRUDENT. WEBSTER: PRUDENT=CALCULATING=FORESIGHT=CUNNING=SHARP=SEVERE=RIGID=ORTHODOX=CONSERVATIVE. COLD and SELFISH - like an ICEBERG in the MIDNIGHT HOUR. That the little Ship of Truth must "MEET IT!" FULL STEAM and HEAD=ON! SM 1:204-5.

WITH THAT WE TURN TO "27 BELIEFS!"
Prepared by "250 PRINCES OF RENOWN!" finalized by a "COMMITTEE of 27." Must be WONDERFUL = could be no Error - they cast them OUT by the MILLION! LONG AGO! About 369,253 every 5 Years. "1976-1980, the Church wrote off or DISFELLOWSHIPPED 369,253 people." RH Nov. 12, 1981. p.7.(1971.) And, of course = they ALL COME TO NAUGHT! WITHOUT EXCEPTION!" I doubt if even the POPE HIMSELF would be that COLD and IMPERSONAL = I am afraid the "IMAGE" is going to surpass the "BEAST!" CAST THEM OUT even with 20 or 30 Year MEMBERSHIP = and then follow after and SIC the LAW on them on account of a COPYRIGHT "NAME!" that WILSON CONCOCTED. And yet the "FLOCKS" and "HERDS" of Adventists will FOLLOW HIM! Right into 7 LAST PLAGUES! And what is ONE REASON WHY?

FIND IT IN "27 BELIEFS!"
The "LOVE" of God (not the "CHURCH!!") is UNCONDITIONAL. (To cast out MILLIONS = Their "LOVE" is "CONDITIONAL") These CIVIL LAW-LOVERS know something about "LOVE" being "UNCONDITIONAL!" Or as HEPPENSTALL and FORD PUT IT = "LOVE UNLIMITED!" = "GOOD NEWS UNLIMITED!" = the "NEW THEOLOGY" direct from "BAAL!" and "BALAAM!" "Men are TRAINING in DISOBEDIENCE, and are fast approaching the "LIMIT!" of God's forbearance and "LOVE!" ...GOD'S COMMANDMENT-KEEPING PEOPLE...can say, "They have made VOID THY LAW!" and I HATE EVERY FALSE WAY!"

TM 21.

A CHRISTIAN HAS LITTLE OR NO INTEREST
in Petty or Personal SIN = but if that SIN is made by CHURCH LEADERS = that will Effect the Whole Church = the Whole Nation = if not the Whole World = that is a Horse of a different Color. A Christian will risk his very Life to EXPOSE it. And this Adventist Book starts right off in as Dangerous a Doctrine as ever Invented by Satan the Scorpion-Serpent-Devil. It is, from ONE EXTREME to the OTHER. SATAN'S FIRST LIE = that for SIN ye shall NOT surely Die = but be kept ALIVE and TORMENTED IN HELL = FOREVER! So that for DECENT = FEELING = UPRIGHT = and NOBLE PEOPLE = it is IMPOSSIBLE to "LOVE!" = such a MONSTER.

ON THE OTHER HAND
This POT-BELLIED BENEVOLENT "NEW AGE" BUDDHA = that SMILES ON ALL = accepts ALL RELIGIONS is the ESSENCE of "LOVE UNLIMITED and UNIVERSALISM = SPIRITUALISM" at it's WORST! There is then NO SIN = everything is
"FREE!" You will be LOST and DESERVE to be LOST = as SURELY as the HOLY HELL BAAL-PRIESTS of Ahab = and the LOVE-PRIESTS of Jezabel's GROVES. This History now Repeated as the Prophet said it would be.

AHAB and JEZEBEL

AHAB'S BAAL-PRIESTS = 450 "FIRE-GOD" who glories in his Victims = WRITING and TWISTING in a LAKE of TAR-SULPHUR-BRIMSTONE = CURSING and CRYING in PAIN and SORROW = without HOPE and without END! (Imagine telling your little innocent Children that Story at Bed-Time so they can go Nighty-Night in PEACEFUL REST! "BEAST!" is not the right Word for that MONSTROUS SCORPION "god" of AHAB = PK 143. No Wonder ELIJAH risked his Life to stand up to that "HATE UNLIMITED!" frightful "CREEPING THING" of a "god." Romans 1:23. And then to hear SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS such as FIGHUR - speaking of HOLY HELL BAAL-PRIEST BARNHOUSE as a "SINCERE CHRISTIAN and a GENTLEMAN!" = is to Vomit. And that Thing that came to the ANKERBERG SHOW and HOLY ROLLER "TONGUES" MARTIN = and that Thing stands there TONGUE-TIED and cannot CHALLENGE them about the GREATEST BLASPHEMY ever perpetuated on MEN - CHALLENGING them on THEIR "DEVIL'S FIRST LIE" = ABOMINATION. And then see FORD GLORIFYING that he is hitting it off with MARTIN in JOINT MEETINGS = "GOOD NEWS UNLIMITED" 11710 Education St., AUBURN, CA. 95603-2499. "SPECIAL" BLOW-MY-HORN EDITION - August, 1988. BIG VICTORY! At last! One with the BAAL-PRIESTS! The "SERMONS" in the Laodicean Church so DEAD = they have to go OUTSIDE to find some "LIFE" even to the Temples to MOLOCH = the FIRE-GOD. "...upwards of 85% of Adventist students in some localities are NEVER SEEN IN CHURCH!" p.3. July, 1988 = "FORUM." AGAIN, we remind you = we saw this in the "PROPHETIC" Writings that FROOM said she never wrote. She had HIM Pin-Pointed = that such FAKES as him would take over this Church. Do you REMEMBER? With "PSYCHOLOGY!" "NEW AGE" dealing in the "POSITIVE!" We are POSITIVELY "SAVED!" and we are POSITIVELY going to give the "LOUD CRY!" There never was a Bigger HOAX!

JEZEBEL WHO TOOK AN OATH TO "GET!" ELIJAH

had 400 "LOVE UNLIMITED" PRIESTS of the "GROVES" = (ever look that up in a Big Library? What does "BAALISM" TEACH and PRACTICE?) The Worship of a MAIDEN is NOT ACCEPTABLE to BAAL until she comes at MIDNIGHT to the TEMPLE OF BAAL and consorts with the FIRST
STRANGER that comes along. Usually the RED-BLOODED DRUNKEN PRIESTS who wait around just for that. Did you ever look up what is that "ONE TREE IN THE MIDST" of the "LOVE UNLIMITED" GROVES? You still have a lot to learn, don't you? "AIDS" has come = just in Time. WAIT TILL THE REPORT COMES OUT HOW MANY SDA ARE COMING DOWN WITH "AIDS!" That Sr. White PREDICTED in PT 32. RH 1:11. NOT GOOD ENOUGH FOR EW 48. Isa.10:23. 28:22. Jer.8:2. 14:12. And did any Preacher ever tell you the "NEW AGE" Teaching that Adventists are going GA-GA about as they do with ANYTHING that is BIG and POPULAR = this comes from INDIA and HINDUISM-BUDDHAISM = the Worship of SEX UNLIMITED!

"THE NEW AGE."

FROOM AVOWED = that Ellen White made "NO PROPHETIC INTERPRETATIONS, no, not in a SINGLE CASE!" She only had him nailed against the Barn Wall. She predicted "THE NEW AGE." At that Time called: "AGE-TO-COME" Theory. The Old Index had a few. I added twice as many. I see the NEW INDEX caught up to some that I had = so I will give you all of them: SG 2:157,273,276,295. T1:116-7,333-4,411-8,714. T2:690-5.

"ARIANISM"

In the confused Drivel in the JOINT BOOK by FROOM-WILSON = "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" = p.152 = they attempt to show how J.M.STEPHENSON tried to tie in the "AGE-TO-COME" with "ARIANISM." In fact, this Theme is the Heart of the Book. You stand in AMAZEMENT as you Witness the MENTAL GYMNASICS AND 3 SUMMER-SAULTS into the Air as they try to make Christ ONLY a "VICTIM" on the Cross - and first a "PRIEST" 1800 Years later in the "MOST HOLY PLACE" = to WEASEL their way around to suit BARNHOUSE and MARTIN that the "ATONEMENT" was all "DONE!" on the Cross. Since Christ "OBTAINS" NOTHING for us ministering for us for 1800 Years = (QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES" 381.) then to suit EVANGELICAL BARNHOUSE and CHARISMATIC "TONGUES" PENTECOSTAL MARTIN on the ANKERBERG SHOW where they SKEWERED JOHNSON of the RH = where he was hanging on the Ropes = MUMBLING away about the Book = "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES!" holding an EMPTY BAG with NO SUBSTANCE(He obtains "NOTHING!") so therefore = WITH the EVANGELICALS and the World = we must DROP the "NOTHINGNESS" of the SANCTUARY TRUTHS = and we will "OBTAIN" it ALL in a RUSH! in the "AGE TO-COME!" "LATER-THAN-YOU-THINK!" Talk about "FUTURISM!"
or is it: "FUTILITARIANISM!" All the ARIANISM DRIVEL in the FROOM-WILSON 1971 BOOK was AIMED at the "BIG BARNUM SPECIAL!" "THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH!" = the 3-Ring Circus with BILLY BABYLON and the CATHOLICS in "KEY '73"=an Angel put a welcome END to the "NEW AGE!" dealing in the "POSITIVE!" by SHAMAN ADVENTIST GURU = FRIAR BEGUILE FROOM = and a LIGHTNING-BOLT for PIERSOIN in the same Year! WILSON dug the Circus Wagon out of the "MISSION '73" DITCH and put the Show back on the Road!

TO FULFILL THE PREDICTIONS OF ELLEN WHITE
(that she never made!??) "ELIJAH...his whole life was devoted to the "WORK" of "REFORM." His was the Voice of one crying in the Wilderness to REBUKE sin and press back the Tide of Evil. And while he came to the people as a REPROVER of Sin, his MESSAGE offered the Balm of Gilead to the sin-sick souls of all who desir-ed to be Healed.

LOVE = UNCONDITIONAL?
"As ELIJAH saw Israel going DEEPER and DEEPER into IDOLATRY, his soul was distressed and his INDIGNATION AROUSED (Did he SIN = HEPPENSTALL=FORD=BRINSMHEAD? He did not have "UNCONDITIONAL" LOVE = ???) ...his INDIGNATION was AROUSED...Standing...before AHAB, ELIJAH makes NO ATTEMPT to EXCUSE himself or to FLATTER("WHAT I LIKE ABOUT....") to FLATTER the KING. Nor does he seek to evade the King's WRATH...He has NO APOLOGY to offer.(WHAT A MAN! NOTHING like the SIMPERING EFFEMINATES running this CHURCH!) "INDIGNANT" and JEALOUS for the Honor of God, he CASTS BACK the imputation of AHAB, FEARLESSLY...Is that what that RH THING did with MARTIN at the ANKERBERG SHOW = with the whole Nation WATCHING? that THING had the "SPIRIT of ELIJAH?" as he stood there = SIMPERING before the whole World? and Ends up in RH July 21, 1988. p.4,5. The Adventist Church is going to LEAD-ALL=OTHER-CHURCHES in a "THRUST!" to "LOVE!" and "UNDERSTAND" = HOMOS! And that same "CARLOS MEDLEY" writes in RH June 30, 1988 p.5 = in trying to "UNDERSTAND" JIMMY SWAGGART and his WHORE-HOUSE ESCAPADES crying Big Crocodile Tears for the "INNOCENT" 100 credentialied "MINISTERS" that "MIGHT" lose their Jobs if SWAGGART goes down = BOO! HOO! Wouldn't that be TOO BAD! Instead of saying this MIGHT save their Souls by them making an "HONEST LIVING" for a change! But, no. No CARLOS MEDLEY speak-
ing OFFICIALLY for the ADVENTIST CHURCH = BOO! HOO! They MIGHT lose their BAAL-PRIEST CREDENTIALS or JOBS! BOO! HOO! These BAAL-PRIESTS saw NOTHING WRONG with the FULMINATIONS of SWAGGART - so they are "INNOCENT!" of any HARM or SIN. LYING is a SIN. And SDA=RH "MEDLEY" is LYING in your Face when he says this SWAGGART EPI-SODE does NOT involve "PADDED PAYROLLS" = "FRAUD" = or "EXTRAVAGANT SALARIES." IS THAT WHAT MEDIA SAYS = ???

"CHRISTIAN NEWS"

Box 168, NEW HAVEN, Mo. 63068. (A Powerful Lutheran Organ = $15.00 US per Year. $18.00 outside USA. Cour-tesy our Spy = ALLEN I. LEE of Rochester.) "One pros-titute..."PEGGY" told NEWSWEEK that "SWAGGART asked me to take down my pants so he could feel my (private parts) while he masturbated." But because he offered her only $10, she refused. "The girls he used were real dirt," Peggy said, "addicts who wanted the 10 or 20 bucks he gave them for drugs."...she considered him "kind of perverted." CN March 7, 1988. p.6.

WOULD RH MEDLEY PRINT THIS?

"The Rev. Swaggart got himself a $2.4 million bungalow, limousines and a private jet. All this he acquired by swiveling his hips while reading scripture and de-nouncing other Bible-pounding humbugs as "pretty lit-tle boys...who call themselves preachers."(WASHINGTON POST.) ". a man who accounts to no one. Now he will account to everyone."(St. PAUL PIONEER PRESS DISPATCH.) "The March 7 U.S. News & World Report...Swaggart wears a $5,000 Rolex watch and lives on a 20-acre, $2.4 million estate protected by a brick wall and hidden cameras. The master suite reportedly features a four-column Jacuzzi...2 homes..." CN p.7. LIKE SDA WILSON = JIMMY SWAGGART MINISTRIES THREATENED CN WITH LAW! (Same CN p.7.)

RH-SDA MEDLEY:

"HURTING THE INNOCENT"...100 credentialed(SWAGGART MINISTERS MIGHT LOSE THEIR JOBS)...That means scores of INNOCENT FAMILIES...there were no allegations of mismanagement, fraud, or extravagant salaries.Swaggart wasn't haunted by padded payrolls and air-conditioned doghouses. It was a simple moral fall...the lives of INNOCENT CHRISTIAN FAMILIES are plunged into turmoil." RH June 30, 1988.p.5. (MEDLEY = BOO! HOO! SOB=SOB=SOB!)
UNDER THE PICTURE OF WILSON

RH April 20, 1980 = "GOD LOVES ALL MEN...ALL RACES...it is HUMANKIND that God Loves. He loves people of ALL political, religious, or nonreligious persuasions." p.22. (in Rev.18 - the LAST MESSAGE = that is the Definition of: "...the GREAT WHORE...DRUNK with the WINE of her FORNICATION...and FILTHINESS..." Rev. 17:1,2,4. "Come OUT of her, My people, that ye be not PARTAKERS of her SINS, and that ye receive not of her PLAGUES...REWARD her...DOUBLE according to her WORKS...fill to her DOUBLE!" Rev. 18:6.

AND WHO IS GOING TO BEWAIL HER = CRY FOR HER?

(SDL MEDLEY? "LOVE UNLIMITED" HEPPENSTALL = FORD = WILSON?) "And the KINGS of the Earth, who have committed FORNICATION...with her shall BEWAIL her, and LAMENT for her...ALAS, ALAS that Great City BABYLON...for in ONE HOUR is thy judgment come...shall WEEP and MOURN over her...WEEPING and WAILING..." Rev. 18:9,10, 11,19.

MORE WEEPING = MORE WAILING:

(MIKE CLUTE=FRED WRIGHT RELIGION = SOFT ON HARLOTS:)
"LOVE UNLIMITED refuses to give up...This is love's way, and God is love." RH Oct.14,1982. p.3. C.E. BRADFORD.

MORE LOVE = HARLOT TYPE:

"JESUS...from the moment He met them, (THE PHARISEES? THE CHURCH LEADERS?)...He ACCEPTED and LOVED them, regardless of their SINS, they had committed or the present condition of their lives(then He must be a SAP!)...Jesus UNCONDITIONAL LOVE..."YOUR PAST DOESN'T MATTER TO ME!" RH Aug.20,1981. p.14. JOCELYN R. FAY.
"GOD DOESN'T GIVE UP. Even when His people have become as faithless and as seemingly worthless as SHOPWORN GOMER,(A Street Whore)...to LOVE us so IN SPITE of our unresponsiveness...AMAZING GRACE is available to fully RESTORE ANY and ALL of us WHENEVER WE become WILLING..." SDA MINISTRY January 1975. p.12-4. LEO R. VAN DOLSON.

TOO BAD THESE PEOPLE DO NOT CHECK THEMSELVES

AND CHECK THE WRITINGS = so that they might find:"ESAU ...found no space for REPENTANCE though he SOUGHT it carefully and with TEARS...but it was ALL IN VAIN. He had despised the Blessing, and the Lord removed it from him = FOREVER...If those who have the LIGHT,
reject it, or NEGLECT to follow it out, it will become DARKNESS to them...the invitation will be extended to ANOTHER CLASS...will be LEFT to their Idols...I also will LAUGH at your CALAMITY; I will MOCK when your FEAR COMETH." "...now PROSTRATE in the MIRE of the Earth...they became FOOLS..."come OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE, saith the Lord." T2:38-43. "they had passed BEYOND CONVICTION. (COME WHEN THEY WANT TO = ???)...stifling CONSCIENCE until it could NO LONGER PENETRATE the CALLOUS HEART." T8:95. "Others rashly denied the LIGHT...The LIGHT behind them WENT OUT... IMPOSSIBLE for them to get on the PATH AGAIN..." WTF 14. "...and the Nation was LEFT to the CONTROL of the LEADER she had chosen...will finally LOSE THE POWER to DISTINGUISH between TRUTH and ERROR." GC 28,378. "The LAST STATE of that man is WORSE than the FIRST." DA 324. "...no POWER to CEASE to REBEL." SG 3+4(2)76. "They will have NO PLACE for REPENTANCE!" SG 3:117. "...no EXPIATION could be accepted for THEM!" PP 580. "God WILL NOT impart to men Divine LIGHT, while they are CONTENT to remain in DARKNESS." PP 248. (And remember that LAODICEA is in "DARKNESS!" Do they intend to REMAIN in LAODICEA and DARKNESS = "IMPENETRABLE!" COL 414(423.)

BUT THE ADVENTIST LEADER WRITES:

"Something has to happen on the inside of a man or woman to cause them to love ALL people as Brothers and Sisters..." RH June 15, 1978.p.9. ROY F. WILLIAMS. (Yes! Something happened alright - I am afraid to have a Look!)

WHILE THE WICKED ARE WEEPING AND WAILING

HOW DO THE SAINTS ACT? As BABYLON is DESTROYED! can you believe this = MIKE CLUTE? = REJOICE over her, thou Heaven, and ye Holy Apostles and Prophets; for God hath AVENGED you on her!" (THE TRUE SPIRIT OF GOD'S PEOPLE! REJOICE!) No weeping = no wailing! REJOICE!" Rev.18:20. "DAVID...felt, in a small degree THAT HOLY joy that ALL the SAINTS will experience at the "VOICE OF GOD!" when their captivity is turned, and GOD makes a Covenant of Peace with ALL who have KEPT His COMMANDMENTS." SOP 1:412. (UNCONDITIONAL LOVE?)

WHY DO THEY REJOICE = MIKE CLUTE?

(WHY DO THEY REJOICE WHEN THE WRATH OF GOD IS POURED OUT = ??? WHY DO THEY REJOICE WHEN THE WICKED ROLL IN
THEIR OWN BLOOD? AS THEY CUT EACH OTHER DOWN! AS THEY TAKE AFTER THE MINISTERS = FIRST! WHO LED THEM INTO THIS TRAP! EW 282. GC 656. IS THE "LOVE" OF GOD = "LIMITLESS?" = "UNCONDITIONAL?" = "AS LONG AS LIFE SHALL LAST?" WHAT LAODICEAN ROT!)

"Then I heard SHOUTS OF TRIUMPH from the Angels, and from the redeemed Saints, which sounded like Ten Thousand musical Instruments, BECAUSE = BECAUSE = BECAUSE they were to be NO MORE ANNOYED and TEMPTED by the Devil, and the INHABITANTS OF OTHER WORLDS were DELIVERED from his presence and his temptations. THEN= I=SAW=THRONES...(WHO IS WEEPING AND WAILING NOW = MIKE CLUTE?)...And then there arises ONE LONG PROTRACTED WAIL OF AGONY, as they FLEE TO HIDE from the presence of the King of Kings and Lord of Lords." (You never read this in SG 1:212,214-5. = ??? Will you read it now? Or are you too far gone to do you any good? The Best we can do is try to save some from ending up with your Slick Tongue and Sick Sophistry! GOD DESTROYS TO PUT AN END ONCE AND FOR ALL = to SIN = WICKEDNESS = TORMENT = TROUBLE = WARS = DIVORCES = DRUNKENESS = or do you want such things PERPETUATED? HERE=IS=THE=GLORIOUS=END! WEEPING may endure for a NIGHT = but JOY cometh in the MORNING!) (This JOY cannot come unless God ACTS! Once and for all to save the UNIVERSE! SELAH!)

FROM ONE END OF THE PENDULUM TO THE OTHER!
The Worldly Churches are the Enemy of God. They swing from one End of the Pendulum to the other! It is either WRITHING in ETERNAL TORMENT with that SWINE = SWAGGART! Or else from the same SWINE HERDER = LOVE UNLIMITED = UNCONDITIONAL = BOTH are "SPIRITUALISM!" OCCULTISM = "NEW AGE!" And above all = NO "LAW!" NO "LEGALISM!" It might spoil their ACT! No "MORAL BEHAVIOURISM!" I am AMAZED = DUMFOUNDED! That the HUDSONS=FORDS=ROY A. ANDERSONS = can come up with such UTTER ROT! and it seems NO ONE TO HALT THEM IN THEIR TRACKS! Let them get away with it! UNCONCERNED = Couldn't CARE LESS! But the Day is not far off = when they will CARE! "TOO LATE!" "LEFT to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS!"

THE PEOPLE IN THIS TOWN
had "COMMUNAL LIVING" long before the HIPPIES. The
COMMUNAL UTOPIA BUILDINGS still standing = a WITNESS to a PLAN that did=not=Work! SHARE and SHARE alike! No ownership of ANYTHING = not even the WOMEN. THE END? What do you expect? They pulled each other's HAIR! The NICE ones got all the attention. You can still see what happened = ONE and then ANOTHER = COUPLE pulled OUT = built their own little Home =AWAY from the rest. AS GOD INTENDED! But the DIE-HARDS still exist. FERTILE GROUND for "THE Baha'I FAITH" = AD in "THE GAZETTE" = August 31, 1988. p. 17. "To be a Baha'I simply means TO LOVE ALL THE WORLD to LOVE HUMANITY and try to serve it; to work for UNIVERSAL PEACE AND UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD." (REMEMBER the "UNIVERSAL" LOVE TRAIN in EW 88 and 263? It seemed the WHOLE WORLD was on Board =there could not be "ONE LEFT!" = and the FEW that were left = were on a little Narrow PATH - cast HIGH above the Earth. THIS SAME PAPER p. 23 tells of a "MISSIONARY" going from this Town to "HAIFA, ISRAEL" on Mt. Carmel near the Caves of "ELIJAH" = to the "GOLDEN-DOMED SHRINE" of the BAB (Prophet-Herald of the Baha'I FAITH) = "LOVE ALL MANKIND and to accept ALL THE RELIGIONS as EQUAL to one another..." (Just another Cog in the Wheel of the "NEW AGERS." ADVENTISTS also ran...) I asked one Leader in a Meeting here many Years ago = what do they do with the "HELL TORMENT" THEORY? She smiled as she said they do not believe it! Then HOW can they be in Harmony with "ALL RELIGIONS!" What happened to: "COME APART and be ye SEPARATE!" (Or else partake of their SINS and PLAGUES!)

27 ARTICLES OF FAITH

starts right off with "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" p. vii. and 6, 25, 32, 274, 305, 350, 356. Is that what WILSON-RAMIK PRACTICE? "Such a spiritual UNION knows NO HIERARCHY." p. 172. Is that what they PRACTICE as every WIND of DOCTRINE is Blowing? "I'm asking you NOT to stand up for your "RIGHTS!" = to see that you get your DUE, to SUE if you don't. I'm asking you to bare your back to the WHIP, to turn your other Cheek, to be falsely accused, mocked, derided, to be bruised, broken, nailed to a Cross and buried, if it takes that to LOVE OTHERS. FOR THAT IS LOVING OTHERS as I LOVE YOU." (The BULL in that BOOK p. 177.) (All EMPHASIS ours - do not quote us see Original.) We need not look for any other ERROR or HYPOCRISY in that Book - that is ENOUGH! and MORE than ENOUGH! To prove that this is just ONE MORE CAR hung
on to that Devil's Train now puffing at "OMEGA SIDING" = ready to take off into the Night, POWERED by "UNIVERSALISM!" LOVE UNLIMITED! MESMERISM=OCULTISM=WITCHERY=SORCERY="NEW AGE!"

LAODICEAN TRADITION HAS EVERYTHING BACKWARDS

SESSLER=ROGERS=unable to stand the PRESSURE of JEWISH and LAODICEAN TRADITION = has the JEWS(those that SAY they are "JEWS!" = but who LIE and "ARE NOT!") has them "GATHERED" or "SEALED" = out of the Adventist Church! Is that the Order of God? GOD ORDERS:
"GATHER ye together FIRST the TARES, and BIND them in BUNDLES to BURN them; but GATHER the WHEAT into My BARN." Matt.13:30.

HOW TO STUDY

You will find the Text in the BIBLE. Then you turn to the Front of the INDEX to find where that Text is mentioned in the SOP. THEN (or BEFORE THEN!) you turn to the FROOM=WILSON BOOK = LEF=MD and look for "ODOM" in the INDEX. It is NOT THERE! The MAN who was SLY ENOUGH to pass the Inspection of FROOM=WILSON of all the THOUSANDS of ECCLESIASTICS or would=be ECCLESIASTICS in this COMMUNE = the man SLY enough to slide past POINT-BLANK REFERENCES that may not sound so good to pass off the DOGMA that "SPEWN OUT!" = means "GOING THRU!" (144,000 STRONG.) and when you find a man like that = FEATURE him in their JOINT BOOK LEF=MD 325-6 = no Doubt the COMBINED COMPILATIONS of 10,000 other CLEVER MINDS = just like the "NO WORKS" and "NO=LAW" and "FAITH ALONE" = CLOWNS and JESTERS of BABYLON can COMPILE what the CARNAL DESIRE = THESE CLOWNS that Way-Lay to DECEIVE = the Lord sometimes shows up by them going MENTAL, sending them off to the Paper-Dolly WARD to get the latest TRANQUILIZERS = NICHOLS liked LSD=25 = RAVED about it. "PREGNANT MARE PEE" seems to be good for their WIVES = "HORMONES" they call them = to CHANGE your WIFE! No telling what ODOM was on when he shuffled together "PROOF" that "SPEWN OUT!" means anything but what it does mean = TRUST a MIND as SLICK as all that - to give him $100,000.00 to shuffle together an "INDEX" = to suit the likes of FROOM=WILSON = and do you expect to find the 2 MAIN TEXTS = T1:180 and EW 69 = ??? FAT CHANCE! You can look your Eyes DRY = and you will NEVER find those POINT BLANK REFERENCES if you are Interested in the "GATHERING" or "SEALING" TIME! TRUST ODOM to leave these 2 and a Dozen more =
OUT! Not put in his "INDEX!" Nothing doing! Throw them in the WASTE-BASKET!

HOW TO STUDY "TARES" AND "GATHERING."

ARMAGEDDON: The FIRST thing that should come to our Minds if we are BIBLE STUDENTS = is not "ARMAGEDDON" but the "GATHERING TO ARMAGEDDON" = by the 3 UNCLEAN FROGS who come out of the MUD and Sing their Song before Winter's Night settles on the Earth for 1,000 Years. When the Birds have all flown SOUTH = then the FROGS sing their Song. THIS is the LAST HARVEST. Let the TARES grow up...(The Adventist reads = but does NOT read ON!) "UNTIL" the HARVEST. Then the TOGETHERNESS SUDDENLY VANISHES! As it is seen as CLEAR as DAY = the DIFFERENCE between WHEAT and TARES = so instead of SESSLER and ROGERS going among ADVENTISTS and binding 144,000 (or whatever NUMBER!) gathering the "WHEAT = that is NOT = never has been = never will be = the ORDER OF GOD!

"GATHER YE FIRST THE TARES!" for the "BURNING!" "THE GATHERING!" of the 3 BIG-MOUTHED FROGS of Rev.16:13 to 16. May be a long = long Time before the CLIMAX of the actual "ARMAGEDDON!" The "GATHERING" to any WAR = is to Seal the TREATIES with "WINE! WOMEN and SONG!" PROFUSE expressions of "LOVE!" even "UNLIMITED!" (but NO "LOVE!" for the ENEMY that they are scheming to ERADICATE!) When CHRIST spoiled their WAR=MONGERING PLANS = they ASSASSINATED HIM! His own "CHURCH." Will this History be Repeated? You will NOT find that out in any INDEX slapped together by no ODOM! You have to be ONE STEP ahead of THEM.

THE TRADITION OF THE ELDERS THAT MAKES THE WORD OF GOD OF NO EFFECT!

LAODICEAN TRADITION="GATHERING" must be IN the CHURCH! What kind of "GATHERING" do you expect there when it is plainly Written = they are going into the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" It is only the "TRADITIONAL ADVENTIST" like the "TRADITIONAL JEW" that feels it is his PREROGATIVE to "BEAT THE ROMANS!" = give the "LOUD CRY!" and come off VICTORIOUS! THIS = according to FROOM = was "DEALING IN THE POSITIVE!" The SLOGAN of the ILLUMINATI = the "BRITISH FABIAN SOCIETY" and the "NEW AGERS." SORcery=MESMERISM=INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSALISM. ONE-WORLD GOVERNMENT = ONE-WORLD CHURCH. MASONRY = "SECRET SOCIETIES."
ELLEN WHITE
The lady that gave "NO PROPHETIC INTERPRETATIONS = NO, NOT IN A SINGLE CASE!" (FROM) = LEF=MD 107,109,115, 120,127,128,131,333,336. Of course his "SOURCES" are ALWAYS "UNIFIED" = by "SOUND" Christians = "UNIMPEACHABLE EVIDENCE" = "THE MAJORITY VIEW" = and certainly NOT any "MINORITY VIEW" that SOMETIMES APPEARED IN PRINT!" HORRORS = NO!

DO WE GO BY THE MAJORITY?
The people in the Days of NOAH = had NO PRIOR EXAMPLE to go by = but now that we know "It will be AS in the Days of LOT=NOAH" = where was the "MAJORITY?" Have to be a TOTAL IDIOT to Teach = or Believe = that the "MAJORITY" will all of a sudden = be RIGHT! Especially when we have this "PROPHETIC INTERPRETATION" = "...the GREAT PROPORTION...will prove to be BASE METAL...will COWARDLY take the Side of the OPPOSET...when the "MAJORITY" FORSAKE US...when CHAMPIONS are FEW = THIS will be our TEST!" T5:136. Brisbin 11. RH 1:297. RH 5:245. Ev.361. T2:130. T5:10,463,536.(and 100 more!)

YET THAT OLD FOOL =
(You want BIBLE "LANGUAGE?" O.K. = here is "BIBLE LAN-
GUAGE!")) "But it is happened unto them according to the true proverb, The DOG is turned to his own VOMIT again; and the SOW that was WASHED = to her WALLOWING in the MIRE." 2 Peter 2:22.(You want 100 more? Don't talk to me about "GOING BY THE BIBLE! THIS is the "BIBLE!")) "But these, as NATURAL BRUTE BEASTS, made to be taken and DESTROYED = speak evil of the things that they UNDERSTAND NOT; and shall UTTERLY PERISH in their own CORRUPTION!" 2 Peter 2:12.

YET THAT OLD FOOL
had this people in his Grip = 40 Years of FROOM =until the Lord cut him DOWN! in the midst of his "GOING BY THE MAJORITY!" "THE TRUTH was NEVER FOUND among the MAJORITY. It was EVER FOUND among the MINORITY!" "THIS DAY WITH GOD" p.319.

"BROTHER HOEHN!"
What HARM is there = to encourage people to "LOVE!" each other = be TOLERANT of their SINS = try to "UNDERSTAND" the HOMOS! make this a MAJOR "THRUST!" of the Adventist Church = this shows a "CARING CHURCH!" - isn't that Good?
DID YOU EVER READ =
that you "GET" like the COMPANY you KEEP? Did you also read something about the LAST MESSAGE and the "LOUD CRY" = which was REJECTED in 1888 = and when it comes will be REJECTED again? (In spite of what the WHITE (WASH) ESTATE says = we have a DOZEN other References that say the same thing!) This is the very POINT on which the Adventist Church has gone astray=the REFUSAL to "COME APART and be ye SEPARATE!" Else receive of their PLAGUES and partake of their SINS. (MIKE CLUTE will never agree with this:) "The Angel is to place a "MARK" upon the Forehead of all who are SEPARATED from Sin and Sinners, and the destroying Angel will follow, to SLAY UTTERLY both Old and Young" T5:505,13-4. DA 152. SG 2:201. RH 2:255.

SATAN'S "LOUD CRY!"
GOD ORDERS IT! SATAN = if you can WIN them = you can HAVE them! "I will say to the Reapers, "GATHER" ye together FIRST the TARES, and Bind them in Bundles to "BURN" them: but "GATHER" the WHEAT into my BARN." Matt.13:30. A STUDENT of PROPHECY knows that the "BURNING" is AFTER the 1,000 Years! That the ANGELS do not do the "BURNING" = they only do the "GATHERING" into BUNDLES. We must understand PHASES or "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!"

AND EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER
Rev.16:13-15. 3 UNCLEAN FROGS do the "GATHERING." DRAGON=BEAST=FALSE PROPHET. This can take a LONG TIME = the Binding in Bundles before Rev.16:16 = the SHORT and FURIOUS CLASH = called: "ARMAGEDDON." Who does not know that this is REV.16:12 = in the 6th. PLAGUE! long after PROBATION is CLOSED! So who cares what happens AFTER Probation is CLOSED = the REAL 100% "SHUT DOOR!" Only ONE TIME in History. MIKE CLUTE may go SNIVELING after with other SOFT-IN-THE-HEAD ADVENTIST "LOVE UNLIMITED" PREACHERS =

IN THE 27 ARTICLES THING
God's "LOVE" is: "UNCONDITIONAL!" and lasts "AS LONG AS LIFE SHALL LAST!" If you want to be Popular in the "PAPER-DOLLIE WARD"= go ahead and Teach that RH TRASH! And get caught up in the "SHAKING CHAPTER = T1:179. Go INCH by INCH and NOTICE what is LEFT OUT of EW 269. But found in ORIGINAL RH 1:32 and T1:179 with the added "FOOTNOTES."(NOT FOUND IN EW) = FIRST THING YOU
DISCOVER = it is "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" Do not confuse THEM with the "LAODICEANS" that come much LATER = and the BEST they can do is: "RISE UP!" against the "LAST MESSAGE" = "TO" them and not "FROM" them! This is an INSULT too great to bear = like the JEWS of Old = the Message must come "FROM" them and not "TO" them! Then you run into the "LAODICEAN CHURCH" chapter and what happens to the PROUD and HAUGHTY "RISER-UPPERS!" "TESTED and PROVED a LENGTH of TIME...the ANGELS of God have the charge: "They are JOINED to their IDOLS = let them alone!" = and they PASS ON to their Work = LEAVING THESE with their sinful traits UNSUBDUED = to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS!" T1:187.

THERE YOU HAVE THE END OF THE PICTURE

and also the BEGINNING = now Study what is in between = to see WHY they are "LEFT!" The most HORRIBLE word on human Tongue = "LEFT to the CONTROL!" Now you have your WORK cut out for you = that NOT ONE "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST" has ever done. Since we are SEPARATING: "GATHERING"(SEALING!) what is the CORD used to TIE them in BUNDLES? RESERVED for the FIRES of the LAST DAYS = WHAT IS THE TYING IN "BUNDLES?"

FCE 482="POLITICS!" gets them more EXCITED that RELI- GION. LIKE THE JEWS - a "KINGDOM" on EARTH! Get in- to the FRONT LINES of any WAR. Into "OPERATION WHITE-COAT." (MIXING "AIDS?" = LSD-25? NERVE GAS? Using LLU for "BIO TOXICAL RESEARCH?" with WITCH- DOCTORS?) What great "SECRET OF LIFE" did they DIS- COVER? We never heard of ANY! "MINGLING with the CONTENDING ELEMENTS of these LAST DAYS, as the CIR- CUMCISED who MINGLE with the UNCIRCUMCISED, and He declares that He will DESTROY= BOTH=CLASSES=TOGETHER without DISTINCTION!" (You made none - why should He?) FCE 482.

T1:179 to 184. We start right off with "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" are "SHAKEN!" Not a WORD about LAODICEANS being "SHAKEN!" In Fact = they COULDN'T=CARE=LESS! "CARELESS" and "INDIFFERENT!" and made "NO EFFORT!" And the Angels of God LEAVE THEM! And where do they "GATHER" = the FOOTNOTE TELLS YOU = "GATHER YOUR- SELVES together, yea, GATHER TOGETHER, O (denomi-) NATION NOT DESIRED (And the Time is given)...BEFORE THE FIERCE ANGER of the LORD come upon YOU!(REPEAT- ED TWICE!)..." T1:180. (As the LAODICEANS put on the biggest Drive with "REVELATION SEMINARS" from
Coast to Coast = and those who seemed to be Interested (for a While) in "REFORM" = now go BACK to the WARMTH of the COMMUNE and the "GROUP" = "WE ARE NOT SAVED IN GROUPS!" GC 490,233,622. MB 197. RH Nov.19, 1908. T5:98 to 105. We have MORE LIGHT on this "GATHERING" of "YOURSELVES!" (EVANGELISM SELF-POWER! The GATHERING of "YOURSELVES!" = just before the "DAY OF WRATH!" = but if we go by that "27" Thing and "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" = we are as BOLD and BRASSY as the JEWS who also REJECTED the "TESTIMONY OF JESUS" and ventured forth against the ROMANS = but this Time = that Book says = that terrible "DESOULATION" is but a "FAINT SHADOW" of what is coming NOW! Even though the ORIGINAL BOOK said this is a WARNING to "HIS PEOPLE!" = 1884 GC 38 = I doubt very much if it will Help to CHANGE that to a WARNING to "THE WORLD!" GC 37. They will still have a HARD TIME to explain:

**LOVE UNLIMITED?**

"There is a LIMIT beyond which the JUDGMENTS of JEHOVAH can no longer be delayed. The DESOLATION of JERUSALEM in the Days of JEREMIAH is a SOLEMN WARNING to modern Israel, that the counsels and admonitions given through chosen Instrumentalities CANNOT be disregarded with IMPUNITY...."He that REMAINETH in this City shall DIE by the SWORD, by the FAMINE, and by the PESTILENCE: (AIDS) but he that goeth forth to the CHALDEANS shall LIVE....THIS CITY shall surely be given into the hand of the King of BABYLON'S ARMY, which shall TAKE IT!" PK 417,455. (And 20 more References. T8:32,67,133 -4,250. DA 635. T1:190. T4:167.)

"If the CHURCH pursue a course similar to that of THE WORLD, they will share the SAME FATE. Nay, rather, as they have received GREATER LIGHT, their punishment will be GREATER than that of the Impenitent....If some who PROFESS to believe present Truth could understand their TRUE POSITION, they would despair of the Mercy of God. THEY have been exerting ALL their INFLUENCE AGAINST the TRUTH = AGAINST the Voice of WARNING = AGAINST "THE PEOPLE OF GOD." THEY have been doing the work of SATAN...But the WORLDLY ELEMENT has proved too strong for them. CUSTOMS, PRACTICES, and FASHIONS which lead the Soul AWAY from God have been FOR YEARS gaining ground in DEFIANCE of the WARNINGS and ENTREATIES of the Holy Spirit, until at last their ways have
become RIGHT in their own eyes...The Faith of all will be TESTED...as GOLD is TRIED in the FIRE...Much of the Preaching of late begets a FALSE SECURITY...not competent to steer the Gospel SHIP amid ICBERGS...will surely WRECK HER. We need a PILOT on board now...how many are like FOOLISH VIRGINS..." T5:100 to 105. "... THEY were left behind in DARKNESS." T1:182. "The WHOLE WORLD appears to be in the March to DEATH." Ev.26.

BINDING IN BUNDLES

"The TRADE UNIONS will be one of the Agencies that will bring upon this Earth a TIME OF TROUBLE such as has not been since the Earth began...GIGANTIC MONOPOLIES will be formed. Men will BIND THEMSELVES TOGETHER...TRADE UNIONS...and CONFEDERACIES...My WARNING IS: Keep OUT of the Cities. BUILD NO SANITARIUMS IN THE CITIES. Educate our people to GET OUT OF THE CITIES into the Country...ere long there will be such STRIFE and CONFUSION in the Cities, that those who wish to leave them WILL NOT BE ABLE...LABOR UNIONS and the STRIKES...the WICKED are BINDING themselves up in BUNDLES ready to be BURNED. They may be CHURCH MEMBERS, but while they belong to these UNIONS, they cannot POSSIBLY KEEP the COMMANDMENTS of God." SM 2:142-3.

THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION

LIFE may go on = "AS USUAL." Of course = the Lord will always have those FEW who are not quite "ASLEEP!" and "TWICE DEAD!" - but who will see "THE SWORD COMING!" and Sound the ALARM. Just as the final Scenes are about to burst on the World "IN OVERWHELMING SURPRISE!" = when the Devil's "TRAIN" is going with the "Speed of LIGHTNING!" = "They are BINDING in BUNDLES ready to BURN..." I asked the Angel if there were NONE LEFT. He bade me look in an opposite direction, and I saw a LITTLE COMPANY traveling a NARROW PATHWAY. All seemed to be FIRMLY UNITED, BOUND together BY=THE=TRUTH, IN BUNDLES or COMPANIES. (Remember that Word.) Said the Angel, "THE THIRD ANGEL is BINDING, or SEALING them in BUNDLES for the Heavenly Garner. "THIS LITTLE COMPANY ..." EW 88-9,118,261 to 263,277 to 282. (Look up every Reference or you will miss much.)

THE SEALING

will change EVERYTHING. As the Church GIVES UP the WARNING = and it will be seen the Lord will take Charge of the Work = "HIMSELF!" And the SEALING STARTS =NOT in the Church as SESSLER=ROGERS=WOLD="TRADITIONAL
ADVENTISM* have it = but He will GATHER=ASSEMBLE=SEAL
"THE OUTCASTS" of Israel = the ones you thought were
"WORTHLESS!" because they WOULD NOT = COULD NOT = go
along with the Direction your FROOMS=ANDERSONS were
taking = calling in the BARNHOUSES=MARTINS=PAXTONS=
giving the PULPITS to HIGH CHURCH OF ENGLAND (ANGLICAN)
and CATHOLIC PRIESTS to entertain the "TWICE DEAD!"
CHURCH = we now run into the "SEALING" (NOT AMONG
"ADVENTISTS" YET = but among "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" = who
in the Order of Events = give the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY"
to the LAODICEANS "upon which the DESTINY of the CHURCH
= HANGS!" T1:181. EW 270. (It had to be SOMEONE to
GIVE this Message! And the only Good it does for the
LAODICEANS is to see them "RISE UP AGAINST IT!" T1:181
EW 270).

AS ONE AFTER THE OTHER
calls on Adventist Ministers to give the "STRAIGHT
TESTIMONY" to THEMSELVES! How do they manage that when
(A) They are SOUND ASLEEP! Only DREAMING of what they
are going to do. (B) Instead of any "FINISHING OF THE
WORK!" They are "FINISHED!" as they Preach = "WHAT I
LIKE ABOUT..." is that by any stretch of the Imagination
= "COME OUT OF HER - MY PEOPLE?" Rev. 18....???(I
wonder what you DID LEARN in all those "REVELATION
SEMINARS?")

THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION
Did any Adventist or Reform Minister ever tell you
what the "HOUR OF TEMPTATION" is = ?? Or is it not
worth mentioning = not Important? It is only the AFTER
-MATH of the "SEALING." Which does not start with
Adventists. "THE GATHERING OF THE TARES" = the "COUNTERFEIT"
of GC 464 starts with ADVENTISTS! With the
COUNTERFEIT DOCTRINES LISTED and CATALOGUED in the
SAME CHAPTER = that NOT ONE of the above will Touch
with a 10-foot Pole! Because they would NEVER be POPULAR!
and is not "POPULARITY" more important than
"TRUTH?" FIND THE COUNTERFEIT = GC 464, ("MULTITUDES
are JOINED to "THE CHURCH" who have NEVER been UNITED
to CHRIST!" GC 468. 1884 GC 298.)

THE COUNTERFEIT GC 471 to 473.
WHO IS GIVING THIS MESSAGE? WHO ARE DECLARING THEMSELVES "SINLESS?" FROOM=ANDERSON=HUDSON'S PETS -BRINSMEAD and WRIGHT = came with "SINLESS JONES" and "UNLIMITED LOVE WAGGONER" = 1960. BRINSMEAD'S "ETERNAL PURPOSE" quoting "SINLESS JONES" = 2 Years after he
signed his Name to "LIVING TEMPLE" - (FROMM-WILSON JOINT BOOK) LEF=MD 524. 1903. JONES BEAT KELLOGG in being Living Temple "SINLESS!" in "THE CONSECRATED WAY TO CHRISTIAN PERFECTION" LAST 2 CHAPTERS = 1905. FOAMING at the MOUTH = WORSE than any "HOLY ROLLER CHARISMATIC PENTECOST!" He was "SINLESS! SINLESS! SINLESS!" and SHOUT IT! to the Whole World in the "LOUD CRY!"

This was the SAME IDEA that 1959 BRINSMEAD HAD as he quoted 1905 JONES in his "ETERNAL PURPOSE" as he approached the CLIMAX of the RDB "ETERNAL PURPOSE" = p.185 to 190 = all this he found OUT of the "MOST HOLY PLACE" = RDB was not yet in the MHP in 1959, this was still FUTURE in his CONCOCTION = p.199 to 204. With a CRASHING CLIMAX = never heard before in Heaven or on Earth = p.206-7. FAILURE TO RESPOND to the "MIDNIGHT CRY!" will mean "THE MARK OF THE BEAST!" (WHO FAILS TO RESPOND? The Bible says "ALL!" = Matt.25:7. The SOP says "ALL!" COL 406. RH AUGUST 19, 1890 Y1 Jan. 16, 30. 1896. (But RDB shakes the FOOLISH and cannot AWAKE THEM! They sleep on! What a MESS of a "MESSAGE!"

Approved by ENTIRE CHURCHES - including the MINISTER!

REPEAT!

The ESSENCE of the "NEW THEOLOGY" by RDB = 1959 Book = was "SINLESS JONES" = 1905 "CONSECRATED WAY" = now with HORROR we find STANDISH CHIMES IN with the BRINSMEAD 1959 "NEW THEOLOGY" = that 1905 JONES WAS RIGHT! "OUR(not so) FIRM FOUNDATION" = September 1988 = p.20. JONES WAS RIGHT! Oh BOY! Oh BOY! Oh BOY! He was RIGHT! HE WAS SINLESS! So was "NEW THEOLOGY" BRINSMEAD = p.174,176,180,185 to 190,194 199.

ELLEN WHITE

"And the claim to be without SIN is, in itself, EVIDENCE that he who makes THIS CLAIM is FAR from HOLY ...THE GREATER THE DISTANCE between himself and Christ ...the more RIGHTEOUS he appears IN=HIS=OWN=EYES..."

"COME OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE!" GC 473,475. 1884 GC 302. "The Prophet DANIEL..."WE HAVE SINNED!"...no BOASTFUL CLAIM to freedom from SIN, on the part of those who walk in the Shadow of Calvary's Cross." GC 470-1. "From such =TURN AWAY!" 1884 GC 295.

(If you Watch very carefully = these Adventist Ministers RAMBLE AWAY = they do not attempt to PROVE ANYTHING = it is enough if he SAYS it! When you see them RAMBLE AWAY = without the need of the CHECK-REIN of the SOP = he can come up with ANYTHING! Even
the "NEW THEOLOGY" = STANDISH STYLE! He is "SINLESS!" Thank you for telling us.) We hit your "SPIRIT!" on the SNOUT!

SDA GOON SQUAD

I am afraid to get into the Subject = but I have to. The SAME (Not so) "FIRM FOUNDATION" features "A TALE OF TWO BOOKS" by RALPH LARSON. He endeared himself to this people with "WHO NEEDS "ORIGINAL SIN?" = which we all thought was wonderful at the Time = but since then some of us have had SECOND THOUGHTS. What's so WRONG with: "Behold, I was shapen in INIQUITY: and in SIN did my Mother conceive me." psa. 51:5. "...they are ALL under SIN...There is NONE RIGHTEOUS, No, NOT ONE. .There is NONE that doeth GOOD, no, NOT ONE." Romans 3:9 to 12. "THERE IS NONE that doeth GOOD, no, NOT ONE." Psal.14:3. 53:1. "BLESSED are they whose SIN is COVERED!" Romans 4:7. "Souls tempted, defeated, feeling themselves LOST, ready to PERISH, He met, not with DENUNCIATION, but with BLESSING...TURNING FROM THE AMBITIOUS, SELF-SATISFIED FAVORITES of this World...to THE POOR in Spirit, the sorrowing, the persecuted, He stretched out His arms, saying, COME UNTO ME...I WILL Give you REST..." Ed.79,80. How can the PROUD LAODICEAN "STANDISH" CONFESS his SINS? If He has NONE! With the "NEW THEOLOGY" he is "SINLESS!" "RICH and INCREASED with "GOODS!"...in need(?) of NOTHING!"

THE OLD THEOLOGY

"...when the Servant of God is permitted to behold the glory of the God of Heaven...he will make STARTLING CONFESSIONS of the POLLUTION of his soul, rather than PROUD BOASTS of his HOLINESS...We may always be STARTLED and INDIGNANT when we hear a poor, fallen, mortal exclaiming, "I AM HOLY; I AM SINLESS!" Not one soul to whom God has granted the wonderful view of His greatness and majesty, has=ever=uttered=one=word=like=this." RH Oct.16, 1888.

THE 100% RELIGION! 100% FROM THE DEVIL! (FTW) =

"It is literally ERASED from my NATURE. It's BLOTTED OUT of me. It's taken away and now that OLD EVIL TEMPER which was me, is BILLIONS of miles away, safe in the Sanctuary, as far as the Heavens are from the Earth. That's the reality of the Gospel. And into the place where that OLD EVIL TEMPER was, now comes a Christlike temper and it's mine. It's my possession. It's now MY RIGHTEOUSNESS. It's now Christ in me, the
hope of Glory. It's His LIFE and His SPIRIT in me. I'm trying to make this as REAL as I can because it is REAL to me in my own EXPERIENCE and has been for 10 solid YEARS." (The "HURRAY!" religion. HOLY FLESH. THE SINLESS DEMIGOD.) "FROM BONDAGE TO DELIVERANCE" FTW. 1965. (SAME THING in a later Edition.)

ORIGINAL BATTLE CREEK "STEAM PRESS" =

"LIFE SKETCHES" =

"We had to meet a spirit of SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS that was very DEPRESSING...FANATICISM and spiritual MAGNETISM seemed to have destroyed the spirit of true godliness...a species of spiritual MAGNETISM, of a similar character with MESMERISM. It was our first experience of this kind...they professed SANCTIFICATION, claiming they were ABOVE the POSSIBILITY of sin, being entirely consecrated to God..."

"These persons, who made such lofty PROFESSIONS, were calculated to deceive the UNWARY. They had much to say of LOVE and CHARITY covering a multitude of sins. I could not UNITE with their views and feelings; but felt that they were wielding a TERRIBLE POWER for evil. I wished to escape from their presence as soon as possible.

"Elder Bennett, in speaking of FAITH, said, "All we have to do is to BELIEVE, and whatever we ask of God will be given to us." Elder White suggested that there were CONDITIONS specified." "IF ye abide in Me, and My Words abide in you, ye shall ask what ye will, and it shall be done unto you."

"Said he, "Your theory of FAITH must have a FOUNDATION; it is as EMPTY as a flour-barrel with both heads out. TRUE CHARITY never covers up unrepented and unconfessed sins. She only drops her mantle over the FAULTS that are CONFESSIONED and RENOUNCED. TRUE CHARITY is a very delicate personage, never setting her pure foot outside of Bible truth." As soon as the views of these were crossed, they manifested a STUBBORN, SELF-RIGHTEOUS spirit that rejected all instruction. Though professing great humility, they were BOASTFUL in their SOPHISTRY of SANCTIFICATION, and resisted all appeals to REASON. We felt that all our efforts to convince them of their errors were USELESS, as they took the position that they were not learners but TEACHERS..."
"Elder White arose and said, "I am distressed. The Spirit of the Lord is grieved. I RESIST this INFLUENCE in the name of the Lord! O God, REBUKE this FOUL SPIRIT!" I was immediately relieved, and rose above the shadows...their GROANINGS and AMENS chilled me...

"They are acting under a SATANIC INFLUENCE, yet attrib- uting all to the Spirit of the Lord." "I believe God sent you to encourage us," said Brother Collier. "We call their influence MESMERISM...they crush the very life from our prayers, and leave an influence BLACKER than EGYPTIAN DARKNESS. I have never seen them TIED UP before tonight."

"...While professing SANCTIFICATION they were trans- gressing the sacred LAW. They were CORRUPT at HEART, and ALL=THOSE=IN=UNISON=WITH=THEM were under a SATANIC DELUSION and obeying their own CARNAL INSTINCTS in- stead of the Word of God...a baneful MESMERIC influ- ence...Under a GARB of SANCTIFICATION they were prac- ticing the WORST SINS...Their deception was laid open before me...their terrible GUILT in professing ENTIRE HOLINESS...Some time after this, the CHARACTERS of these persons were developed before the people...The words of John came FORCIBLY to my mind: "If we say we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and THE TRUTH is not in us."

"I was shown that those who TRIUMPH, and CLAIM that they are SINLESS, show in their very BOASTING that they are FAR from being without the taint of sin. The more clearly fallen man comprehends the CHARACTER of Christ, the more DISTRUSTFUL will he be of himself, and the more IMPERFECT will his works appear to him...But those who are at a GREAT DISTANCE from Jesus, whose spiritual senses are so CLOUDED by ERROR that they cannot comprehend the divine CHARACTER of the great Exemplar, conceive of him as altogether such an ONE as themselves, and talk of their own PERFECTION OF HOLINESS with a high degree of SATISFACTION. They know LITTLE of themselves, and LESS of Christ. They are FAR from God...the dregs of sin are still in his NATURE...consider themselves SINLESS...They are CON- TENT with their ATTAINMENTS, and hear NOT the blessed words, "Thy sins be forgiven thee." ORIGINAL 1888 LS 202,205,206-212. (LS 80-4).
SINLESS JONES in 1905. SINLESS "NEW THEOLOGY" BRINSMEAD in 1959. SINLESS (wrong) WRIGHT in 1965. SINLESS STANDISH in "OUR (not so) FIRM FOUNDATION" = September 1988 = p.20,21,29,30,31. Two years after he signed his Name to "LIVING TEMPLE" = 1903.(LEF=MD 524. And in the Middle of "REVISING" = "LIVING TEMPLE" with DR. SADLER = he paused to POUR "LIVING TEMPLE" into "THE CONSCRATED WAY TO CHRISTIAN PERFECTION" = A.Î. JONES in 1905.) That STANDISH hands us as the "MESSAGE OF 1888!"

= STANDISH PERHAPS FORGOT TO READ = and a lot of others FORGOT TO READ = or READING DID NOT BELIEVE = the Book by A.V. OLSON = "THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY" = 1888-1901. Where ARTHUR WHITE opened a CRACK of the 1888 CLOSET = "WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES AND WAGGONER" APPENDIX B p.302.(p.242 to 320.) It will take a TERRIFIC EFFORT = an EFFORT too many will not be able to make = to WRENCH themselves from JONES and WAGGONER - the greatest ENEMIES of the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" there ever was...till the Day of their Death = their Arguments the Basis of the Religion of BALLANGER-MOTE and 1900 "HOLY FLESH!" WATCH! When anyone starts RAMBLING AWAY = does not quote the SOP = as did URIAH SMITH = JONES and WAGGONER = and STANDISH = and many others = WATCH! It does not take long = and they get off the Beam into a MAZE of CONTRADICTIONS. Such as STANDISH = REPETITION = REPETITION = REPETITION = until they begin to believe their own LIES = that "SPEWN OUT!" = means "GOING THROUGH!" NOT to use POISONOUS DRUGS = means to USE THEM! = and spend MORE MONEY on that Traffic = even setting up DRUG-EMPORIUMS to be DIRECTED BY 75% of the ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF being "JEWS= TURKS= ATHEISTS= DRINKERS= SMOKERS= WHORE-MASTERS= PROFILGATES= UNBELIEVERS." To Order little Adventist Nurses around. He is the one to hand us:

ORIGINAL SIN = STANDISH STYLE

ORIGINAL SIN = IS NOT A SIN. If we all have a "SINFUL" or/and a "FALLEN NATURE" = would that not be "ORIGINAL SIN?" - we are saddled with it = we cannot escape it = we all have it. It came from our Parents = we are stuck with it, in some Cases = "...visiting the INIQUITY of the Fathers upon the Children into the THIRD and FOURTH GENERATION of them that HATE ME..." Exodus 20:5. "...they are PERVERSE and CROOKED Generation." Deut. 32:5. "O GENERATION OF VIPERS!" Matt.3:7. It is a notable Fact = that when Christ DARED the PHARISEES = "He that is WITHOUT SIN among you = let him
cast the first Stone!" John 8:7. The Proud PHARISEES = slunk off = one by one. But the Modern PHARISEE = FRED Wright=VAN ASPERAN=BOB BRINSMED=RALPH LARSON=COLIN STANDISH = are "RICH!" and INCREASED with their own "GOOD-NESS!" so that they go by "SINLESS" JONES in 1905 = who had set the Pace for "HOLY FLESH!" of 1900. STANDISH points to JONES after he Signed over to LIVING TEMPLE" = and EXULTED that he was "SINLESS!" in 1905 = THIS is represented as the "MESSAGE" of 1888! by 1988 STANDISH.p.20.

1988 PHARISEES.

"God does NOT look with Favor upon these SELF-CONFIDENT ONES who LOUDLY proclaim, "I am SANCTIFIED, I am HOLY, I am SINLESS." These are PHARISEES..." RH 5:414. May 21, 1908. (TESTIMONY after TESTIMONY in the Period right after 1888 = but it did no good whatever = even though she wrote in 1900:) "There is NOTHING so OFFENSIVE to God, or so DANGEROUS to the human soul = as PRIDE and SELF-SUFFICIENCY. Of all SINS - it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE!"..."I AM SAVED!"... They are UNPREPARED..." COL 154-5. 1900. "Those PROFESSED believers who come up to the "TIME OF TROUBLE" = UNPREPARED, will, in their DESPAIR, CONFESS=THEIR=SINS before all in Words of BURNING ANGUISH, while the WICKED EXALT over their distress. The Case of all such is HOPELESS..." SG 3:134. 1864. "IGNORANCE and SELF-SUFFICIENCY go hand in hand." SM 1:316.

JUST AS SURE

as you take a Stand against the WHOLE WORLD and against the WHOLE CHURCH on this Question = you will be BLACK-BALLED = INSULTS HEAPED upon you = your Name dragged through the MUD = but remember one thing = in "EVENTS in their ORDER" = when every "WIND of Doctrine will be BLOWING!" = "IN THE LAST SOLEMN WORK" = when the "SELF-SUFFICIENT, INDEPENDENT "GREAT MEN...HE CANNOT USE "THEM!" Not in "THE SHAKING, TESTING TIME" = when the "GOLD" will be SEPARATED "FROM" the DROSS in the CHURCH. (LEAVING WHAT?) Those who have been "TIMID" and "SELF-DISTRUSTFUL" = when they see what is COMING on the CHURCH and the WORLD =these "HIDDEN ONES...will be AS DAVID = willing to DO and DARE!" (All the above from T5:80-1. 1882.) "Do not FEED on the HUSKS = of SELF-RIGHTHEOUSNESS!" SM 1:328. 1892.

ON THE ONE HAND

STANDISH DENIES that we have "ORIGINAL SIN" = on the
other Hand = he DENIES that we can get Rid of it, For he is ADAMANT that we carry it to our Graves = or until Christ comes. This, he is saying = over and over again. I knew there was something there = for SEVERAL YEARS BACK = but I couldn't quite grasp it. I read it 300 Times in the SOP = that we are to: "PARTAKE of the DIVINE "NATURE!" STANDISH DENIES THIS = as does the "NEW THEOLOGY." Unless we want to go by:

ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON

"DR. Jekyll" and "MR. HYDE" = the "NEW THEOLOGY" = DUAL "NATURE" = STANDISH TYPE = BRINSMEAD TYPE = BAUER TYPE = FORD TYPE = HEPPENSTALL TYPE = according to "NEW AGE" = OCCULTIC "SIGMUND FREUD = CARL JUNG" = "SEX" is supposedly the "CHIEF DRIVE OF THE PSYCHE" according to these AGNOSTIC=ATHEISTS that set the Pace for "PSYCHOLOGY" that Sr. White said would lead the World into "MIND CONTROL" = "DEMONOLOGY" = "MESMERISM" (MESMER=ANOTHER "JEW" that go by the TALMUD and SEX= CRAZY "RABBIS" =who conjured the ROTTENEST BOOKS ON EARTH = Books of the TALMUD.) "Howbeit IN VAIN do they worship Me...ye hold the TRADITIONS of MEN..." Mark 7:7,8. "...PHILOSOPHY and VAIN DECEIT." Col.2:8. "BLIND leaders of the BLIND...BOTH shall fall into the Ditch." Matt.15:14.

FROM SUCH A SOURCE

1959 BRINSMEAD = came up with "SUBCONSCIOUS SIN" = "THE WORST SIN OF THE UNIVERSE!" = that would hang on to you like FLEAS to a DOG = no matter if: "...your WHOLE "NATURE" will be brought under the CONTROL of the Spirit of Christ..." SC 47. "...the WHOLE "NATURE" is TRANSFORMED!" SC 73. "God...requires an ENTIRE TRANSFORMATION, a RENEWING of our WHOLE "NATURE"...The WARFARE against SELF is the greatest BATTLE that was ever fought." SC 43. (SC = is STEPS TO CHRIST.) (Used by Adventists so SELDOM = it is a Book that might as well NEVER have been WRITTEN if they prefer the DUAL NATURE of "DR. Jekyll" and "MR. HYDE" = where "NEW THEOLOGY" BRINSMEAD obtained his "SUBCONSCIOUS" SIN = as found among the Propagators of TALMUDISM = who also Switch back and forth = "...the RABBINIC literature gives CONTRADICTORY ANSWERS..." "EVERYMAN'S TALMUD" p.95. "THE TALMUD...THE TORAH...THE RABBIS... any attempt to UNDERSTAND and evaluate their Teachings is an IMPOSSIBILITY." p.125. (YET, like STANDISH and
the "NEW THEOLOGY" they affirm:) (SAME as "NEW THEOLOGY"
"FRED WRIGHT") = GOD=CREATED=EVIL! p.49,87,88,92,109.
EVIL=FROM=BIRTH! p.88,89,96. EVERYTHING=GENTILES=DO=IS
=A=SIN! p.65. "EVIL=IMPULSE" we are like a Prisoner in
a Jail = we cannot shake it until 13 years old. P.88,
89(Read on to p.92 where you find:) "In the Here-after,
the Holy One, blessed be He, will bring the EVIL
IMPULSE and SLAY it in the presence of the RIGHTOUS
and WICKED." (Suk. 52a).

THUS WE END UP

with STANDISH and the JEWISH "TALMUD" = the "MR. HYDE"
remains in our "DUAL NATURE." "EVERYMAN'S TALMUD"
p.68,76. On the one hand = "YE ARE GODS!" p.68. On the
other hand = with SPURGEON and STANDISH = you can do
NOTHING about the "EVIL IMPULSE" until the "HOLY ONE,
BLESSED BE HE" = will "SLAY IT!" when he comes! p.92.

ELLEN WHITE

"THE WILL...is the governing POWER in the NATURE of
man, the POWER of DECISION, or of CHOICE. EVERYTHING
depends on the RIGHT ACTION of the WILL...you can
CHOOSE to serve Him...Thus your whole "NATURE" will be
brought under the CONTROL of the Spirit of Christ...
DESIREs("FAITH ALONE!" WISHFUL THINKING!)...if you
STOP HERE, THEY WILL AVALL NOTHING! Many will be LOST
while HOPING and DESIRING...Through the right exercise
of the WILL, an ENTIRE CHANGE may be made in your LIFE
...you will be enabled to LIVE the NEW LIFE, even the
LIFE OF (the right) FAITH." SC 47,48. "Here is where
THOUSANDS FAIL...THEY=DO=NOT...COMPLY=WITH=THE=CONDI-
TIONS..." SC 52.

STANDISH-BRINSMEAD

STANDISH in 1988 = BRINSMEAD in 1959 = BOTH of them
went by 1905 JONES.(STANDISH "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION" =
HE TAUGHT IN 1905 = the MESSAGE of 1888! ALL SEGMENTS
OF THE "AWAKENING" said that in 1960 when HUDSON
brought them to AMERICA. After all the BRAIN-WASHING
of this people = led by FROOM=ANDERSON=WILSON in their
JOINT BOOK = "MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION = DECEPTION
and GUILLE" = SPEAR-HEADED for their "LOUD CRY" in "MISSION
=KEY '73 = the SAME as JONES said the SAME THING in
1893 = SET TIME! (But we still believe a PROVEN FALSE
TIME PROPHET! When the BIBLE says they should be
"STONED!" ALRIGHT = go your way and we will go ours.)

1904 = to JONES?
(Who worked 1903 to 1912 to "REVISE" = "LIVING TEMPLE." With DR. SADLER. NO ONE seems to mention THAT BOOK! I wonder why? Must be too INSANE for Words!) "It will be said that "LIVING TEMPLE" has been REVISED... "Be not DECEIVED; God is not mocked." (Gal. 6:7.) SM 1:199. B2:49. 1904.

JONES SET TIME IN 1893.

(If you read the ORIGINAL "1893 GENERAL CONFERENCE BULLETINS" and not some devised APOLOGETIC to HIDE his CRAZIEST ASSERTIONS = among which was:

1893 = NO CONDITIONS?

EVEN WIELAND - the Self-declared "AUTHORITY" on the Writings of JONES and WAGGONER = WIELAND ADMITTED in a 1970 LETTER = that "HOEHN" PROVIDENTIALLY INTERCEPTED AND PRINTED BY THE THOUSAND! = after all the ADUATIONS received for endless YEARS = of how JONES and WAGGONER (according to WIELAND!) = (FROM=ANDERSON=WILSON) = had more "LIGHT" than ELLEN WHITE = we can do WITHOUT HER - but we CANNOT do WITHOUT JONES AND WAGGONER! NO SIREE! THE GREAT "WIELAND" was so SHOCKED that ANYONE would CHALLENGE the mighty JONES and WAGGONER that he asked in AMAZEMENT = (WAGGONER'S) "CHRIST AND HIS RIGHTEOUSNESS" is an "ABOMINATION." May I ask who expressed such an opinion of it?"

CAUGHT BY SURPRISE

he ADMITTED = "regarding A.T. JONES...I must say that he did indeed act and speak in a way that would lead me to believe that he was "OUT OF HIS MIND." He opposed the Spirit of Prophecy...and became bitter... Regarding E.J. WAGGONER: He did fall MORALLY, and was out of the way in a most decided manner. In his "LAST CONFESSION"...in 1916 he denies any significance to 1844 and the Adventist concept of the cleansing of the SANCTUARY. Sad, but true...I think he also to some extent, must have "LOST HIS MIND..." (EMPHASIS ADDED.) (IF YOU ARE NOT ON THE LIST = $1.00 a Copy.) SIGNED BY: ROBERT J. WIELAND. November 24, 1970 LETTER.

NO 1893 COVER-UP WILL CHANGE THIS:

We just read from 1892 "STEPS TO CHRIST" = "Here is where THOUSANDS FAIL... THEY=DO=NOT... COMPLY=WITH=THE=CONDITIONS." SC 52. (You want to know the Message of 1888 = ??? I WONDER IF ONE "JONES AND WAGGONER DEVOTEE" = who like the Idea of being "SAVED!" and "SINLESS!" will point ANYONE TO "STEPS TO CHRIST?" No self-
righteous PHARISEE will...that is FOR SURE! They may, like the PENTECOSTS = quote up to a certain Point in the Book = BUT=NOT=FROM=THEN=ON! THEY PREFER JONES = 1893. Where he started to FIRST OPENLY CHALLENGE HER! ON THIS MAJOR POINT = and from then on = it was all DOWN-HILL = "HOLY FLESH" 1900 = "LIVING TEMPLE" 1903 = and in spite of what ELLEN WHITE WROTE in that Period = he DEFIED her to the BITTER END! HERE IS 1893:

1893 JONES

"Brother A.T.JONES...You repeated several times that WORKS amounted to NOTHING that there were NO CONDI-
TIONS. The matter was presented in that light that I
KNEW=MINDS=WOULD=BE=CONFUSED, (to this Day!)...There
are CONDITIONS, (not Faith "ALONE?") There are CONDI-
TIONS to our receiving "JUSTIFICATION" and "SANCTIFI-
CATION" and the "RIGHTEOUSNESS" of Christ...it is
IMPOSSIBLE for even one Soul to be Saved =WITHOUT=GOOD
=WORK. God saves us UNDER A LAW..."if thou wilt enter
into Life = KEEP=THE=COMMANDMENTS!"...Here are CONDI-
TIONS, and the Bible is full of CONDITIONS." SM 1:377-
8.(And when it comes to "LOVE UNLIMITED" = read the
next Page!) "The people need to be URGED to diligence in
GOOD WORKS...rebuking CARELESSNESS, BACKSLIDING,
and SIN, that the people may be brought to REPENTANCE
and CONFESSION...(NO VENDEN WILL EVER AGREE WITH THIS:)
The REPROVER is to ANIMATE his hearers so that they
shall STRIVE for the MASTERY...STRUGGLE for DELIVER-
ANCE...OVERCOME...EFFORT and LABOR are REQUIRED...That
which is considered "MORALITY" in the World does not
reach the DIVINE STANDARD = and has no more "MERIT"
before Heaven than had the OFFERING of CAIN." SM 1:380
-2. (By all means READ ON!)"...we need to hear a GREAT
DEAL MORE about "WORKS!" (SAME.)

NO CONDITIONS 1893 JONES

The Religion of BAAL = BABYLON = just about ALL the
Churches and now "NEW THEOLOGY" STANDISH. Will he also
go down-hill as did JONES? ONE LEADING PSYCHOLOGIST
WRITES: (This is NOT the Religion of FROOM=WILSON and
the "250 Princes of Renown" that followed the lead of
the "BIG 3" = KD+A. Who wanted to follow the "MAJORITY
VIEW." They will NEVER agree with this:)
(RATIBOR-RAY M. JURJEVICH) "The MASSES have never
thirsted after TRUTH...preferring to deify ERROR, if
error seduces THEM. Whoever can supply them with illu-
sions is easily their Master...(Quoted from LeBON.)"
$22.50 U.S. ITCHTHYS BOOKS, P.O. BOX 1701, Glenwood
Springs, CO 81602. (As advertised in "SPOTLIGHT" and
"CHRISTIAN NEWS." AMAZING how some will risk Life
and Limb to bring you advanced LIGHT = that Adventists
and Reform would not touch over their Dead Body
= and it will be:

"OVER THEIR DEAD BODY!" T5:211-2.

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0

THIS PAPER WAS STARTED: Sept. 15, 1988. It was set
aside to give PRIORITY TO: "AUSTRALIA AND GC 444."
Oct. 21, 1988. Which is now set up and ready to Print.

THIS IS NOW = NOV. 26, 1988.

It is not easy to pick up where we left off. Espe-
cially since we have to take off 2 Days or more like a
WEEK = to make up a NEW MAILING LIST = and Reply to
"LETTERS" as well as FIX and RUN the PRESS. ANN
DeMICHAEL IS COMING TO SEE THE NEW "PRINT and TAPE
SHOP" = $13,000.00 later. Now to CONTINUE THIS PAPER:

OUR FIRM FOUNDATION

As we study the "1888 MATERIALS" = and the response to
it by STANDISH and MAGAZINE = we see the Pattern. FOR
WHATEVER REASON these 1888 MATERIALS were released =
the TRADITIONALISTS are all out in full force = to
make them of NON-EFFECT.

ONE SUPREMELY CLEVER WAY:

to do this = is the Brain-Washing method developed
into a Fine Art by FDN(NICHOLS) who started as Editor
of "LIFE and HEALTH" Magazine = and seeing what a magni-
ficient Job he was doing to HAM-STRING the NATURAL
SCHOOL = bring them to LAW with the Aiding and Abetting
of the tightest little TRADE UNION in the World = the
AMA backed by the FDA and the SDA. This Unholy Trinity
was Championed by one NICHOLS who was boosted to
the Editorship of the Official Church Paper = the R&H.
There the Arch Psychologist could ply his Art -
as did FROOM with his SDA "MINISTRY" Magazine. These
2 Cunning Deceivers had a Field Day.

FOR MANY YEARS

they IGNORED = SIDE-STEPPED = the TRUTHS inherent in
the Writings = TRIED TO INTIMIDATE US = by finally
THREATENING us with LAW = under the guise of "COPY-
RIGHT INFRINGEMENT" = NICHOLS wrote the HOEHN RESEARCH
LIBRARY = threatening us with LAW = unless we SIGNED a
NOTARIZED STATEMENT that we would NEVER quote their
precious "COPYRIGHTED" MAGAZINES again. HUNDREDS at
once OBEYED = some suddenly became "CONVERTED" to
"YAHWEH" as one way to ease out of ADVENTISM without
the disgrace of giving up all Religion entirely. THE
HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY DID NOT = we spent 3 months
preparing a BLAST based mainly on NICHOLS RECORDED
AVOWALS that Adventists would NEVER = no = NEVER resort
to "LAW!". That even the CATHOLICS had the "RIGHT" to
FREE EXERCISE of RELIGION and to be VOTED into OFFICE
in a PROTESTANT COUNTRY = Oh, Yes! We are all out for
"RELIGIOUS LIBERTY!" YESIREE! and we would NEVER = no
= NEVER resort to LAW.

WE COMPILED SUCH STATEMENTS
made by the HYPOCRITE = and RUBBED his Nose in them =
how it happened we do not know = but it could well be
that he became so INFURIATED at this PUBLIC REPLY =
that he ruptured his AORTA = THE MAIN ARTERY leading
from the Heart = and his Heart was pumped DRY = on a
very "GOOD FRIDAY" = it was NICHOLS that brought this
Denomination into keeping EASTER = so this was a very
fitting EMBLAMATIC EXIT for "PUBLIC HYPOCRITE #(1)."

HE DEVELOPED A NEW MIND-CONTROL TECHNIQUE
that beat the BLOODY BOLSHEVIK BRAIN-WASHING METHODS
all Hollow = no doubt the Reds picked it up by this
time. At least the STANDISH SCHOOL DID = what was the
NICHOL EXPERIMENT IN MIND-FRACTURING?

QUOTE OUR STRONGEST REFERENCES!

With your back to the Wall in some RED COMMUNIST HELL-
HOLE = you could always fall back on your SUBCONSCIOUS
RESERVE = "IT IS WRITTEN!" Many a Martyr could remain
True to his Faith by this Reserve of Strength = no
matter their TECHNOLOGY = his RESERVE was something
that SATAN'S EMISARIES would NEVER QUOTE = the Fine
Points of their Faith = "IT IS WRITTEN!"

NICHOLS REACHED IN

just like the AVENGING ANGEL reached in and tore open
his AORTA = and drained his HEART = DRY! So this mental Genius = took our STRONGEST STATEMENTS that we Threw at them = "I WAS SHOWN that MORE DEATHS have been caused by DRUG-TAKING than from ALL=OTHER-CAUSES=COMBINED!" SG 3+4 (Center):133. (They degraded this in DC 66 and SM 2:450 by LEAVING OUT! "I WAS SHOWN...!" = making it appear that this was only "HER" OPINION!)

BUT THE LORD SHOWED HER

that DRUGS caused "MORE DEATHS" than WAR = REVOLUTION = ACCIDENTS by LAND and SEA and in the AIR = And as for the ASP in ASPIRIN = which they once called "A NAIL IN YOUR COFFIN" = "THE DRUGS GIVEN TO STUPEFY = whatever they may be = DERANGE the NERVOUS SYSTEM!" SM 2:448. DC 62. Consider this in the Light of over 50% of Patients in Hospitals are there for MIND and NERVOUS REASONS.

COAL-TAR DERIVATIVES

ASPIRIN and SULPHA DRUGS = that you WONDER what they will do to you NEXT = CANCER in the LUNGS = BLACK = RED = BLUE = any COLOR = could some of the "FOOD DYES" used in "HELL-TH" FOODS (END UP IN THE LUNGS?) THE FOODS made to LOOK = TASTE = and SMELL = like the SOUTH END of a Hog going NORTH = ??? So that the GOVERNMENT ITSELF moved in and put a STOP to such "CERTIFIED" HELL-TH FOOD DYES. How many Cases of CANCER did they give the World = ???

IS THIS STATEMENT TRUE?

"EVERY POISONOUS PREPARATION = in the VEGETABLE and MINERAL KINGDOMS = taken into the System, will leave its WRETCHED INFLUENCE = affecting the LIVER and LUNGS = (the great Blood-purifying Agencies) = and DERANGING the System generally." SG 3+4 (Center) 140. (LEFT OUT! of DC 73. Also OUT of SM 2:454.) Nice people. Oh! How TRUE! how SINCERE! how HONEST!

THIS CHAMELEON NICHOLS

WOULD TAKE OUR STRONGEST STATEMENTS = whether in THEOLOGY = PREDICTIONS = or MEDICATION - and he would DOUBLE-TALK them under the Table = "PROVE" by "SCIENCE-FALSELY-SO-CALLED" (Those who pay them SUPREME HOMAGE = will "NOT-BE-THE-LEADERS-THEN!" T5:80.) (RISE out of the ASHES and DENY that one = NICHOLS!)
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THE STANDISH CONFEDERACY

is using THAT METHOD =!!! They will QUOTE the STRONG-EST REFERENCES we can find = even some we did not know about = so that the Flocks and Herds = will MARVEL how they can take such HOLY REFERENCES = and make MINCE-MEAT out of them by ALWAYS = ALWAYS = ALWAYS come up with:

0-0-0-0-0

(1) TM 15 = God does not care. NO MATTER HOW "DEFEC-TIVE" THEY MAY "BE!" = they are STILL THE "ONE" AND "ONLY" OBJECT OF HIS SUPREME REGARD! So try to do away with that one. All your RESERVE "SCRAMBLED" THIS = (according to them!) is: "MRS. WHITE!" Asking them to turn the Page and read TM 16 = find "CHURCH" there (even TWICE!) = also called: "SYNAGOGUE!" = and does it matter how "DEFECTIVE" that one is = ??? (Now you have your work cut out for you = "THEY" will never tell you = look up "SYNAGOGUE" and find out on whom does ELLEN WHITE DRAPE=THAT=MANTLE!)

"CHURCH!" and "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!"

NO MATTER HOW "DEFECTIVE" THEY MAY "BE!" was NEVER
used in the ORIGINAL TEXT = !!! They may "APPEAR" to be that way = as Painted by men and Devils = but they certainly will not "BE!" that way. NO=ORIGINAL=TEXT=
SAID: "BE!" Look it up for yourself. RH 2:263.
Dec. 11, 1888. T5:136. 1882. ARA 432. May 27, 1912. (="AUSTRALIAN RECORD ARTICLES" = from "LEAVES" = about $14.00 US) TM 40-1. "SPECIAL" TM 143. (="HEALTH RESEARCH" EDITION=1958=now out of Print.) We have to deal with:

"THE CRISIS!"

Up to a certain Point = "NO DIFFERENCE" can be seen.
"COL 408(479) = RH 3:291. Sept. 17, 1895. (You should spend an entire Sabbath = profusely MARKING this one. The "CRISIS!" brings the SPLIT between a "COMPANY" that was once "ONE!" But now they stand = WISE!" and "FOOLISH!" and never the Twain shall meet. The "FOOLISH" Virgins do not become "WISE" ones = neither do they have "TIME!" to develop a new "CHARACTER!" or a "NEW NATURE!" (page 292.) "CHARACTER is REVEALED by a CRISIS!" It is "FORMED" as "INDIVIDUALS!" "DAY BY DAY." "NOW!" in PROBATIONARY TIME. SHOUT this from the HOUSE TOPS! Even if STANDISH and all the World = must Preach as the NEXT ARTICLE SHOWS = p.293-4.
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"FALSE SHEPHERDS AID SATAN... "PEACE and SAFETY" = when
SUDDEN DESTRUCTION is about to come UPON "THEM!"
Their "HOUSE" is left "DESOLATE!" September 24, 1895.

THEN STANDISH CAN VIEW HIS HANDIWORK

and I doubt if he can then find the TRANQUILIZERS that
he now dishes out to others = will help him in that
Hour. Not even "DOUBLE STRENGTH!" (We have had one
who suffered with "ARTHRTIC PAIN" for 10 Years = and
the last 2 Years so bad that some might contemplate
SUICIDE = and no "ASP in "ASPIRIN" helped until a cer-
tain Lady in a certain City sent a certain "ARTH-X"
from a certain American Health Store (may not be
obtainable in Canada.) and he DITCHED the: "DRUGS
GIVEN TO STUPIFY = whatever they may be = DERANGE the
NERVOUS SYSTEM!" SM 2:448. Dc 62. "God will NOT
ACCEPT their UNWORTHY OFFERING any sooner than that of
CAIN." SG (HEALTH CHAPTER) p. 148.

WILSON AVOWED

the "PRINCESSES OF ADVENTIST RENOWN" = "ADvised" him to
set up a Nest of LAWYERS in LLU to take after "QUACKS"
who believe in "NATURAL REMEDIES" and also in the
"TRADEMARK NAME" = (as Sr. White said they would do in
setting up their: "MARK OF THE BEAST!" GC 443-5.)
Was STANDISH one of them? We are supposed to "HONOR"
him in our Midst? He will tell us something about
"CHARACTER" and "NATURE" = when JEWISH MESSIAH COMES?

JEWS "SYNAGOGUE" and BRITISH FABIAN SOCIETY

go by the TALMUD and the "NEW AGE" or the "NEW THEOLOGY!"
Find this "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" opposing the "PHIadelphia-
PHIAN CHURCH" = Rev.3:9. The MAIN LAST DAY ENEMIES of
God and man. SO IMPORTANT it was FEATURED in "MY
FIRST VISION" and the "GOLDEN TEXTS!" EW 30. In "THE
SEALING" chapter: "THESE are they who have ONCE=KEPT=
THE=SABBATH and have given it up." EW 37. Called:
"HIRELING PRIESTS!" EW 124. If you WATCH CAREFULLY =
EVERY ONE who comes with "NO EFFORT!" and "FAITH ALONE!"
and "THE CURSE OF WORKS!" and "I AM SAVED!" in the
"OUTER COURT!" in the TIME when the PHILADELPHIAN
SAINTS "STAND" in the "HOUR OF TEMPTATION" = Rev.3:10.
GC 560.

EVERY ONE IS OR WAS ON THE PAY-ROLL!

PAID to come into our Ranks and Fuddle us up! So
"SINCERE!" So "HONEST!" Pay him all the TITHE you can! Not knowing that he turns in most of it to the CONFERENCE! "GOD SHEW ME THAT THIS CLASS WERE "PRO-
FESSED" ADVENTISTS, WHO HAD FALLEN AWAY!" WTF 12. In their "OMEGA" of "APOSTASY."

THEY WILL BE THE: "ANTICHRIST!"

"THE PEOPLE OF GOD" are a SEPARATE CLASS = taken OUT
of EW 269 = they give the "STRAIGHT=FROM=THE=SHOULDER=
TESTIMONY" TO THE "LAODICEANS!" in the "SHAKING CHAPTER"
= RH 1:32 or TI:179. THE "HIRELINGS" = will hold to
"TRAIDITION!" and at last pass over on the Side of the Enemy "...and are Written, "ANTICHRIST." THE=PEOPLE=
OF=GOD..." (Are a SEPARATE Group.) Series A:318.
(About $22.89 from "LEAVES." US FUNDS.) Find the
SAME. "SPECIAL" TM 312. "ANTICHRIST!"

THESE PAID HIRELINGS

(IF YOU REMEMBER!) = NEVER DID = NEVER WILL = OBJECT
TO DRUGS = WAR = (Imagine going over Oceans to spill out the Bloody Guts out of another man = FATHER = SON
= BROTHER = UNCLE = COUSIN = who has liabilities the
same as you have! LOVE OF WIFE = CHILDREN = FAMILY =
wanting to bring Home for his loved ones = FOOD =
CLOTHING = SHELTER = WARMTH = PRESENTS = FLOWERS = and
go and Rip your BAYONET into his STOMACH = you call
yourself a "CHRISTIAN?" and you can DRIFT with OTHER
DRIFT = and have NOTHING to say about THAT = ??? (If
your Church does not?) It would not take much to
convince STANDISH to feature one of those BLOODY
BUTCHERS on the front page of his Magazine.

FORGETTING THIS:

"HE THAT LIVES BY THE SWORD = SHALL DIE BY THE SWORD"
THE JEWS HEARD THAT = but paid no never Mind = did
they PAY=FOR=IT = ??? Did they learn a Lesson = even
to this Day = ??? Oh! Yes! They might have some-
ting to say about it = but we are thinking of the
"VOICE OF GOD" HOUR when the Tables will be turned =
"THE SWORDS" which were to slay "GOD'S PEOPLE" are now
employed to (SLAY=EACH=OTHER!) 1884 GC 473. GC 656.

"SLAY UTTERLY...AND BEGIN...AT THE ANCIENT MEN WHICH WERE BEFORE THE HOUSE" "THERE ARE NONE TO PITY OR TO SPARE...(ALL) PERISH TOGETHER!"
(NOTE: Contrary to all LAODICEAN and SHEPHERD'S ROD TRADITION =
THEY WERE STILL "BEFORE THE HOUSE!"... THAT IS WHERE THE "SLAUGHTERING
ANGELES" FOUND THEM! THEY=HAD=NOT=LEFT=IT!)
IF YOU DID NOT SEE THAT IN GC =
You never read GC = THE-FIRST=CHAPTER and "JOSEPHUS" =
the Streets of JERUSALEM were SLIPPERY with the BLOOD
of JEW killing JEW = BEFORE the Romans battered down
the Walls! (REPEAT!) = in the VOICE OF GOD HOUR"
even the gentle WOMEN who crowned that PREACHER with
"LAURELS" = will BEAT him into the Ground! (READ IT
FOR YOUR LIFE!) = EW 282. GC 656.

AND AGAIN = NEVER GIVE UP!
AFTER THE 1,000 YEARS! BUILD THE BIGGEST MILITARY
MACHINE THE WORLD HAS EVER SEEN! 1884 GC 478-9. GC
664. When they see their Case is HOPELESS = "...with
the FURY of DEMONS they turn (upon each other!)" GC 672.

THEY REALLY "IMPROVED" THIS:
BY LEAVING OUT THESE WORDS: "...and there follows a
Scene of UNIVERSAL STRIFE!" 1884 GC 487. (DID YOU
NOTICE = ???) God did not act yet! He only HURRIED=
IT=UP! They were already ROLLING IN THEIR OWN BLOOD!
No Wonder the whole UNIVERSE = watching this Scene =
from FIRST CHAPTER to LAST CHAPTER in "THE GREAT
CONTROVERSY" = the BLOODY BUTCHERS = out to SLAY
OTHERS = end up "BROTHER" killing "BROTHER" = "FATHER"
killing "SON" = "MOTHER" killing "DAUGHTER!"

"IT WAS YOU!" = "YOU TOLD US...!"
That the "LOVE" of God was "UNLIMITED!" and even
"UNCONDITIONAL!" "...and cried, "PEACE, PEACE...You
have not told us of THIS HOUR...(and those who did)..."you declared to be...EVIL MEN who would RUIN US!" But
I saw the MINISTERS did NOT ESCAPE...Their SUFFERING
was TENFOLD GREATER than that of their people!" EW 282.
(GOOD! GOOD RIDDANCE of BAD RUBBISH!) EW 289, 290.

0-0-0-0-0

THE FIRST THING = I wrote against = was DRUGS!
THE SECOND THING = was "WAR!"

BUT AS WE SEE = from Reading "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" =
FIRST CHAPTER to LAST CHAPTER = man always finds an
EXCUSE to strap on the AMMUNITION BELT = to SLAY his
own Kind! and this will be a SIGN to GOD and the WHOLE
UNIVERSE = that this is a people = NOT FIT TO LIVE!
and if we go by the ORIGINAL BOOK = He stands back =
and sees them HACKING each other to PIECES = "WITH THE FURY OF DEMONS they turn upon (EACH OTHER!)" = 1884 GC 487. (UP TO NOW NEITHER GOD NOR HIS PEOPLE = KILLED NOT ONE OF THEM!) From one End of History to another = they cannot live except off the BLOOD = of ANOTHER!
So God sends a "FIRE!" to LIGHT-UP-THE-SCENE! "HELL-FIRE?" NO! This "FIRE!" in the LAST SCENE in GC 672 leaves: "NO ETERNAL BURNING HELL!" GC 674. This "FIRE!" is so "HOT!" = no one can LIVE in it! It leaves them neither:"ROOT NOR BRANCH!" GC 673. THE UNIVERSE CLEAN = of all "WAR-MONGERS!"

WE HAVE JUST HAD AN ELECTION

IN CANADA The Head of the Party that won = said: OPENLY! That he would win because the Canadian people would want him to build 8 to 12 = NUCLEAR SUBMARINES = and he was RIGHT! He WON! The people VOTED = FOR WAR!

ONE MODERN SUBMARINE

Almost unbelievable. Something like 320 MISSILES. EACH MISSILE will carry 10 ROCKETS = each ROCKET can be COMPUTERIZED to hit 10 TARGETS. "AWAKE!" April 8, 1988. "A single modern SUBMARINE has approximately eight times the total firepower of World War II = sufficient to destroy every major City in the Northern Hemisphere." p. 8. While at the same Time = every Year 18 to 20 MILLION people die of STARVATION = "...more than TWICE the number who died each Year during WORLD WAR II." (See also p. 11.)

WHO CAN DENY IT = ???

"THE SPIRIT OF THE LORD" is being withdrawn from the Earth. When will we hear from the Modern Pulpits: "BLESSED are the PEACE-MAKERS!" Will they KILL us also if we believe in THAT = ???

"NEW LIGHT!"

As the Children of Israel = DID NOT find a way of Escape until they actually STEPPED in the WATERS of the RED SEA = (The Book just about opened up for me = PP 290.) So also = you will find "NEW LIGHT!" = that you nor anyone else has found = WILL=OPEN=UP=TO=YOU as the WATERS of the RED SEA opened up = "AFTER!" they stepped INTO=THE=WATERS! This is: "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH!"
WAR!

So we saw that those who \textit{LIVE=BY=BLOOD} = will \textit{END UP =}
as the \textit{JEWIS DID = KILLING EACH OTHER BEFORE THE ROMANS}
LAID A HAND ON THEM! (FIRST CHAPTER OF "THE GREAT
CONTROVERSY.") Adventists understand neither the
FIRST CHAPTER = nor the LAST!

\textbf{HISTORY IS REPEATED!}

In the \textit{LAST CHAPTER} = neither \textit{GOD} nor \textit{HIS PEOPLE =}
threw no \textit{HAND-GERNADES = fired off NO ROCKETS = as the
WICKED=KILL-EACH-OTHER! 1884 GC 487. (And it is the
NEXT PAGE = before GOD=TOUCHES=ONE=OF=THEM!) They
CRIPPLED your GC 672 by \textbf{NOT making this Fact = PLAIN!!}

\textbf{THIS IS "NEW LIGHT!!''}

Just in Time to show up the \textbf{INCANTATIONS} of \textit{WILSON'S}
1979 PETS = from Coast to Coast = led by \textit{MAXWELL of
LLU}. \textbf{THE TRUTH IS = that God does not TOUCH=ONE=OF=
THEM! until they are in the midst of \textbf{ROLLING EACH OTHER
in their own BLOOD!} This is the FINAL and GREAT END =
of \textit{WAR-MONGERS!} And all the Universe will have a
Sigh of \textit{RELIEF!} Now we can better Understand:

\textbf{THE LAST MESSAGE = THE MESSAGE REJECTED IN 1888:

\textit{REV. 18.} (While \textit{MIKE CLUTE is CRYING in his PABLUM:})
\textit{"REJOICE over her, thou HEAVEN = and ye HOLY APOSTLES
and PROPHETS! for GOD hath avenged you on her... (and
the World does not understand the following Words =
and neither do 50% of Adventists!)... and shall be
found NO=MORE=AT=ALL!" Rev. 18:20-1. \"...THAT HOLY
JOY that ALL=THE=SAINSTS (MIKE CLUTE IS NOT A "SAINT!")
"JOY!" that ALL=THE=SAINSTS (ALL=OF=THEM!) will
experience at the "VOICE OF GOD!" SOP 1:412. SG 1:212.
Psa. 58:10.}

\textbf{SOME WILL SAY:}

We diverted from the Subject. Perhaps we did - per-
haps we DID NOT! \textbf{THE SUBJECT IS THE "27 ARTICLES OF
FAITH!"} And the FIRST and FOREMOST \textit{"ARTICLE" of
"FAITH"} which they shove in your Face \textbf{BEFORE they get
into it = and cluster all the way through it = is the
"LOVE" of GOD is \textbf{"UNCONDITIONAL" and \textbf{"UNLIMITED!"}
They have been Singing that Song in all the Church
Magazines for \textbf{DECADES!} and it is \textbf{HIGH TIME to: "MEET
IT!" SM 1:200,205. What they have is:}
"PANTHEISTIC THEORIES...DARKNESS is their ELEMENT = SENSUALITY is their SPHERE. They GRATIFY the NATURAL HEART and give LICENSE to INCLINATION. SEPARATION= FROM= GOD is the result of accepting them...finally look upon the whole Bible as a FICTION...HUMAN POWER...SPIRITUALISTIC THEORIES...SOPHISTRIES...APOSTASY = SPIRITUALISM and FREE-LOVING. The FREE-LOVE TENDENCIES...I was told to call it "UNHOLY SPIRITUAL LOVE!"...SELF-SATISFIED IMPURITY...will be REPEATED...assume NEW FORMS. ERRORS...PLEASING and FLATTERING...minds will be HYPNOTIZED. CORRUPTIONS of EVERY TYPE...MIND OVER MIND...SATAN IS WALKING...IN EVERY CHURCH...At this Time we need...SPIRITUALLY MINDED MEN, MEN who are FIRM in PRINCIPLE and who have a CLEAR UNDERSTANDING OF THE TRUTH...YOU MAY BE SURE THAT..." (What may you be SURE? Find it in:) T8:291 to 295. (1904.)

WHAT MAY WE BE SURE = ???

"For the TIME will come when "THEY" will NOT endure SOUND DOCTRINE; but after their own LUSTS shall they HEAP (they now come in "HEAPS!") HEAP to themselves TEACHERS, having ITCHING EARS; and "THEY" shall turn away their EARS from the TRUTH, and shall be turned unto FABLES..." 2 Tim.4:2-5...YOU MAY BE SURE that PURE and UNDEFINED RELIGION is "NOT" a "SENSATIONAL" RELIGION...SPECULATIVE DOCTRINES and THEORIES. My Brethren = keep these things "OUT!" of your teaching... "lest any man should BEGUILE you with ENTICING WORDS... "BEWARE lest any man SPOIL you through PHILOSOPHY and VAIN DECEIT, after the

"TRADITION OF MEN!" Col. 2:2-10

"SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS BELIEVE...27 fundamental DOCTRINES" = NOTHING but "VAIN DECEIT" and the "TRADITIONS" OF MEN!" If "LOVE" is "UNCONDITIONAL!" we need go no further. IF THAT TEACHING found in GC 554 and 558 = listed under "SPIRITUALISM!" = if NOT ANOTHER WRITER will DETECT this MASSIVE ERROR = let it slide past them as it has done FOR YEARS!

THEN WE ARE DOUBLY CERTAIN OF 2 THINGS:

(1) FEW INDEED = will RECOGNIZE other ERRORS = but will be "BLIND!" followers of the "BLIND!" LEADERSHIP.
(2) She was TRULY a "PROPHET OF GOD!" with the "LAST MESSAGE!" And we now turn and "RE-EXAMINE" = not
some fine theological THREADS woven into a SURREALISTIC FABRIC like some "MODERN" ART = that when they turn inhabitants of the INSANE ASYLUM LOOSE = and let them DELVE into their "SUBCONSCIOUS" or "UNCONSCIOUS" = like BRINSMED DID = and also LESLIE HARDINCE = letting their mind go into flights of Fancy = putting an EAR hear = and an EYE = somewhere else = and then ask us to "UNDERSTAND" or "APPRECIATE" their UNREALISTIC = IRRATIONAL = UNREASONABLE = THEOLOGICAL IMPULSES = that led RDB so far OFF-COURSE that now "THE CHRISTIAN NEWS" reports in "TURRET OF THE TIMES" = Dec. 12, 1988 = p.2 = that RDB's "VERDICT" for Dec. 1, 1988 is saying: "FAREWELL TO RELIGION!" and F. F. BRUCE writes: "YOUR POSITION is very much MY OWN...I wish your work a WIDE CIRCULATION..."

AS "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" WARNED:

"LIKE ATTRACTION LIKE =
LIKE APPRECIATES LIKE =
LIKE BECOMES like LIKE."


"BIRDS OF A FEATHER!"

WE SEE BEFORE OUR EYES = what happens to those who ONCE HAD THE LIGHT = who go into "DARKNESS CORRESPONDING TO THE LIGHT THEY HAVE DESPISED!" TM 163. "BE AFRAID OF UNITING OR BINDING UP IN BUNDLES WITH THEM...THEIR WHOLE BODY IS FULL OF DARKNESS!" TM 272-273. GC 528. "Unless they shall fully AROUSE from their SLUMBERS, God will REMOVE the LIGHT and BLESSINGS He has given them. He will in His ANGER REMOVE the CANDLESTICK OUT OF ITS PLACE." T4:286, 485.

TAKE THIS WARNING TO HEART:

"LIGHT, PRECIOUS LIGHT = shines upon God's people; but IT WILL NOT SAVE THEM UNLESS = UNLESS = UNLESS they CONSENT to be SAVED by it, fully live up to it = AND = AND = AND TRANSMIT IT TO OTHERS IN DARKNESS...AN INDIVIDUAL WORK..." T2:123. "...REFUSE A LIFE OF OBEDIENCE...such shall NOT taste of His GLORY = but the INVITATION will be extended to ANOTHER CLASS." T2:40.

"...TO ANOTHER CLASS"
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And all others who beat the Drums for "LOVE!" "UNLIMITED!" and "UNCONDITIONAL!" "Yet this Class = though entitled to NOTHING...claim EVERYTHING...GOD DOES NOT RECOGNIZE THEIR "LOVE!" = for it is a DELUSION of the ENEMY...With the Father of LIES = they will receive the REWARD of DISOBEDIENCE..."BEWARE of FALSE PROPHETS..." EV. 597. 1893 GW 228.

LIKE CANRIGHT = seeking ACCLAIM from the WORLD = and has his Sun set in "OBSCURITY!" Sent out a Special "BLOW MY HORN" BULLETIN that he has Teamed up with WALTER MARTIN = BIG VICTORY! (August 1988.) SOUNDS ROSY = but it is not all that ROSY. Also made a BIG HIT with the "SABBATH SENTINEL" Magazine. January 1988. (Still has his MEMBERSHIP in the SDA Church!) WATCH CAREFULLY! Following the Pattern taught him in the SDA SEMINARY = and stepped up in the SDA "MINISTRY" Magazine = since going by the PHILOSOPHERS of BABYLON = "GOOD NEWS UNLIMITED" Nov. 1988 = "Just how does one keep holy a day that has never been made holy?...you are heading backwards into JEWISH LEGALISM and denying the "FREEDOM" of the GOSPEL...KARL BARTH quotes DeQuervain approvingly: Where the holy day becomes the day of man, society and humanity wither away and the demons rule." DESMOND FORD, Ph.D.

THIS MEETS THE APPROVAL OF THE SABBATH SENTINEL?

He may say and his APOLOGETICS MAY SAY = he was only "QUOTING" what others say. But it seems he is RESTLESS = trying to HIDE=HIS=DOUBTS = casting about for some ASSURANCE = trying to find it in the Sewers of BABYLON. On one occasion said: "HALF of what you have just heard is LIES = but I do not know WHICH HALF!" Would a Christian EVER talk like that = ??? One of his followers said: "We didn't always UNDERSTAND what he was talking about = but we ENJOYED him!" "GOOD NEWS UNLIMITED" = Dec. 1988. (ALL EMPHASIS OURS.) (Is this what they ENJOY?) "Our human NATURE is as CROOKED as a CORKSCREW." p. 3. GNU Nov. 1988. "There is only one reason anyone will miss out on heaven. Not murder, not adultery, not theft, not lying = but ingratitude! The issue now is the "SON QUESTION" = not the "SIN QUESTION"...People are not lost because of their sins,
At this Date = (from now on we must pay attention to DATES. What was WRITTEN or SAID before or after a CERTAIN DATE = as this can be of MAJOR IMPORTANCE. As people are taking SIDES = and this can CHANGE = SUDDENLY (without any WARNING!) people will SWITCH SIDES = and then SWITCH BACK AGAIN! Some one may have CANCER = he gets NO HELP from the ORTHODOX = so he gets HEALED from the UNORTHODOX = and SLAMS "THE CHURCH" for not following the "LIGHT" found OUTSIDE the "CHURCH" = HUNDREDS = THOUSANDS = of BOOKS = MAGAZINES = INSTITUTIONS. You would be SURPRISED how MANY and how WELL. We have been URGING our people to FIND EMPLOYMENT THERE! In other Institutions.

THEN WHEN THIS CREEP IS HEALED = as many did that were HEALED by CHRIST = later joined the "SENSELESS RABBLE" and YELLED: "CRUCIFY HIM!" (REPEAT) = we do not know from Day to Day which Side certain ones may take. (Or our discovery that he/she was but a PAID SPY for the ESTABLISHMENT = and can Cost us $3,000.00. So what we wrote about that RAT at one Time = may not be what we will write later on. Like FRITZ ALSETH had one who was Featured as his "CO-EDITOR." THE VERY FIRST MEETING AT SACRAMENTO = the SHEEPSKIN and the MASK came off = as his FIRST WORDS WERE: (GARBY): "I AM A SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST = I HOLD MEMBERSHIP IN THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH! I BELIEVE THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH IS GOING THRU!" I doubt if there was more than one or two who noticed that at all = least of all FRITZ ALSETH. (Who probably is one himself.) (If he knows what he is.) He is a ready Candidate for LOR.

WITNESS JONES AND WAGGONER

Just because of what Sr. White said at ONE TIME = (She said the SAME about CANRIGHT and KELLOGG and DANIELLS and URIAH SMITH) = then what did she say LATER = ??? That is why she said consider: "TIME = PLACE = CIRCUMSTANCES!" SM 1:57. SM 2:117. BE PREPARED FROM NOW ON = SUDDENLY = OVERNIGHT = SOME ONE = ANYONE = may SUDDENLY SWITCH = and you wonder WHY = what if they are SEALED = on the WRONG SIDE = ??? NO ARGUMENTS = NO PRAYERS = NO NOTHING = will or can CHANGE them!
BEWARE!

That they do not drag you down WITH THEM! IF VANCE FERRELL IS RIGHT ABOUT "LOR" = it is NOT SAFE to attend any more ADVENTIST CHURCH SERVICES! BETTER STAY AT HOME! Listen to TAPES or WRITE YOUR OWN PAPER. EW 234.

WHILE VANCE FERRELL WAS WRITING "LOR" at the SAME TIME = I was WRITING ABOUT "LOR!" I did not know of what he was doing = he did not know of what I was doing. But we were both working on "LOR" although I had not even heard the NAME!

WHAT DO I MEAN = ???

I mean while VANCE FERRELL was EXPOSING "LOR" = what it Teaches = who is implicated - where did it START. And trying, by might and main (as usual!) to PROTECT the LEADERSHIP. And calling this MOVEMENT "NEW" and "OFFSHOOT." We were proving THE VERY OPPOSITE! That the basics of LOR = we were DOCUMENTING step by step was initiated = NOT FROM "WITHOUT" = (As Vance Ferrell admits in a moment of HONESTY = see p.84 of our Paper "27 ARTICLES.") we have copious DOCUMENTATION = the most ever put together in Adventist History = of how this VERY TEACHING was a BORING from WITHIN = by the Type of WHORE-MASTERS that want NO RESTRICTIONS to ply their Trade = and would write such Books as by FRED WRIGHT and MORRIS VENDEN = even an entire "WEEK OF PRAYER" by VENDEN for the "10 VIRGIN CLASS." WILSON turned it all over to VENDEN. And the Lord has promised: "ALL WILL BE UNMASKED!...The POWER attending the MESSAGE will only MADDEN those who OPPOSE it..."THE CHURCH" appeals to the strong arm of CIVIL POWER, and in this work = PAPISTS are SOLICITED(LEFT OUT! of GC 607.) PAPISTS (RAMIK) are SOLICITED to come to the HELP of PROTESTANTS. (WILSON)...(And the next Step is the SAME GANG will LEAD OUT in "SUNDAY ENFORCEMENT" and then follow that with the "DEATH DECREE!" (MAGEN 1,2.) 1884 GC 424-5. GC 606-7. (Do not miss the next Page.)

WHEN THE "COVER-UP" WILL SUDDENLY COME TO AN END = ???

BUT THAT WILL BE: "TOO LATE!"

MAKE UP YOUR MIND = NOW! As shown by VANCE FERRELL in the case of the CHIEF ELDER of a 1200 member Church = (BOTHWELL) = when he RESIGNED = HUNDREDS of his CHURCH MEMBERS FOLLOWED HIM into another Church. EXACTLY THE SAME as JIMMIE SWAGGART (BRAGGART) when EXPOSED =
AND NOW SEE THE HANDS RAISED UP

to receive "BLESSINGS" from SWAGGART and SWAGGART'S "HELL-TORMENT" god. THEY LOVE HIM JUST THE SAME! (or MORE!) because they are the SAME! "LIKE ATTRACTS LIKE..." "BIRDS OF A FEATHER."...Sr. White explained it is like a MAGNET attracts it's own KIND...and this will bring about the FINAL DIVISION between WISE and FOOLISH. WHEAT and TARES. GOLD and DROSS. And THIS DIVISION MUST COME = BEFORE THE "LOUD CRY." Which ADVENTISM refuses to ADMIT! and will not have.

NEITHER WILL VANCE FERRELL

Since the CHURCH is "GOING THRU!" and - we must bend EVERYTHING to "PROVE" THAT POINT = we must CHANGE the WRITINGS if need be. (We hope to cover this in the next Publication.) We CANNOT admit the TRUTH = NEVER! Because we took an OATH to go by GENERAL CONFERENCE (FROM) "POLICY" when we signed over to be an SDA MINISTER = (When "WE" REFUSED TO SIGN on the Dotted line = they did not "CALL" us to go to the Mission Field. NO SIREEE!) They did not want any kind of "DISSIDENTS" like that = "SIGN!" or be DAMNED! We did not SIGN. So we must be ATTACKED from all sides by the "POLICY" men..."PRINCIPLE, RIGHT, HONESTY = should ever be cherished. HONESTY will not tarry where "POLICY" is harbored. They will NEVER AGREE; one is of "BAAL" = the other of GOD!" T4:607. PK 141-2,544. T5:96. ST Aug. 4, 1881.

VANCE FERRELL IS DEVELOPING A BIT OF HONESTY

As he now begins to ADMIT = which he has been AVOIDING all he could not to run into difficulty with his Pals = with the JUNTO = to take a firm stand against: "I AM SAVED=SINLESS=HOLY" = which is but the MIND-CONDITION-ING to go all the way = 'PUFFED UP with being: "GODS!" which is LOR


is building on the "SAND!" WHAT IS "SAND?" It is the KEY-NOTE of the "27 ARTICLES" ="...their "FAITH ALONE!" will SAVE them = are TRUSTING to a ROPE of SAND!" (The Book the "NEW THEOLOGY" will NEVER MENTION: SOP 3:331.) It is "LOR" = the COUNTERFEIT listed in GC 464 = culminating in being "SINLESS!" GC 471-2. THE ORIGINAL BOOK they get so WEAK-MINDED by indulging their "ANIMAL" appetites and passions - their minds "BENUMBED." 1884 GC 303. ("ANIMAL" LEFT OUT! GC 474.)
in 1905 - when he was in "LIVING TEMPLE" with KELLOGG (till the day he Died.) BRINSMEAD fell for that in his: "ETERNAL PURPOSE" p.185 to 190. 1959. STANDISH fell for the same= 1988. THIS IS LOR! Beneath a Veneer of RESPECT...

(A) SAVED! (B) HOLY! (C) SINLESS! (D) GODS!

It did NOT land SUDDENLY in our Laps = it was DEVELOPED! in STAGES! What is more MIND-WEAKENING than to THINK any "CHURCH!!" is: "GOING THRU!!" EW 101. GC 57. The 144,000 are an entirely "BRAND NEW "CHURCH!!" They come "OUT!!" of all NATIONS and DENOMINATIONS! (100 REFERENCES! TRY FOR 200!)

"GODS!" A BLASPHEMY TO EVEN WRITE IT!

Let alone to let the Mind go and actually "BELIEVE!!" it. But this is what you get when you ASSOCIATE with the "REBELS." and REFUSE to "COME APART" and be ye "SEPARATE!!" You get like the Company you keep. Or did you know that? You thought you were so STRONG you would lead THEM = and not realize that they would MESMERIZE YOU! EW 234. If the Angels leave them = they have no "POWER!!" (of SELF-CONTROL!) and THAT is what we are seeing TO-DAY in every Church! in every Place!

"LOR" is the "OMEGA!!"

The "SPARKS of their own KINDLING!

READY for the "SLAUGHTERING ANGELS!!"

Do not look for it coming from the "OUTSIDE!!

Look for it coming from the "INSIDE!!"

There is only ONE SAFETY NOW!

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!!"
but because they have not been *grateful* for Christ. "WHOSOEVER BELIEVETH in the Son has *ETERNAL LIFE*..." (SAME p.4.)

**FROM ONE MAGAZINE ALONE! JANUARY 1989.**

*(DOUBT! DOUBT! DOUBT!)* "God, the world, and ourselves - cannot be absolutely, metaphysically, *PROVED.*"

"You have to assume you have an adequately functioning mind to even question whether you have one! In other words, one has to affirm God in order to deny him." = The plain fact is...all thinking is based on assumed axioms that cannot be *proved...*As W. H. Fitchett wrote long ago...an Eternal Nothing...The first assumption is inconceivable, the second is impossible and absurd; the third is... *Christianity!*...

"To understand what life is like when the foregoing is denied, look at writers such as Beckett, Camus, Sartre. In all their writings they depict a world of *HORROR,* of *HOPELESSNESS,* and unceasing *SOUL-TORTURE.* Sartre wrote *NAUSEA,* probably as a result of reading *NIETZSCHE's* comment when one comes to believe in the death of God *one feels sick CONTINUOUSLY...*(p.4.)...

It was *BRUCE BARTON*...he is still caught in the inevitable bind of *MORALITY.* *BERTRAND RUSSELL* said...

Imagine what it would be like if we lost our memories every second or third week! To wake up not knowing who you were, and what you were doing or where you were...Christ never attempted to prove God...*CAMUS Question,* "Why should we not all commit suicide?" *(p.5.)*

**BY DESMOND FORD:**

"It is indeed true that 'the Bible is such a book that man could not write if he would, and would not write if he could.'...It is folly to assume that we can *rationally prove* the divine origin of Scripture...As a boy...I used to spend my hours *CONJURING UP PLOTS* to be elaborated for publication...*(p.6)...*John the Baptist is set forth as having his doubts...We read that many of Christ's disciples left him...Luke is prepared to quote the cavil of unbelievers that called Christianity a *SUPERSTITION* (Acts 25:18,19.)...In the Gospels we find the surprising note that even Christ's own relatives thought he might be going insane...*PALEY says*...In the history of the Lord's Supper, as we read it in St. Matthew's Gospel, there is not so much as a command to repeat it...*(p.7)...*C. S. *LEWIS* was correct
when he said that a man who made such claims was either God or like the man who claimed to be a poached egg!...(p.8)"

MY NOTES AT THIS POINT:

It might be said that he was going through a PHASE for a while = that may well be so = but that does not change the Fact that TOO MANY OTHERS = PLAYING WITH THEIR MIND = giving themselves up to "IMAGINATIONS" = lose "CONTROL" and one way to do that FOR SURE = is to SEEK to the PHILOSOPHERS that the World holds GREAT!

As is done by the present Leaders who have CONTROL of ADVENTIST SEMINARIES and PUBLICATIONS = casting about for "ASSURANCE" as they realize they are SLIPPING.

(THREE ABOVE REFERENCES and the FOLLOWING are NOT ACCURATE = DO NOT QUOTE = get his magazines. I merely want to show the INSIDE WORKINGS of one who REJECTED the SOP - and there are 100 other examples of such slipping their Gears...DON'T DO IT!)

THIS IS THE STORY OF A MAN WHO THOUGHT IT CLEVER

TO DOUBT! Now he is Swimming in a Sea of SPECULATIONS = MAYBE THAT = MAYBE NOTHING! GRASPING at any STRAW. To seek COMFORT and COUNSEL from the "WISE" men of the Earth. DRINKING DEEPLY from their assumed "WISDOM!"

As do most ALL the Adventist Leaders = the ones who "SENT" FORD to F. F. BRUCE = "PAID!" his way for two Years! THEN HOW DO THEY END UP? They have "THE WORLD" = but their FOUNDATION built on SLIDING "SAND!" SM 1:205.

FORD ADMITS:

"FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE ...reading DARWIN, his religious "ILLUSIONS" vanished, and he found himself confronting "NOTHINGNESS." Is there still an UP and DOWN? Are we not wandering AIMLESSLY through an INFINITE VOID?...

"MAN shall be trained for WAR, and WOMAN for the RECREATION of the WARRIOR: all else is FOLLY." BUT

NIETZSCHE'S own feeble constitution was not fit for WAR. THE SIGHT OF BLOOD made him wish to VOMIT...His brilliant mind wavered and broke. After being cared for as a nervous WRECK, for many years...he finished his days in an ASYLUM...WROTE A. F. COCKIN...ALBERT CAMUS...EUGENE IONESCO...ECHOED THE SAME..."man is lost; all his actions become SENSELESS = ABSURD = USELESS." BERTRAND RUSSELL...saw this CLEARLY...are destined to EXTINCTION in the VAST DEATH of the SOLAR
SYSTEM...be BURIED beneath the DEBRIS of a UNIVERSE in
RUINS...MARX and ENGELS...SIGMUND FREUD...man is but
an ANIMAL...THEOLOGIAN PAUL TILLICH has told us...
BERDYAEV CONCLUDED...The DREAM described by FYODOR
DOSTOYEVSKI...the whole world under process of DISIN-
TEGRATION because of a terrible and strange PLAGUE...
Those INFECTED become MAD and FURIOUS...Entire cities
and nations went INSANE...In their FURY...In ceaseless
RAGE they killed one another with their ARMIES. ALL
DAY LONG ALARMS RANG...CONFLAGRATIONS AND FAMINE
SPREAD...THIS REMARKABLE NARRATIVE...SOCIOLOGISTS,
such as P. A. SOROKIN are ALIVE to the situation...
SAID E. STANLEY JONES: "Is life a BUBBLE or is it an
EGG?...I vote for the EGG..." C. N. COCHRANE ASSERTS
...(p. 11)..."MALCOLM MUGGERIDGE WAS CORRECT!...OSWALD
CHAMBERS WROTE...(p. 12)...PLATO LONG BEFORE...
HINDUISM and BUDDHISM...(p. 13.)

DOUBTS = DOUBTS = DOUBTS!

THE LAW OF THE HUMAN MIND IS = what it TEACHES = it
will FINALLY "BELIEVE!" So the "HIRELING" that
TEACHES the WAY he is PAID - is in MORTAL DANGER of
passing over the Line = as ELLEN WHITE WARNED! ALL
THE SEMINARY CLASS who seek to 666 BABYLONISH DIVINES
for their "LIGHT" as "ANDREWS UNIVERSITY SEMINARY
STUDIES" so clearly reveals! You can sit in the Class
and SEE what they STUDY! Where you send your Children
and your Tithe and Offerings to =

FOR WHAT = ???

Sit in on the Class for $12.00 3 Issues = $13.50
Foreign (US FUNDS.) (Single copy $6.00 US.) AUSS,
Seminary Hall, Andrews University, Berrien Springs, MI
49104, USA ENTIRE NUMBERS = NO "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!"
NOT NEEDED! NOT WANTED! CAN DO WITHOUT! Vol. 25, #3.
AUTUMN 1987. NO S.O.P. p.271, 273, 274 = FORD! FORD!
FORD!

THIS SORT OF GUFF:

Vol. 22. $1.00. SPRING 1984 = "It is not our WORKS
but our FAITH that makes us FRIENDS=OF=GOD!" p.56.
(AS USUAL - toss you To and Fro = 2 Apples = one SOUND
= the other ROTTEN = take a Bite out of one = and then
the other. HOGS DO THE SAME!)
At the last Moment of Time - Christ told His Disciples to "FLEE!" at certain "SIGNS!" The HIERARCHY had them convinced that the only "SAFETY!" was "WITHIN!" No one told you how that little Episode ended = ??? JOSEPHUS wrote that JEW was killing JEW = "BEFORE" the ROMANS BATTERED DOWN THE WALLS! The Streets of JERUSALEM slippery with the BLOOD of JEW killing JEW and the ROMAN LEGIONNAIRES had to CLAMBER over the HEAPS of DEAD JEWS = before they could get into the Heart of City! TODAY as History is Repeated = we have the same Cry for: "UNITY! BRETHREN, UNITY!" The ONLY SAFETY is "WITHIN!" That is what the JEWS THOUGHT = and DIED ACCORDINGLY. "We have MUCH MORE TO FEAR = from WITHIN = than from WITHOUT!" PH 2:121. COR 31-2, 77, 82, 87-88, 90, 114. T5:211-2. GC 31-5.

MUCH MORE TO FEAR FROM WITHIN

If from "WITHIN" you pick up what BEGUILED BRINSMEAD = FORD = HUDSON = HEPPENSTALL = and 10,000 others who ENDED! as SR. WHITE said they would END = in the Arms of BABYLON! in the SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH! "Here we see that "THE CHURCH"...was the "FIRST" to feel the Stroke of the WRATH=OF=GOD! (Doesn't sound very "SAFE!" to ME!) THE ANCIENT MEN had betrayed their TRUST...they say: (and MIKE CLUTE SAYS:)...He is TOO MERCIFUL to visit "HIS PEOPLE" in JUDGEMENT. Thus "PEACE and SAFETY" is the CRY from...THESE DUMB DOGS that would not BARK are the ones who...ALL=PERISH=TOGETHER! (ALL "SEALED" TOGETHER?) ALL=PERISH=TOGETHER!" T5:211. GC 31-5.

"ALL PERISH TOGETHER!"

(O.K. = !!! GO AHEAD! DON'T BELIEVE IT! AND DON'T BELIEVE THE NEXT LINE EITHER!) SR. WHITE NEVER LEFT THE CHURCH = ??? SHE LEFT THE CHURCH! She went half way around the World to get AWAY=FROM=THEM! And when shecame BACK = 1900 = what did she find = ??? Everything going FINE = without her = ??? "HOLY FLESH!" PANTHEISM!" "FREE-LOVISM!" "THE DOCTRINE THAT ALL WERE HOLY!" T8:290-304. (1904.)

"WILL BE REPEATED!"

"IN THE FUTURE...will assume NEW FORMS...IN A PLEASING and FLATTERING MANNER...MINDS WILL BE HYPNOTIZED.

- 48 -
CORRUPTIONS OF EVERY TYPE...MIND OVER MIND...IN EVERY CHURCH!" T8:293-4. "THE LORD CALLS FOR A RENEWAL OF THE "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY"...As we do this, the POWER of the SPIRIT WILL COME...We must be WIDE AWAKE...We must put on THE WHOLE ARMOR OF GOD. We must follow...THE "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" We must LOVE and OBEY the TRUTH...This will save us from accepting STRONG DE-LUSIONS...standing FIRM ON THE PLATFORM..." T8:297-8.

PREDICTION!

"SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS...giving up the Doctrines...Our Religion would be CHANGED...A NEW ORGANIZATION...BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER...(SHRED THOUSANDS OF COPIES OF "GREAT CONTROVERSY!"...NOTHING would be allowed to stand in the way of the NEW MOVEMENT...Their "FOUNDA-TION" (STANDING "FIRM" on the "PLATFORM"?) Their "FOUNDATION" would be built on the "SAND" ("...their FAITH ALONE?" will save them, are trusting to a "ROPE-OF-SAND" for "FAITH" is strengthened and made PERFECT BY "WORKS" ONLY!" SOP 3:331.)

"THEIR 'FOUNDATION' WOULD BE BUILT ON THE 'SAND!'"

"and STORM and TEMPEST would sweep away the STRUCTURE!...these SOPHISTRIES...ERRORS that have been coming "IN" = MUST=BE=MET!..."MEET IT!" SM 1:204-5. (1904.)

SHOULD HAVE BEEN PUT RIGHT THERE!

(BUT PUT A MILE AWAY!) "The Lord has declared that the HISTORY OF THE PAST shall be REHEarsed as we enter the CLOSING WORK...We cannot now step off the "FOUN-DATION"...We cannot now enter into any "NEW ORGANIZATION" - ("ADVENTISTS" will enter "A NEW ORGANIZATION!" SM1:204.) "...any "NEW ORGANIZATION for this would mean APOSTASY=FROM=THE=TRUTH!" SM 2:390. (1905.)

"LIVING TEMPLE...THE ALPHA!"

(1903) "...the OMEGA would FOLLOW...and I TREMBLED for OUR PEOPLE...Their "FOUNDATION" would be built on the "SAND!"...An authoritative VOICE cried out = "MEET IT!"...regarding the ERRORS that were COMING "IN!"... SM 1:203-6. (MEET IT! DO NOT GO ALONG WITH IT!)

IS THIS HOW THEY ARE MEETING IT = ??

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0
We hope to Re-print back Papers and copy Tapes made years ago. TO SHOW that we did NOT have to change our Doctrine. WE WERE NOT blown about by "EVERY WIND OF DOCTRINE!" TIME only PROVED that we were RIGHT and we intend to remain RIGHT! So we will here at this Point = RE-PRINT a little from PUBLICATION #565. February 16, 1983. "MAGAZINE."

EXCERPTS

(1) ADVENTIST MINISTER "REA" = went to the LOS ANGELES TIMES.

(2) SR. WHITE WAS A "PLAGIARIST" = COPY-CAT.

(3) WILSON (BORNED ADVENTIST) was "NOT AWARE" that "JESUIT" REA was so "RIGHT!"

(4) COTTRELL = waiting in the Wings = added his Two-Bits worth.

(5) ALL ENGINEERED by the "LAWYERS" of "SPECTRUM."

(6) Also by "JESUIT" FIGHUR = how did they Reply?

(7) FOLLOWED by THOUSANDS of RELIGIOUS NEWS ITEMS.

(8) SNEERING at "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" that were so SIMPLE-MINDED as to believe in "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE."

(9) 1960 = HUDSON engineered the "AWAKENING."

(10) "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" in the "OUTER COURT!"

(11) BLOOD was SPILLED = NEVER "OFFERED!" = in the "OUTER COURT!"

(12) 1970 = LESLIE HARDINGS = same as 1960 = RDB. "OUTER COURT!"

(13) 1980 = EVA = WILSON = HAMMILL = dredged up from the same SEWER = do not know "THE GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION" of the "MOST HOLY PLACE" = therefore do not Preach on it anymore. THE MAIN TEACHING OF THE SOP since 1844.

(14) "...a LITTLE HORN...by him the "DAILY" SACRIFICE was taken away, and the "PLACE" of his SANCTUARY was CAST DOWN...TRODDEN UNDER FOOT!" Dan. 8:9-13. Psa. 74:7.

(15) THE INFAMOUS "FORD" TAPE = engineered by the LAWYERS of "FORUM=SPECTRUM"=PUC Oct. 27, 1979. (at that time = $1.00 from RDB="VERDICT."). ANOTHER BLOW FROM "JESUITS=TALMUDISTS=ILLUMINATI" = now known as "NEW AGERS." Ever since FROOM and "DEALING IN THE POSITIVE!" POSITIVE ROT!

(16) DID WILSON TRY TO PUT A STOP TO IT = ??? Or did he HONOR "FORD!" PAY HIM WAGES and DOUBLE WAGES = and turn over all the Facilities of a Special "COMMITTEE"
and the "WHITE ESTATE" = to Aid and Abett him in COMPILING that "1,000 PAGE BOOK." THE END of ELLEN WHITE!

(17) WILSON HIRED "CATHOLIC RAMIK" to "PROVE" something and CONCOCTED the IDEA to FINISH off the CREDIBILITY of the "PEOPLE OF GOD" = by the SAME "RAMIK" ENGINEERING a MULTI-MILLION "TRADEMARK" LAWSUIT PROGRAMME" = to further "CAST DOWN" the ADVENTIST "IMAGE!" in the eyes of HEAVEN and EARTH. THE SHAME OF IT ALL = !!!!

(18) WHEN THE TRUTH of "AIDS" COMES OUT = she will yet "ABHOR HERSELF!" T8:250. (READ THE NEXT PAGE TO KNOW WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT!)

NOW WE ARE BACK WITH FORD!

IN THIS PAPER - we said that "FORD" was slipping his GEARS = as evidenced in all his "VICTORIES!" not being quite so SWEET when he is PLAGUED by: DOUBTS! DOUBTS! DOUBTS! (And YOU will go the SAME WAY if you take the SAME ROUTE! Begin to QUESTION the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" and the "MOST HOLY PLACE." Were you not told in EW 56, 92, 261, 280-2, 289, 290. And in "1846 BROADSIDE" that ANY WORSHIP since 1844 = OUTSIDE of the "MOST HOLY PLACE" will "AT ONCE!" put them under the "INFLUENCE OF SATAN!" Is that what you want = ??? That is what you will get. EW 78 to 83, 254 to 256.

A CONFESSION

I told several people that FORD made a STATEMENT = that shows his "DOUBTS!" "DOUBTS!" "DOUBTS!" I looked for that STATEMENT = I spent HOURS and HOURS = looking for that STATEMENT = and could not find it! I KNEW IT WAS THERE = MADE BY FORD HIMSELF = IN HIS OWN PAPERS...

AND I FOUND IT! AT LAST!

But it was NOT where I looked for it = I found it in "SPECTRUM" = Vol. 19. #2. Nov. 1988. p.60 -1.

BY FORD HIMSELF!

NOT by his ENEMIES = NOT SECOND-HAND = but by himself = PERSONALLY! These are his own WORDS: (FORD) = "At the close of a series of more that 100 hours of instruction in one debatable field, I once told my students: "Half of what I have told you is wrong, but
"HALF OF WHAT I TOLD YOU IS WRONG =
BUT I DON'T KNOW WHICH HALF."

"SPECTRUM" = Nov. 1988. p.61. ($4.00 US.) Box 5330,
TAKOMA PARK, MD 20912.
THE END OF FORD =
THE END OF BRINSMED =
THE END OF HEPPENSTALL =
THE END OF "WEEK OF PRAYER" =
THE END OF RAMIK-WILSON AND NO "LEGALISM!"
THE END OF NO "WORKS!" IN NO "MOST HOLY PLACE!"
THE END OF "NO EFFORT!" ONE WITH "BABYLON!"

THEY WILL LEAD = "BABYLON!"

As ELLEN WHITE PREDICTED for many a YEAR! 100 REFERENCES. TRY FOR 200. TRY FOR $10.00 EACH FOR ALL OVER 200 = BETTER HAVE A LOT OF MONEY READY = !!!

JAN. 13 (FRIDAY NIGHT) 1989.
TILL AFTER MIDNIGHT = I WROTE AS FAST AS I COULD TYPE:

THE GENOCIDE CONVENTION.

You think, perhaps = that we are going to join the Popular Cry of Terror = as others are doing throughout the Ranks of "AWAKENING" and "REFORM." No, we are NOT! We are NOT Crowd-followers. Never have been. Never hope to be. They are "DEALING IN THE NEGATIVE!"

ALL THESE COOKED UP "REVELATION SEMINARS."

ARE DEALING IN THE "NEGATIVE!" What puny "MAN" will do. "SUNDAY!" "SUNDAY!" "SUNDAY!" ever around that Mythical Corner = has been for 100 Years! The URIAH SMITH SCARE of "SUNDAY LAW!" When it happened exactly as we saw = YEARS AGO! Adventist probation "OVER!" = BEFORE the "SUNDAY LAW!"

"In FIRE and FLOOD and EARTHQUAKE...the GREAT CRISIS...In quick succession the Judgments of God...His hand is still stretched out to save, while the DOOR IS CLOSED to those who would not enter." T9:p.97. SM2:p.16. T2:191-4.
HEAR THIS TRUTH:

NEVER PUT IN PRINT LIKE THIS BEFORE = (WAS NOT NEEDED BEFORE!) JUST IN TIME FOR GOD'S PEOPLE NOW = THIS TRUTH:

1 = Christ had the ROMANS FOLLOW HIM and REPORT EVERYTHING HE SAID. THEY SAW NOTHING TO TAKE HIM TO LAW ABOUT!

2 = Pilate "WASHED HIS HANDS" of any GUILT. Matt.27:25.


4 = This "HISTORY" to be "REPEATED!" (MY REFERENCES ADDED TO OLD INDEX: RH 3:581. (WORSE THAN HEATHEN!
T1:129. And 100 MORE!) Especially the "1888 MATERIALS!" (They had to print another 2,000.) This "LIGHT!" just in time!

5 = = LAODICEAN "PHARISEES!" LAODICEAN "FOOLISH VIRGINS!" The "LAST CHURCH" - is the "LOST CHURCH!" Comes there "TOO LATE!" and is "LOST!" "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211-2.

6 = The "WISE!" had long since "FLED!" If you want the "BIGGEST CHURCH" = the BIGGEST "CHURCH" FLED! By their own FIGURES = the "CHURCH" out of the "CHURCH" is BIGGER than the "CHURCH" in the "CHURCH!" 25% FLED EVERY 10 YEARS! Even with 20 to 30 year MEMBERSHIP = could not take it any longer = especially with the "NEW THEOLOGY" taking over. But by HOOK and by CROOK = do not want to take their "NAMES" off the List! Want to hold them RESPONSIBLE for their STAGGERING 2 BILLION $ DEBT! You know about it? You do not PROTEST? You DESERVE all that is coming to you!

THE BOOK THEY TRIED TO GET RID OF:

1905 = "CHRIST CALLS, COME "OUT!" FROM AMONG THEM, and be ye "SEPARATE!"...They will accept FALLACY after FALLACY..."COME," I CALL, "COME YE OUT and be SEPARATE ...(REPEATED TWICE!) SERIES B:7:13-4. B:206.
BRISBIN 36. Because there is "DEATH AT THE CORE!"

- 53 -

DEAD! DEAD! DEAD!

"1888 MATERIALS" = I did not specifically pick out "DEAD!" I put down that, "LIKE THE JEWS!" They will go into "DARKNESS!" (What is the Difference?) "DEEP AS MIDNIGHT!" "IMPENETRABLE!" CANNOT BE "PENETRATED!" = COL 414(423). But some will try = and lay there in HEAPS as the JEWS DID as they SLAUGHTERED EACH OTHER! GC 31-5. And as this History will be Repeated at the "VOICE OF GOD" (ARMAGEDDON) HOUR. EW 282. GC 656. And REALLY go at it = AFTER the 1,000 Years. GC 672. 1884 GC 487.

"1888 MATERIALS"

Our "CHURCHES" are "LIFELESS!" I think that sounds pretty "DEAD!" DON'T YOU? 1:138,387. "THE WATCHMEN HAVE BEEN "ASLEEP!" (and lest they) "SLEEP THE SLEEP OF DEATH!" (Some should) "...give the TRUMPET a certain SOUND..."CRY ALOUD! SPARE NOT!" AND HOPEFULLY = this will "WAKE UP" = some. 2:508. CONTINUAL WARNING that when the "DARKNESS" is "DEEPEST" in the Hour of "GREATEST PERIL" = "GOD OF ELIJAH" will raise up "MEN OF GOD'S APPOINTMENT" that will do what FROOM thought was the "UNPARDONABLE SIN!" = they will "DENOUNCE the UNION OF "THE CHURCH" with "THE WORLD!" = "FOR THE HOUR OF HIS JUDGMENT IS COME!" PK 187. Nov. 20, 1913. They will go through "RESTRICTIONS!" like through a paper towel! T3:360. "THE NAKED TRUTH!" (must) "ARouse those who are "DEAD!" in TRESPASSES and SINS!" T9:143. (1909.) Then we have:

ANN DEMICHAL'S DREAM

"...He will OVERTHROW = OVERTHROW = OVERTHROW = until the "HOLY PLACES" are "CLEANSED!"...as COMPLETE as that of the "DEAD BRANCH" that has been severed from the VINE..."CUT IT DOWN! WHY CUMBERETH IT THE GROUND?...then AFTER THAT thou shalt "CUT IT DOWN!" 4:1636-7. (1897) (These are the pages they put a line through - INDICATING they should NEVER be REPEATED!)

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0

(JULIA E. WRIGHT, P.O. BOX 232, ORTING, WA 98360. Should be ENCOURAGED to put out PAPERS such as: "LAST DAY MESSAGES" = November = December 1988. p.3 = - 54 -
"MIRACULOUS HEALINGS are sweeping THOUSANDS = AFRICA." (Another Report says: "RAISING THE DEAD!") p.28. "When a Church proves UNFAITHFUL to the work of the Lord... OTHERS are then CHOSEN..." MS 33, 1903.

SURPRISE!

VANCE FERRELL also found one in "CHECKPOINTS" that the Lord will Choose "OTHERS!"

THIS IS WAKING UP TIME!

"THE ANCHOR" by RON and ULA CABLE, P.O. BOX 19, KALBAR, QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA. (Courtesy of Bro. Ray.) is worth obtaining for your Reading Table. No. 17, SEPTEMBER 1988. p.5. "A COMPANY... under the "NAME" of "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" will go a "ROAMIN'" and a "WONDERING" after the "BEAST!" p.9. "SEPARATING the CHAFF from the WHEAT!" T5:707.

IS LAODICEA IN "DARKNESS?"

"Have NO FELLOWSHIP with the UNFRUITFUL WORKS OF DARKNESS = BUT RATHER REPROVE THEM!"

Ephesians 5:6,11.

"CHRISTIAN BEACON" = (Carl McIntire.)

Dec. 22-29, 1988. (No Wonder the PLAGUES of God are coming on AFRICA!) p.2. "TEMPLES."
(1) DUOMO = Florence, Italy. St. Maria, 350' high.
(2) ST. PAUL'S = LONDON. 365 ft. high.
(3) ST. PETER'S = ROME. 452 ft. high.


(LATEST NEWS) = "BIGGER THAN ST. PETERS!" YAMOUSOUKRO = Ivory Coast = AFRICA. (RNS Photo.) "...surpassing St. Peter's in Rome. An army of 1,500 artisans are working 7 days a week to finish the Greco-Roman structure in time for dedication next September...two acres of windows = ...7.4-acre esplanade, designed to hold 300,000 people...will be turned over to the Vatican upon completion."

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0


PHONE CALL THIS DAY = Elizabeth WILLIAMSON = had some Red-Hot LAODICEAN who hated HOEHN and "PHILADELPHIA" = raked HOEHN over the Coals of Hell. Sr. WILLIAMSON came Home and DOUBLED the Cheque she meant to send to me. When Elder STERLEY of South Africa did the SAME THING with Sr. Enid RAMSEY of MAINE - she did the SAME THING = sent
$100.00 each Time. WE NEED MORE: "CONDEMNERS = FAULT-FINDERS = CRITICS = OFF-SHOOTS = TROUBLE-MAKERS" = (TO) ACT LIKE MEN WHO HAVE LOST THEIR REASON! ...(the 1888 Message.) THEY HATED IT = THE MORE because it was a MESSAGE AGAINST THEM! TM 70,80. (Next page says this is from the: "TWICE DEAD!")

BE SURE AND RAISE A HOWL AGAINST "HOEHN!"
AND "PHILADELPHIA!"

(NOW BACK TO:)
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0

(4) = "OUR LADY OF PEACE" = of YAMOUSSOUKRO. 469 ft. high. Towering above ALL OTHER TEMPLES = HAL LINDSEY nor the other Churches of BABYLON = need not wait for the JEWS to build a "TEMPLE" on the "ROCK" and SHOOT more ARABS to push them off the "ROCK." But here is the LARGEST IN THE WORLD = being built "NOW!" "We are building in 3 years what used to take 3 centuries," said Antoine Cesaro - FRENCH BUILDERS on the "IVORY COAST" = AFRICA. (Does the "REFUSE and HAROLD" give you any such "NEWS?") They expect to hoist = by 1988 "CHRISTMAS" = the 310 Ton steel and stained glass "CUPOLA with a 30-foot Cross - (LONGER and HIGHER) than "ST. PETERS."

IN MOROCCO = KING HASSAN II =

is building what is billed as the LARGEST enclosed "MOSQUE" in the World = $250 MILLION. Expect it to be completed JULY 1988. To rise "one tenth of a Mile into the CASABLANCA SKY."


P.5. NATIONAL ECUMENICAL CENTRE for the "CHRISTIAN COUNCIL" of ABUJA = NIGERIA to be built to seat 7000 worshippers = Two side Chapels, one each for CATHOLICS and PROTESTANTS = capable of sitting 1000 each. ONE OUTSTANDING FEATURE = (not clear if it is:) 100 metres tall, an "OBELISK."

WHAT IS AN "OBELISK?"

ASK YOUR ADVENTIST LEADERS. As we reported in 1954 "VIM" Magazine that went around the World = in REPLY to RAYMOND A. EVANS, D.C. - N.D. Sc.D. LL.B. who later was quite obviously ASSASSINATED = WE, in that Period of Time = replied to "FAT-HEAD THE 13th." = who wrote in the "PRESIDENT'S (JESUIT) PAGE" = that we were
"TEARING DOWN!" And should be: "CRUCIFIED" for it. To make a long story very SHORT = we showed "WHO" was "TEARING DOWN!" = when "FAT-HEAD THE 13th" avowed that when "MRS. WHITE" spoke of SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS = she ALWAYS said "WE!" and a SURE "SIGN" of a DETRACTOR was to refer to them as "THEY!" All the Kings men and all the Kings horses - did not WARN "Humpty Dumpty" that he was going for a "FALL!". As I immediately turned to T2:439 to 444 and found referring to "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" as "THEM" = "THEIR" = "THEY" = "THESE" or COMPARITIVE WORDS = over 100 TIMES in 6 pages! READ IT AND SEE = read on as well. WHO "TEARS DOWN" = ??? WHO IS "ASLEEP?" WHO sets up the "HELLISH BANNER" of SATAN = ("THE SPIRITUALISTIC CADUCEUS INSIGNIA" the Double-Crossing SNAKES with the WINGS OF "MERCURY" (HERMES) the conductor of Souls to the gentle keeping of his Wife - "PROSERPINE" the keeper of the Keys to "HELL!" And this "HELLISH BANNER OF SATAN" (T2:440. Tm 409.) BLAZENED on some of the NEW "ADVENTIST" HOSPITALS at that Time - seen over HALF=A-MILE AWAY! SPIRITUALISM = UNIVERSALISM = OCCULTISM = you name it = they had it!

NOW WE HAVE SOMETHING NEW!

"LAST DAY MESSAGES" = 1988 p.5. This GRAND "ECUMENICAL CENTRE" in ABUJA NIGERIA and the STATELY "OBELISK" to be turned over to the "POPE" when completed! Now turn back to "LAST DAY MESSAGES" = 1989 p.12. WHY=ARE =SO=CALLED "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" crowning their NEW "CHURCHES" with SEX=Ssymbol SUN=GOD PAGAN = MASON = EGYPTIAN = PHALICIST = (WEBSTER = the "Penis" or "Clitoris") the WORSHIP of "ONE TREE IN THE MIDST" of the "JEZEBEL GROVES" = and her 400 "LOVE UNLIMITED" PRIESTS = DIANNA of the EPHESIANS = "CLEOPATRAS NEEDLE" = "THE QUEEN OF HEAVEN" = "VENUS THE MOTHER OF FERTILITY" = EASTER RABBITS = EGGS = "THE MAY-POLE" = AROUND WHICH "THE VESTAL VIRGINS:" CAN "DANCE!" If you look it all up in a LARGE "LIBRARY" = spend 2 Hours looking up "BAAL WORSHIP" and come STAGGERING out of there! I GUARANTEE YOU = !!! Did NOT ONE of these "ADVENTISTS" know what they were doing = ??? Or did they know = only=too=well!???

SO THAT IT IS LITERALLY TRUE

"IN THE HOUR OF GREATEST PERIL = THE GOD OF ELIJAH WILL RAISE UP HUMAN INSTRUMENTALITIES (MEN and WOMEN) - 57 -
to bear a Message that will "NOT=BE=SILENCED!" PK 187. RH 6:382. (CHECK OUT: "EASTER" = (1888 GC 387.) "THE TWO BABYONS" that Seventh-day Adventists once=upon=a=time used to go by! "FACTS FOR THE TIMES" R&H BATTLE CREEK = 1885. p.83, 234, 276, 287. "FACTS FOR THE TIMES" R&H BATTLE CREEK = 1893. Where URIAH SMITH = BOUREAU brought in CATHOLIC CARDINAL GIBBONS = (T4:520. RH 1:369.) JESUITS = TALMUDISTS = COMMENTARIES. This 1893 Book was NOTHING like the 1885.

UNTIL GOD'S PEOPLE HAVE TO LEAVE THE "HORSES."

and take to "THE LITTLE NARROW PATH" = leave the WAGONS = the HORSES = and those that "RIDE THEM!" For they will be "CROW-BAIT!" ONE CLASS are on their way to the "MARRIAGE SUPPER" of the LAMB. THE OTHER CLASS are on their way to the:

"...FOWLS that fly in the midst of Heaven. COME and GATHER yourselves together unto the "SUPPER!" of the great God = That ye may EAT the Flesh of MIGHTY MEN, and the Flesh of "HORSES" = and of them that SIT=ON=THEM...!" Rev. 19:17, 18. "And, thou son of man, thus saith the Lord God; SPEAK UNTO EVERY FEATHERED FOWL... Thus ye shall be filled at my Table with "HORSES" and CHARIOTS, with MIGHTY MEN, and with ALL=MEN=OF=WAR, saith the Lord God." Eze. 39:17-20. (READ ON!) SEALING = GATHERING = MEASURING = "OUTER COURT" = "SLAUGHTERING" = "...THEN shall they NOT=GO=OUT of the "HOLY PLACE" into the "OUTER COURT!" Eze.42:14. (MARGIN REFERENCE: Shall not go "OUT" of the "HOLY CHAMBERS!" Eze. 44:19) "And they shall Teach "MY PEOPLE" the "DIFFERENCE" between the "HOLY" and the "PROFANE." and cause them to "DISCERN" between the "UNCLEAN" and the "CLEAN!" Eze. 44:23.) (TURN AND START READING THIS PAPER = JUST AS SOON AS YOU FINISH = RE-READ IT THE SECOND AND THIRD TIME = and all this will Open like a Book =)

AND YOU WILL SEE =

"And they shall come at NO "DEAD" PERSON to DEFILE them-selves!" Eze.44:25. "...the Lord would AROUSE them...But they are WORSE THAN DEAD in Trespasses and Sins." BC 7:964. 1898. "DEAD!" T6:426. 1900. "Having a "NAME" to live while they have become spiritually "DEAD!" T5:73. ...and the "HORSES" and their "RIDERS" shall come DOWN!" Haggai 2:22. "As the "PATH" grew
more NARROW...we LEFT the "HORSES" and went on foot, in SINGLE FILE = one following in the Footsteps of another." T2:595. LS 190. (IS THAT A SIN?) According to FROOM and the JEWISH TALMUD = we must be Saved as a "COMMUNITY!" We must all HUDDLE in "FEAR!" together! COMMUNISM = ZIONISM = ROMANISM = ADVENTISM = Must be Saved as a COMMUNITY! The "INDIVIDUAL" amounts to "NOTHING!" NOTHING=AT-ALL!

"FEAR!" of "SUNDAY LAWS!"
"FEAR" of the "GENOCIDE TREATY!"

Did you Notice = ???. When the "SUNDAY CLOSING LAW" was only THREATENED in BRITAIN = the ADVENTIST LEADERS ran as FAST as their Legs could carry them = to PRIME MINISTER THATCHER and the SUNDAY "BLUE-LAW" people = ASSURING them that ADVENTISTS "WOULD NOT OPPOSE" a BRITISH "SUNDAY-LAW!" For 100 Years they said they WOULD! But in the CRUNCH = they WILTED and lost all the "CONVICTIONS" they ever had. They did THE SAME in CHINA = HUNGARY = RUSSIA = RUMANIA = GERMANY = 1914 = 1939 = in the RED and BLACK WORLDS.

TO UNDERSTAND THIS:

(PREDICTION:) "In this situation Worldly "POLICY" will urge an outward "COMPLIANCE" with the "LAWS" of the Land, for the sake of "PEACE!" and "HARMONY!" And there are SOME who will even "URGE" such a course from the Scripture: "Let every soul be SUBJECT unto the HIGHER POWERS...The "POWERS that be are "ORDAINED" of God." ...We are NOT doing the Will of God if we sit in "QUIETUDE" - doing "NOTHING" to preserve LIBERTY=OF=CONSCIENCE...But God would have us RECALL His dealings with HIS PEOPLE in the past to save them from their ENEMIES. He has always chosen EXTREMITIES, when there seemed NO=POSSIBLE=CHANCE=FOR DELIVERANCE...FOR THE MANIFESTATION OF HIS POWER. MAN'S NECESSITY IS GOD'S OPPORTUNITY...If our people continue in the LISTLESS ATTITUDE in which they have been = GOD CANNOT POUR UPON THEM HIS SPIRIT...THE WATCHMEN ARE ASLEEP. WE ARE YEARS BEHIND..." T5:712 to 715.

"THE IMPENDING CONFLICT"

A GREAT CRISIS AWAITS "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" T5:711. These are the SAME PEOPLE who give the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to the. "LAODICEANS" = (MISSING in EW 269.
But found in ORIGINAL RH 1:32 and T1:179.) And this WARNING = ENCOURAgement = COMMISSION = MARCHING ORDERS = "MEET IT!" = this whole chapter must be READ (No!) = "STUDIED!" "STUDIED!" "STUDIED!" FOR=YOUR=LIFE! RIGHT NOW! THIS IS THE "CRISIS!" spoken of in this Chapter. AND HOW TO MEET IT! TURN TAIL = ??? RUN = ??? HIDE = ???

THERE IS NO PLACE TO HIDE!

NOT YET! It may be TIME = to head for the SMALLER VILLAGES = ISOLATED PLACES = PREPARATORY to taking off when to "FLEE!" ORIGINAL SOP 4 or 1884 GC 38. (This is what it means to go by the "ORIGINAL BOOKS!") "SIGNS!" of WHEN TO "FLEE!" 1884 GC 38. See how this was CHANGED! Your GC 37. And when it comes to "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" and when "THEM" (NOT your GC = "THE WORLD" is to "FLEE!" What Rot!) But "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" = THE SAME ONES THAT GIVE "THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" TO (not "FROM!") "TO" the Laodiceans = and this may well be PART of that "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY!" = the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 445 spelled it out CLEARLY = but they CUT= IT=OFF just before the Word: "FLEE!" and stuck it in = 10 PAGES AWAY! Nice people. So Honest = considerate = Dedicated = True = wouldn't hurt a Soul! Just fix you up REAL GOOD! When the Lord says WHEN=TO=FLEE! SLASH that Sentence in TWICE = !!! Put the other Part - 10 PAGES AWAY = !!! From your GC 616 to 626. (I wonder how long that LIAR of a Preacher of yours - will tell you they "IMPROVED" the Books! Or only: "ADDED TO THE THEME!" If they only "ADDED!" = Why did they RIP OUT 4 PAGES IN ONE PLACE = DEALING WITH THE SAME THEME = how SATAN is going to "SNARE!" = "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!"

"THE SNARES OF SATAN"

1884 GC 337 = see 4 pages MISSING there in your FAKE BOOK = GC 518. "The FEAR of MAN = bringeth a SNARE!"

Prov. 29:25.

AND THE "GENOCIDE CONVENTION" =

IS A "FEAR!" OF "MAN!"

FEAR OF: "ARMAGEDDON!"

FEAR OF: "SUNDAY LAWS!"

FEAR OF: "GENOCIDE CONVENTION!"
(WHAT IF EVERY ONE OF THESE IS AFTER: ADVENTIST "PROBATION" is OVER = ???)

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0

(AND IN THAT TIME = YOU CAN CHANGE: "NOTHING!")

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0

(IF YOU ARE ON THE RIGHT SIDE = [YOU ARE SEALED!] YOU CANNOT DIE!)

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0

(IF YOU ARE ON THE WRONG SIDE = NOTHING you can do will keep you ALIVE!)

WHY DO YOU THINK THE PROPHET WROTE:

The SEA and the WAVES - ROARING. CALAMITY following CALAMITY. Mens' hearts failing them for "FEAR!" But in the MIDST of this: "TIME OF TROUBLE...His chosen ones will stand: 'UNMOVED!'" PK 513. "...will be 'SHIELDED!'" PP 98. "...will be 'SAFE!'" T5:754. "TRANSLATED!"...**...**...**...WITHOUT SEEING DEATH!" PK 227. "THE PEOPLE OF GOD...they will be tried SINGLY, not in "GROUPS!" BC 4:1143. "...WE WOULD STRETCH FORTH THE HAND in the "NAME" of the LORD (not "YAHWEH!") in the NAME of the "LORD", AND THEY would fall HELPLESS to the Ground." EW 15. "Their Power to annoy them is gone FOREVER." T1:354. "GOD'S CHOSEN PEOPLE will stand: "UNMOVED!" SM 2:55. "ANGELS... will PROTECT THEM!" (Same.) T9:17. "...holding in Check the Hosts of DARKNESS...THE DESPISED REMNANT... they have not been turned from their Loyalty by the DRAGON'S ROAR. (WILSON'S ROAR! T4:246) Now they are ETERNALLY SECURE...the 144,000...them that are ESCAPED of Israel!" PK 591-2. (PK 591 footnotes should have shown = REV. 3:12. PHILADELPHIA!)

THIS INVOLVES: "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!"

We have to go back = again and again = to the ORIGINAL 1884 Book. THE CHAPTER-HEADINGS HAD "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER." Why were they CHANGED = ???

THE OUTSTANDING POINT OF "EVENTS."

That the INDEXES like to brush over as quickly as possible:
1884 GC 421 = "THE LOUD CRY." You want to know about: "CHANGES?" You can start here. Compare with: GC 603.

1884 GC 420 = (The Page Before:) "When the TESTING TIME shall come...NO NOTICEABLE DIFFERENCE..." (EXAMINE this carefully.)

COL 408. (419.) "For a time there was seen NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM." (NO DIFFERENCE just before the "LOUD CRY." This is called: "THE CONTEXT.") GC 602 and 603 = See the SCRAMBLING to HIDE THE EVIDENCE shown in:

1884 GC 420 and 421 = "When the TESTING TIME shall come..." (Oh! Of course they had to put "THAT!" in there! So the SUPERFICIAL SURFACE READER will think it is the SAME! But is it?)

GC 602 = What did this LEAVE OUT = ??? When "OPPOSITION" arises and the "VOICE OF THE DRAGON" be heard..." then WHO will "YIELD THE FAITH?"

TO RUN? OR TO: "STAND!"

1. The PREDICTION that RELIGIOUS LIBERTY would be THREATENED.
2. The Forms this would take.
3. You will Notice in all this "RUNNING SCARED" = there is very LITTLE appealing to "IT IS WRITTEN." It is almost all an ALARM as to what "MEN" may do. But there is another Side of the Picture = FAR MORE IMPORTANT:

4. WHAT WILL GOD DO = ???

FIRST AND FOREMOST

5. To Understand this - we must understand = PROPHECY! That is FIRST.
6. FIRST AND FOREMOST = is the "SEALING." WHEN is the SEALING TO BEGIN = ???
7. Or HAS it begun = ??? No Wild-Cat GUESSING. What is FOR SURE = ???
8. We thought several Times - it was ON = !!! But it was not.
9. Many things were STILL to get WORSE - although we thought it could not be. But it was.
10. We had our share of "WAYMARK (TEN-COMMANDMENT) ARK" THEORIES.
11. We had ROGERS-FRIEND=WRIGHT=WRONG THEORIES. "as in the Days of Noah" = 120 Years from 1844 comes to
1964 = !!! This HAS to be the END! (But it did not HAVE to be.)
(12) Then we had OTHER Theories = NOT ONE WAS RIGHT! So let's not be so SURE = NOW!
(13) IF = IF = IF = WHEN = WHEN = WHEN THE SEALING STARTS = as many have said: "ALL HELL will break loose on Earth!" Yes, that is True. No Question.
(14) But WHAT does the SEALING ACTUALLY DO = ??? And WHO does it do it TO = ???
(15) It places a "MARK" on the DOOMED = it may be your FATHER - it may be your MOTHER = you do not know WHO - you do not know WHEN. It comes "SILENTLY = UNNOTICED - like a THIEF in the NIGHT." It may be at NIGHT = it may be at NOON. There may be 2 in a Bed = ONE will be TAKEN = the OTHER will be LEFT. ONE of a HOUSEHOLD = TWO of a CITY.
(16) Alright - let's look it SQUARELY in the FACE = as much as we KNOW about it.
(17) VERY FEW HAVE PAID ANY ATTENTION TO WHAT IT TAKES to be "LEFT" by the Holy Angels of God. I have been vitally interested in this Subject for over 50 Years. I can do No Better than refer you to the "SHAKING" CHAPTER = and I DO NOT MEAN - EW 269 because there are too many things MISSING there and fouled up = we do not need THAT just NOW! We want the "PLAIN TRUTH!"
(18) So go to the ORIGINAL RH 1:32. Or with the invaluable FOOTNOTES - T1:169. (And on into the next Chapter which is to "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH." And there you find: "LEFT!" = to the "CONTROL" of "EVIL ANGELS!" About as HORRIBLE a Picture as you would ever want to see. Could it be YOU = ??? Could it be ME = ??? Could it be SOME ONE WE KNOW = ??? POSSESSED? How will they ACT = ??? What will they DO = ??? ONLY ONE THING THAT WILL KEEP THEM IN CHECK AT ALL! = "FEAR!" FEAR of CONSEQUENCES. Apart from that they will have NO CONSCIENCE. "FEAR!" will be their only CONSCIENCE. You better "GATHER STRENGTH from their COWARDICE!"
(19) WE ARE DEALING WITH ANGELS = the various "ORDERS" of Angels. GUARDIAN ANGELS - AVENGING ANGELS = DESTROYING ANGELS - if you do not know the ORDER of ANGELS you could be a SITTING DUCK.

"(It is the voice of this highest angel that had authority to command the four angels to keep in check the four winds until this work was performed, and until he should give the summons to let them loose.)"
TM:445.
WE REPEAT WHAT WE SAID IN THE BEGINNING.

We are FAR MORE INTERESTED = IN WHAT GOD can and WILL do = than what PUNY MAN CAN DO = so let's look into what HAS BEEN REVEALED = only we were TOO BLIND TO SEE:

A = As much as we know how WRONG EW is - we still turn to it because of the way it is set up = it is a small Book - a Handy Book = so we use it - KNOWING about the CHANGES = keep that in mind at all Times.

B = There are 3 "SOMES" there = the FIRST "SOME" will be SEALED. The SECOND and THIRD "SOMES" will be LOST. WHY they will be Lost - HOW they will be Lost? HOW MANY will be LOST? BETTER PAY ATTENTION = so far you have not. You just relaxed after a Week of HARD WORK and let that Preacher talk - as he SOOTHE-SAYED YOU in CARNAL SECURITY. He knew you would not listen to anything else. I do not have a very HIGH opinion of YOU - do I = ??? No, I certainly DO NOT! I have been READING the WRITINGS! I know that those who were ONCE in the LIGHT = will be OUR BITTEREST ENEMIES! Never mind the CATHOLICS or the GENOCIDE CONVENTION or the JEWS of TEL AVIV or the Makers of ATOM BOMBS and POISON GAS - much of what you hear from that LAODICEAN PULPIT is little better than "POISON GAS!"

C = THE FIRST THING YOU FIND in the "SHAKING" Chapter is some are "LEFT" by the Angels of God. FIRST you saw EVIL ANGELS - HOLY ANGELS - WHIRLING ROUND AND ROUND - like a BEE SWARM = a TERRIBLE COMMOTION = this is where FRED WRIGHT is ALL WRONG! The Devil sure inspired that Prophet. "GOD WITHIN!" PANTHEISM! There is no GOD or CHRI ST or HOLY SPIRIT TRAPPED INSIDE of ANYBODY! and this Chapter PROVES it = these ANGELS are WHIRLING FURIOUSLY = they are POSSESSING NO ONE! Not yet. They soon will. But as we start in this Chapter - they are OUTSIDE OF US! They are TRYING to "CONTROL" but to this Point of Time - they HAVE NOT! They CANNOT!

D = But now it is UP=TO=YOU! as it SHOULD be = you are not enslaved to ANYONE! And the ANGELS WHIRL because this is the "SEALING TIME!" And just WHO do you think WINS - ??? No, you are WRONG! The Holy Angels DO NOT =WIN! No matter if a THOUSAND "FROOMS" tell you so - it is still the Deception of the Devil - the HOLY ANGELS DO NOT WIN! Because YOU do not WIN! You welched. You made "NO EFFORT!" - You did not STRIVE - you did not FIGHT - you did not enter the RACE = here are the FATAL WORDS: (COULDN'T=CARE=LESS!) - 64 -
"CARELESS and INDIFFERENT!"

You believed = VENDEN=WRIGHT=HEPPENSTALL=WILSON and "THE WEEK OF PRAYER!" How long is that going to go on = ???
You see the Nations preparing for DEVASTATION and NATIONAL SUICIDE = half the Life in the SEA and on the LAND - is DEAD! The Adventist Church is "DEAD!" "TWICE DEAD!" Imagine going to Listen to Sermons that are "TWICE DEAD!" SO DEAD that "FORUM"(SPECTRUM) Reports that often 75% of COLLEGE STUDENTS are "NEVER SEEN IN CHURCH!" To hold them there at all - they must make it a "REQUIREMENT FOR GRADUATION!" Far more interesting to watch Television than such LIFELESS CHARACTERS as the CLOWNS that run this Church in this "OMEGA" Hour. "A DAYS JOURNEY from MOST of them." Over 7 Hills. T1:434. TM 320.

E = WE REPEAT! What causes the Holy Angels of God to "LEAVE" them for TIME and for ETERNITY? There is NOTHING more important than THIS - have you STUDIED it - have you BELIEVED it = ???

F = WE REPEAT! Look for 3 Strikes against them!
(1) CARELESS. (2) INDIFFERENT. (3) So therefore "THE ANGELS LEFT THOSE WHO MADE NO EFFORT..." There you have it = 3 Strikes and your OUT! And now you are NOT going to UNDERSTAND or build a CHARACTER or anything else. You are just going to go through the MOTIONS of being ALIVE = you will have to RUSH to all the BALL-GAMES and other AMUSEMENTS to entertain the VACANT-MINDED = (and don't forget BEER!) or something even WORSE = "SOFT DRINKS!"

FEAR OF "GENOCIDE CONVENTION!"

What "MAN" will do = ??? What will "GOD" do = ??? "THE SHAKING" CHAPTER. Is this the "SEALING?" We have studied this for over 50 Years = and we still see things we never saw before. SUCH AS WHAT = ??? Such as the LAODICEANS = "RIISING UP AGAINST IT!" Oh, yes! Make a List of what they "ROSE UP!" against. FRITZ ALSETH went to great pains at SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA in 1984. Took up a great deal of Time to tabulate some over 200 things the Adventists have "RIISED UP!" AGAINST = HERBS = HEALTH REFORM = OUT OF THE CITIES = OUT OF THE LABOR AND MEDICAL UNIONS = OUT OF THE ARMY = STYLES = WEDDING RINGS = JEWELRY = MINIS = UNCLEAN MEATS = you name it = they have it! Easily rack up 200 = even 300 = even more!
IF AND WHEN AND HOW

They "JOIN!" the other Churches = then they will NOT be worried about any "GENOCIDE CONVENTION" but will be their FOREMOST "SPIES" to REPORT US TO THE AUTHORITIES as they are doing even now in the MEDICAL FIELD - asking ALL OTHER MEDICS TO REPORT TO THEM = !!! REPORT TO THE "QUACKERY HUNTERS" HOLED UP IN LLU = TITHE and OFFERINGS PAYING the WAGES and COSTS to keep this TATTLE-TALE OUTFIT HOLED UP THERE = if you know SOME-ONE = ANYONE = ANYWHERE = who just "MIGHT" be using ELLEN WHITE'S TREATMENTS FOR CANCER! You don't be- lieve it? I guess you know NOTHING = (and could care LESS!) about the "HOXSEY HARASSMENT" by FDN (NICHOLS) of the R&H = for Years on ENDLESS YEARS = the AMA and the FDA RE-PRINTING HIS R&H ARTICLES AGAINST THE ELLEN WHITE (HOXSEY) TREATMENT FOR CANCER = RE-PRINTED THEM BY THE MILLIONS! They are NOT going BACK - they are GOING "AHEAD!" Using MORE of your Tithes and Offerings = (Did you DEMAND them to STOP?) "TRADEMARK" their "NAME!" = which will soon be "MUD!" As the whole World is WATCHING! They are TRAINING to act the Part that Sr. White said they would Act =

WERE YOU JOOKING?

When you said you never read this before = ??? It was here all the Time! for over 100 Years! "THEY BECOME THE MOST BITTER ENEMIES of their FORMER "BRETHREN."... THESE APOSTATES are the most efficient Agents of SATAN ...to STIR UP THE RULERS AGAINST THEM. (GO=TO=LAWS! GC 441 to 445, 606 to 608.) "...THREATENED WITH DES- TRUCTION!" GC 608-9.

LIKE JUDAS

"I SAW THE NOMINAL CHURCH and NOMINAL (by "NAME" only!) ADVENTISTS, LIKE JUDAS = would BETRAY US to the CATHOLICS = (NEAL WILSON=VINCENT RAMIK vs MAX CORBETT=JOHN MARIK) = "LIKE JUDAS, would BETRAY US to the "CATHOLICS" to obtain their "INFLUENCE" to come against the TRUTH. The SAINTS (From our Research = they are NOT called: "SAINTS" until they are "SEALSD."). The SAINTS then will be an OBSCURE people =little known to the Catho- lics...REPORT THEM to the CATHOLICS...but BEFORE their DEGREE bring or bear fruit = the SAINTS will be DELI- VERED by the "THE VOICE OF GOD!" DORCHESTER VISION. Maine. Oct. 23, 1850. MAGEN p. 1,2. ("LEAVES OF AUTUMN.")
NOW HERE WE HAVE OUR WORK CUT OUT FOR US:

WHAT = WHEN = HOW = is the "SEAL OF GOD?" WHAT = WHEN = HOW = is the "VOICE OF GOD?" NO WAY can this be Understood WITHOUT going to the "SHAKING" CHAPTER = RH 1:32. T1:179. EW 269. THIS IS THE SPLIT = THIS IS THE SEALING. WHY do the Holy Angels "LEAVE" some = and WHERE do they go and WHY = ???

A = B = C

A = Holy Angels "LEAVE" those who are "INDIFFERENT" and "CARELESS" and "MAKE NO EFFORT."

B = Holy Angels gather around the "SEALED SAINTS" as their Angel Guard is "DOUBLED!" T1:181. EW 271.

C = Now they CANNOT "DIE!" So this is no Time to WELCH = no Time to lay down the ARMOR = no Time to run SCARED! No Time to GIVE UP! We must gather "STRENGTH" from their "COWARDICE!" T5:136.

FAR MORE IMPORTANT

than what "MAN" can do with his "LAWS!" Thinking they have the "LAW!" in their Back-Pocket = that is NOT the Question. The Question is = NOT what the HIRONIMOS = JEBUSITES = PHILISTINES will do = The Question is = WHAT=WILL=GOD=DO = ??? And He will do PLENTY!

HE WILL "SLAY UTTERLY!"

"AND BEGIN" = where = ??? "HERE WE SEE THAT "THE CHURCH"...was "THE FIRST!"..."ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" (Not very Safe to stay "TOGETHER!") T5:211. RH 2:105. 5:238,242,386. TM 182,409,431-2.

WE SHOULD PUT OUT MORE "TAPES!"

"TAPES" are almost as Good as a MEETING - sometimes BETTER. And you can attend = ANY TIME it suits YOU! The Lord has made this arrangement so that ANYONE = ANYWHERE = can hear the LAST MESSAGE. Pretty hard to close the Borders to it all. They might close us up = but we can have them MADE and SHIPPED = from another Country. Even from CHINA. The "ONE WORLDERS" are not winning EVERYWHERE = and if they do stop a "TAPE" = it is only a few $'s lost. And we can try = the 2nd TIME! This Time from IRELAND! TAPES can be made ANY WHERE! NO WONDER THEY HATE "TAPES!" WILSON was fairly FOAMING AT THE MOUTH = against "TAPES!" He wished he knew = how to stop THEM. Wonder what HOLD
the "BLACK-HAND GANG" and the "CRIME SYNDICATE" has over him = ??? What is his REAL RECORD = ??? Who are his "MASTERS?" WHY is he so "HONORED" in the "COMMUNIST BLOC"= ??? Where does he collect his: "30 Pieces of Silver?" "LIKE JUDAS!" Lot of "MEANING" to those Words!" Then there are those who will be: "LIKE DAVID!" T5:81. (And if you NOTICE = this, also - is in the "SHAKING TIME!" When: "HE CANNOT USE THEM!" T5:80. You might have use for them = but the Lord of Heaven has "NO USE FOR THEM!" (EXACT WORDS: "HE CAN NOT USE THEM!")

I BELIEVE

in this CONFRONTATION = in this "TESTING TIME!" In this "BATTLE IN THE DAY OF THE LORD!" EW 69. The Lord will put His Hand in the midst of them = to "SCATTER THEM!" And their "SLANDERING" and "LIES" will do little Good.

SUCH AS THIS "R&H" JAN. 12, 1989 ARTICLE:

OFFICIAL "TRADEMARK POLICY" and GENERAL CONFERENCE "TRADEMARK COMMITTEE" APOLOGETIC p.12.(44). They will Win the Majority by what seems like a "FOOL-PROOF ARGUMENT!" They really slam HEAVY on that = MOST will AGREE = with THEM. No one has to. It is a FREE COUNTRY. YET. For a little while. THE REAL TROUBLE will START - when the "TIME OF TROUBLE" = STARTS. EW 36 to 38. But if we understand things RIGHT = IF and WHEN the "SEALING" is on = the "SLAUGHTERING" will be ON! AND JUDGES and LAWYERS and GENERAL CONFERENCE MEN - can be DEAD by the DOZEN DOZEN! We will THEN see the POWER in the HAND of the "REAL JUDGE!" Not PHARAOH. Not PILATE. Not ANNAS. Not even JUDAS. Not even with the "KISS OF DEATH" shown in this R&H ARTICLE p.14,15.

HOW GENTLE! HOW INNOCENT! HOW DECEPTIVE!

YOUR ATTENTION IS RIVETED on: "JOHN MARIK" of HAWAII = 22 TIMES! RH(AR) Jan. 12, 1989. p.12 to 15. THE WHOLE APOLOGETIC is BEAMED as being between JOHN MARIK and the GENERAL CONFERENCE "TRADEMARK COMMITTEE." What if that is NOT TRUE = ??? What if they just SAT THERE = like BUMPS on a LOG = and just "RUBBER STAMPED" anything that CATHOLIC LAWYER COOKED UP = ??? WHAT IF that VINCENT RAMIK did just EXACTLY like RH(AR) says = ???
MADE TO LOOK LIKE FOOLS! According to RC=SDA = all "JOHN MARIK'S COUNSEL" had to do = was to request a "STAY!" in the "CONTEMPT!" Order = for the "APPEAL" proceedings to Finalize. They gave them "3 Days" to File such "REQUEST" for a "STAY."

AND SO THE ADVENTIST WORLD

is led to believe that whatever they are getting = they "ASKED!" for it! They did not request a "STAY." WHAT IF - from the other Side = it looked entirely DIFFERENT - ??? WILL YOU COME CRAWLING before our MAJESTIC HOLINESS - and BEG for your HEAD = ??? What if BEGGING would have done = NO GOOD AT ALL! WOULD HAVE CHANGED NOTHING! The $500.00 a DAY FINE = would NOT be ERASED! They would STILL be after him! It would in essence CHANGE NOTHING! But the ARGUMENT sounds SO SWEET - SO INNOCENT = a REAL 100% "JUDAS KISS!"

IF THEY HAD AS MUCH MERCY AS THEY PRETEND

WHY DID THEY NOT TAKE SOME ACTION TO HAVE THE CHARGES DROPPED - CANCELLED? My! How "KIND!" = "CONSIDERATE!" = "THOUGHTFUL!" They ATTEMPT to picture THEMSELVES! And make the other Side appear to be BLATANTLY "STUBBORN" = "UNREASONABLE" = "INTRACTABLE" = In their SMUG CONFIDENCE that they have the "LAW!" in their BACKPOCKET = perhaps "GOD" may have a SAY in the matter. WE will PRAY as we "WATCH!" what will happen = and to WHOM! NO JUDGE = NO LAWYER = no AGGRESSOR = needs to live = another Day! LOOK FOR SOMETHING TO HIT THEM -

NEXT 2 EASTERS!

(Seems like it took Feet = but I had a small PAMPHLET = "RELIEF OF THE SCHOOLS" = You could get Copies XEROXED from any "HERITAGE ROOM" (ANDREWS OR LLU) = p.17. Seems it was a LARGE MEETING where "PRAISE and ADULATION WAS HEARD" and then: "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION!" and they shall not Escape. Seems like some BIG AUDITORIUM coming down by a QUAKE. The LAST and the WORST "ABOMINATION" is Facing the EAST - by "About" 5 and 20 MEN - with their FACES toward the EAST. The SUN is only DUE EAST on "QUEEN OF FERTILITY" DAY = See INDEX for "ASHTORETH" = (EASTER) "VILEST and MOST DEGRADING of all CANAANITISH forms of IDOLATRY."
"PASSION has full sway...overcome by the WILES of HEATHEN WOMEN...The RULERS and the LEADING MEN were among the FIRST to TRANSGRESS...A TERRIBLE PESTILENCE (AIDS) BROKE OUT"...PP 454-5. ST 1:205.

THIS IS TIME = to keep "AIDS" and "EASTER" =

"OUT of the PRECINCTS of the SANCTUARY!" But this is the TIME = they have chosen to defy the very God of Heaven = to throw the Doors open = to lead ALL=OTHER=CHURCHES in a "THRUST" to invite "HOMOS" and "AIDS!" = IN! On FERTILITY DAY = EASTER=ASHTORETH = the DAY TO FACE THE SUN IN THE EAST! And bring the "LAW" to bear on any who desire:

"RELIGIOUS LIBERTY!"

But they will HAUL and MAUL them through the COURTS! And come even THERE! Through the Pages of your R&H Jan. 12, 1989 = P.12 to 15. Like PHARAOH=ANNIS= PILATE = come and Bow down before our High and Holy "LEGALISM!" CRINGE before our: "WHIP!" = "RACK!" = "DUNGEON!" = "FAGOT!"

FORGETTING = PERHAPS:

DANIEL in the "LION'S DEN!"
THE THREE WORTHIES in the "FIERY FURNACE!"
DID NOT BOW TO NEBUCHADNEZZAR'S "IMAGE!"
"THE RED SEA" OPENED UP FOR "AARON'S ROD!"
"CLOSED UP" FOR PHARAOH'S "IRON CHARIOTS!"
"LET MY PEOPLE GO!" (or DIE!)

WILSON SAYS: "THIS OUR CRAFT IS IN DANGER!" AA 294-5.
"THE TRADEMARK COMMITTEE" = RAISE A "TUMULT!"
AS THEY YELL THEMSELVES "HOARSE!" IN THE PAGES OF RH(AR).

BUT "A GREAT MAGISTRATE" MAY REVERSE THE DECISION.

THOSE WHO: "SAY THEY ARE JEWS = BUT LIE AND ARE NOT!"
MAY AGITATE THE "MOB!" BUT DO NOT ALWAYS GET THEIR WAY.
THEY MAY BE "REWARDED" NOT ACCORDING TO THEIR YELLING =
BUT ACCORDING TO THEIR "WORKS!" 2 TIM. 4:14. AA 295.

COPYRIGHT LAW = !!!!

"PROPHETS AND KINGS" = Copyright 1917 declares this Book is by: "ELLEN G. WHITE." THIS IS A LIE! We want to examine the Case of: "MORDECAI THE JEW, A
GODLY MAN..." ORIGINAL TEXT = RH ARTICLES BOOK 5. January 23, 1908. "A GODLY MAN..." WAS LEFT OUT OF PK 600. And otherwise this "MAN-MADE" Book was slapped together with so many ALTERATIONS = MIX-UPS that to come to the TRUTH of the Lord's Message to His people = we must go by the "ORIGINAL" ONLY!

THIS IS A MESSAGE FOR TODAY

"HAMAN the AGAGITE, and UNSCRUPULOUS MAN high in AUTHORITY...cherished BITTER MALICE against MORDECAI the JEW, a GODLY MAN who had done HAMAN NO HARM, but had simply REFUSED to show him the "REVERENCE" that belongs to God alone...HAMAN PLOTTED "to destroy ALL=THE=JEWS..." RH 5:389.

ANY HONEST PERSON

Comparing this Account as given in the ORIGINAL = as we attempt to show this "PREDICTION" as applied TODAY = we DARE NOT USE PK 600 (before and after) AT ALL! IN FACT = WE DARE NOT LOOK AT IT TOO MUCH!

THIS SERIES ON "THE RETURN OF THE EXILES" =

The Lord's Hand-Maiden = ELLEN WHITE = was kept alive and sane to issue this LAST BOOK - with constant interference by the LEADERSHIP CULT that followed URIAH SMITH = that the TRUE MESSAGE is CARICATURED = DISTORTED. Requiring extreme care to piece it together. IF "HAMAN THE AGAGITE" is a "BABYLONIAN." IF "MORDECAI THE JEW" was "A GODLY MAN" = what business was it of the INSENSITIVE COMPILERS to LEAVE=THAT=FACT ="OUT!" = ??? Or what "IMPROVEMENT" did they make when "IT WAS WRITTEN" that "MORDECAI" the "GODLY MAN" was not about to give "HAMAN" the "LEGALIST" waving his "BIG STICK" around = the "REVERENCE" that belongs to "GOD ALONE!" = ??? RH 5:389. (MASSACRED in PK 600.)

THIS IS ONLY THE BEGINNING

of how the "MESSAGE" that applies to THIS CHURCH and THIS PEOPLE in the "LAST DAYS" = has been RUTHLESSLY DISTORTED. Just like "HISTORY IS REPEATED" as the SAME RH JANUARY 12, 1989 CULT HAVE DISTORTED THE TRUTH OF "VINCENT RAMIK" ("HAMAN THE AGAGITE") of a DIFFERENT RELIGIOUS PERSUASION than "JOHN MARIK" ("MORDECAI THE GODLY JEW") = this is nothing short of "HOLOCAUST" and should come under the UMBRELLA of the "GENOCIDE"
TREATY" We are in great Danger of opening up the Age-
Old WARFARE between CATHOLICS and JEWS.

WE MOVE ON TO WRITINGS "STRANGELY MISPLACED AND LOST"

RH 6:507. July 22, 1915. PK 392. (Here again we see
the Hand of the URIAH SMITH CULT = taking WRITINGS out
of Context = SHUFFLING them back and forth = NOT GIVEN
in the the "ORDER" they were given = LEAVING OUT "KEY
ARTICLES" ENTIRELY!) As we come to 1988 "TRADEMARK
COMMITTEE" = letting "NEHEMIAH" an ISRAELITE = believe
that "SHEMAIAH" (WETMORE) is "FRIEND" of NEHEMIAH the
only "SAFETY" is "IN THE CHURCH" = PK 655. "HIDE" in
the "TEMPLE." NO SAFETY OUTSIDE! "TOBIA" and
"SANBALLAT" had "HIRED" this "SHEMAIAH" to give this
"INFAMOUS ADVICE" = PK 655-6. "ELIASHIB" (WILSON the
"HIGH PRIEST") = had permitted "TOBIAH" (VINCENT RAMIK)
Israel's BITTER ENEMY = to occupy the "TITHE STORE-
HOUSE" PK 669. "NEHEMIAH" (MAX CORBETT) threw him
"OUT!" with all his "STUFF!" PK 670.

THE ENTIRE BOOK WAS WRITTEN
to enlighten this people of "The Work of RESTORATION
and REFORM carried on by the "RETURNED EXILES" under
the LEADERSHIP of ZERUABBABEL = EZRA = and NEHEMIAH,
presents a Picture of a WORK of SPIRITUAL RESTORATION
that "IS" to be wrought in the CLOSING DAYS of this
EARTH'S HISTORY. THE "REMNANT" OF ISRAEL..." PK 677.
RH 5:387.

IT WAS NOT ENOUGH

To just "RESTORE" the LOST WRITINGS = but certain of
the PRIESTS and LEVITES united with "EZRA" (an aged
LEVITE) = PK 661. "EZRA in explaining the "PRINCIPLES"
of the LAW." (And the "1888 MATERIALS" are FULL of the
"PRINCIPLES" of the "LAW!") "...and gave the "SENSE!"
PK 662.

THIS BROUGHT ABOUT THE REFORMATION

"IN THE TIME OF THE END...GOD'S REMNANT PEOPLE, stand-
ing before the World as "REFORMERS" are to show that
the "LAW" is the "FOUNDATION!" PK 678. (And the
CHURCH in the "OMEGA" of their "APOTASY" = will get
OFF the "FOUNDATION!" Claiming the LAW cannot be kept
- NO USE making an "EFFORT!" Print "MAXWELL BOOKS" =
"VENDEN BOOKS"="HEPPENSTALL BOOKS" = "27 ARTICLE BOOKS"
"BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER" that will constitute this a "NEW ORGANIZATION" that we are not to "JOIN" for they are building on the "SAND!" SM 1:204-5. WHICH IS "FAITH ALONE!" SOP 3:331. Because LAODICEA is "NAKED!" Rev. 3:17. "NAKED" and "BLIND!" What a sorry Sight! DA 475. RH 5:386.
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THIS IS A

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM"

PRODUCTION
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THIS IS NOW

= July 15, 1989. Instead of putting out THIS PAPER = we stopped and put out PUBLICATION #635 = "AUSTRALIA + GC 444." = Oct. 21, 1988. Then because of the PRE-MAILING DEMANDS for PUBLICATION #633 = "AFTER 1888." = we had to Set up and print another 1,000 Copies of that Paper.

*******************************************************************************

MUCH WATER HAS GONE UNDER THE BRIDGE

since Sept. 15, 1988. It happened EXACTLY as we sup- posed=NOT ONE WRITER picked up the REAL "ABOMINATION" above ALL=OTHER="ABOMINATIONS" in that "27" THING! Before they even List the 27 "BELIEFS"= they give you the THEME of their Production = it will be based on: "...a PERSON with an "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!"....!!!" p.V11 and carried out p.6,25,32,274,305,350,356. Together with: "...the ASSURANCE of our SALVATION!" p.14. This is the BUMPER CROP reaped as a Result of WIELAND SELL-ING OUT (to get his Credentials back and elevated in Office in 1950 = throwing the Gates WIDE-OPEN for BILLY GRAHAM and ORAL ROBERT'S: "I AM SAVED!") The Blessed:"...ASSURANCE of our SALVATION!" p.14,118,124, 144,275.) THE WORLD RELIGION. While still PRETENDING they "BELIEVE!" "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" = 27 TIMES! All by "FAITH ALONE!" Then Cry and Weep as "NO DIFFER-ENCE CAN BE SEEN!" between them and the World. (See "WORLD" and "LOVE OF WORLD" in ANY INDEX!)

"THE LOVE OF THE WORLD IS ENMITY WITH GOD!"
A FEW FROM ONE BOOK ALONE:
T2:43,44,55,124,126,139,169,183,199,237,283,314,431-2, 
592,646,657,690. In that "27" Book = forever dealing in 
the "POSITIVE!" = as the JEWS that crowded in their 
"HOLY CITY!" = the ONLY Place of Safety = so this 
people Feature the "MAN OF SIN!" and the "ANTICHRIST" 
can only and Forever be: "THE PAPACY!" This is what: 
"SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS BELIEVE..." in "FUNDAMENTAL 
BELIEFS"=#(12) = p.153-169. NO TESTIMONIES! NO SOP! 
NOT NEEDED! NOT WANTED!

BY "FAITH" AND "FROOM" ALONE = !!!

HANS K. LARONDELLE = "Professor of Theology" = Andrews 
University (SEMINARY) = preparing material for what 
shall be taught in all these THOUSANDS of "REVELATION 
SEMINARS" all around the World = SERIES PART (5) = RH 
June 29, 1989 = p.11(675). "THE FALL OF BABYLON!" The 
same Old Song and Dance - a little while ago = when 
FORD said "THE MAN OF SIN" is at the END-TIME = he was 
roundly beaten in the Public Square. But now they have 
Revived the Old-Time Religion! It can be nothing else 
but the "CATHOLIC CHURCH!" (LaRondelle).

THE "HOLY SEE" IN WASHINGTON, D.C. = 

"The 27 FUNDAMENTAL COMMITTEE OF 194" as usual they 
point to the "LITTLE HORN" of Daniel 7:8,21. FORGET-
NING, perhaps = that this takes us to "UNTIL THE 
ANCIENT OF DAYS CAME..." in 1844 and the "JUDGMENT" 

AND, OF COURSE = "666" IS "THE PAPACY!"

That is = if you go by FALSE PROPHET URIAH SMITH = be-
cause ELLEN WHITE WAS SHOWN = "666" is the "IMAGE!" So 
that answers the Age-Old Question of HUNDREDS of 
ADVENTIST and OTHER THEOLOGIANS who wrestled for THOU-
SANDS of HOURS as to who is "ANOTHER BEAST" of Rev. 
13:11 to 18. (666). Had not URIAH SMITH toed the TIC-
TACK-TOE RELIGION = 6 CHURCHES are DEAD and GONE = and 
only ONE REMAINS = and PRINCE CHARMING HAS TO MARRY 
the "UGLY SISTER" = not the "MIDNIGHT HOUR" = "CINDER-
ELLA!" with the SILVER SLIPPER. As long as that is not 
clear - nothing is clear.

WHO IS THE "LITTLE HORN" OF DANIEL 8:9 = ???

If URIAH SMITH and his CATHOLIC and JEWISH TRADITIONAL
-ISTS were not around - it should be as simple as 
Falling off a Log! If one "BEAST" or "LITTLE HORN" is
the "PAPACY" and takes us from the "DARK AGES" to 1844 = Dan. 7:8, 22. Then anything that comes AFTER "THE JUDGMENT WAS SET..." Dan. 7:10. Rev. 13:11-18. Must be the "IMAGE!" GC 444-5.

TO GIVE UP "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM"

will be as hard for some as to give their Baby away for Adoption. They have so long Chattered out the Old Line = that it seems it has become a very Part of their Mind and Body. But for the FEW and TRUE we present = (ELLEN WHITE) =

"...at the COMMENCEMENT of "THE TIME OF TROUBLE" = we were filled with the Holy Ghost as we went forth and Proclaimed the Sabbath "MORE FULLY." = THIS ENRAGED "THE CHURCH" and "NOMINAL (by "NAME" only) ADVENTISTS", as "THEM" could not refute the SABBATH TRUTH." "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK." (WTF 19.)

THIS NEEDS SOME EXPLANATION

We had this CLEAR for MANY YEARS = but it was so "FAR-OUT" that FEW wanted to believe it. BELIEVE WHAT = ??? Believe this and 20 other References that "ADVENTISTS" would keep SUNDAY! (ONE SENTENCE TELLS ALL! GC 608.) "THE CHURCH" and "NOMINAL ADVENTISTS" = this covers the whole Adventist World = both CHURCH and AWAKENING. Would become so TERRIFIED of what "MEN" can do = in all their REVELATION SEMINARS" = "FEAR" of "SUNDAY LAWS" = "GENOCIDE" and "DEATH DECREE" that this "FEAR TECHNIQUE" (like JIMMY SWAGGART" and other CHARISMATICS" = the "FEAR!" of "HELL TORMENT" will drive them to HUDDLE TOGETHER and have this HOLY "SHAMAN" PRAY (or "PREY!") As the JEWS IN OLD JERUSALEM huddled together as the "ONLY PLACE OF SAFETY" in their "HOLY CITY" so the purpose of all these "REVELATION SEMINARS" and all their Magazines GEARED to TERRIFY them into staying with AARON and his GOLDEN CALF as they head "BACK TO EGYPT!"T5:217. RH 5:555. DROP the BANNER and make a run for it. The Word is there: (THEY) "JOIN=THE=RANKS=OF=THE=OPPOSITION!" GC 608. The VERY ONES = right in our Midst = "...become the MOST BITTER ENEMIES of their FORMER BRETHREN." (Some "BRETHREN!!") GC 608. 1884 GC 426. T8:119. T2:452. DA 398. AA 31-2. T5:80-2,690,463. (Sparked by a "CRISIS!" of course.) THEN we will see what is what and who is who. Also made clear in T5:711 as they JOIN the WCC-NCC = (712) =
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AND THOSE NOT AWARE

of all this are: "ASLEEP!" = "the LEADING MEN!" = do not see "THE SWORD COMING" = too busy listening to JOHNSON twanging his Jewish Harp: "TRA! LA!" = not a care in the World. Or as ELLEN WHITE puts it = "PEACE and SAFETY!" T5:715. Giving the TRUMPET NO SOUND! (716) "THESE DUMB DOGS that would not BARK!" (211-2.) This "DUMB DOG" holds the LANTERN for ANKERBERG and MARTIN to CREEP IN! With FORD playing the BAG-PIPES in the Back-Alley. (His group JOINING the OTHER CHURCHES!)
One grand Flux. "I saw...could not Buy or Sell. I saw that the NUMBER (666) of the IMAGE BEAST was made up; and that it was the "BEAST" that CHANGED THE SABBATH, and the "IMAGE BEAST" had followed on AFTER...In the "TIME OF TROUBLE: we all fled (NOW HERE IS THE KEY TO IT ALL!)...but were PURSUED by the WICKED, who entered the Houses of the Saints. They raised the SWORD (DOUBLE-BARRELED SHOT-GUN) to KILL us = but it BROKE (Blew the Breach out! Blew the Head off the one who held it!) and fell, as POWERLESS as a STRAW!" WTF 19. 2 Peter 2:12. EW 34,65-6,69.70.

THE TABLES ARE TURNED!

In the DARK AGES the SAINTS WERE KILLED = permitted by God to reveal the REAL "CHARACTER-NATURE" of the Devil and his Agents to "FORCE!" = SPILL=THE=BLOOD = of those who REFUSE to TEACH "HELL=TORMENT" and "SUNDAY!"
But the "SEALING" of the 144,000 PLEDGES that the ANGELS will: "HOLD! HOLD! HOLD! HOLD!" EW 38. Do you think they will "HOLD?" As the HOLY ANGELS leave the ADVENTISTS that "RISE UP!" against the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO(not "FROM!")"TO" THE LAODICEANS!" While the WILSONS can BOAST and BLOW that in spite of all the BLUNDERS they make = in spite of CASTING OUT 50% OF THE MEMBERSHIP = 25% EVERY 10 YEARS = OPEN THE DOORS WIDE to take in a HORDE of RIFF-RAFF who know NOTHING of the Third Angel's Message and COULD-CARE-LESS! (CARELESS and INDIFFERENT and make "NO EFFORT!" T1:180 -1. EW 270-1.) THE ANGELS OF GOD LEAVE THEM to the DELUSIONS that they Love = "LEAVING THESE...TO THE CONTROL OF EVIL ANGELS!" T1:187. While the HOLY ANGELS rush over to the Side of those that are "SEALED!" so their ANGEL GUARD is "DOUBLED!" T1:181. EW 271.

WHAT DO YOU THINK ALL THIS MEANS?

That then there will be a Big "SHEPHERD'S ROD" = "SLAUGHTER = ???" With the Angel-Guard "DOUBLED?"
WHAT DO YOU THINK THE "SEALING" WAS ALL ABOUT = ???

IT=IS=A=PLEDGE-BY-GOD=THAT=WE=HAVE=NOTHING=TO=FEAR=the
only "FEAR!" we have is to NOT=PREACH=THE-LAST=MESSAGE!

BECAUSE =

WILSON GOING TO LAW! "WE ARE THE CLAY!" "WE HAVE COME
TO THE TIME when God's SACRED WORK is represented by
the FEET of the "IMAGE" in which the IRON was MIXED
with the MIRY CLAY...The MINGLING of CHURCHCRAFT and
STATECRAFT (SELLING OUT IN THE RED BOLSHEVIK WORLDS =
HALF THE EARTH'S SURFACE=KEEPING SUNDAY THERE NOW!)
"...CLAIM to believe the TRUTH for this Time...
MINGLING with the CONTENDING ELEMENTS ("OPERATION
WHITE-COAT!") of these Last Days as the CIRCUMCISED
who MINGLE with the UNCIRCUMCISED(Let them run their
HOSPITALS - 75%) and He declares that He will DESTROY=
both=CLASSES=TOGETHER without DISTINCTION (You made
none = why should He = ???) "...He will CONDEMN BOTH
ALIKE...COME OUT FROM (BOTH OF THEM!) and be SEPARATE!"

FCE 482. T5:103. TM 275. T1:283. T2:595. "...THIS
UNION is weakening all the Power of the Churches. This
investing the "CHURCH" with the POWER of the "STATE" =
will bring EVIL RESULTS...They have invested their
Strength in POLITICS and have UNITED with the "PAPACY"
(RAMIKA) but the Time will come when...THEIR EVIL WORK
will RECOIL upon themselves!" BC 4:1168-9. (See 1170.)
BRISBIN 58.

THE DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM =
THE 7TH. HORROR OF THE WORLD.

(OPEN YOUR BLIND EYES = !!!) Adventists do not under-
stand the FIRST CHAPTER of "GREAT CONTROVERSY" = nor
the LAST = and very little in between. ("THE CHURCH":
(TEMPLE) was the Place of SAFETY?) "BLOOD FLOWED down
the Temple steps like water. THOUSANDS upon THOUSANDS
of Jews perished...More than a MILLION of the people
were SLAUGHTERED...is to have ANOTHER FULFILLMENT of
which that TERRIBLE SCENE was but a FAINT SHADOW. (You
believe this LITERALLY? You better!) ...As He WARNED
His disciples of JERUSALEM'S DESTRUCTION, SO He has
WARNED "HIS PEOPLE" of the Day of FINAL DESTRUCTION,
and give them SIGNS of it's approach, that all who
will may "FLEE!" from the WRATH to come..." 1884 GC 35
to 38.

NO! NO! NO! HIS "LOVE!" IS "UNLIMITED!"
THE WARNING = as in the Days of OLD JERUSALEM = "HIS PEOPLE" are to "FLEE!" at certain: "SIGNS." How did they fix that up? To leave you a "SITTING DUCK!" = Look it up! Too LAZY = SLOUCHY = CARELESS = and INDIFFERENT = MULTITUDES of ADVENTISTS will DENY it without even looking it up! To see how they FIXED UP YOUR BOOK = see it with your own Eyes = "HIS PEOPLE" are to "FLEE!" = CHANGED by the URIAH SMITH CULT = to "THE WORLD" is to "FLEE!" GC 37.

SO MANY WANT US TO LIST = "ALL THE CHANGES!"

If we did that with this Reference = (as others have done) without EXPLAINING IT = what good would that do = ??? Leave it all hanging in the Air...EVEN-AFTER= EXPLAINING=IT = FEW will believe it. AND WHEN TO "FLEE?" = WHAT ARE THE "SIGNS = ???" (I know we Repeat this = and we plan to CONTINUE to REPEAT it = School Teachers know you have to tell them 7 or 8 Times = before they hear it ONCE! "THE "PEOPLE OF GOD" WILL THEN ..." 1884 GC 445. Now turn to your GC 616 = make SURE it is the SAME SETTING = the SAME CONTEXT = find the Sentence CUT-IN-TWO! And the REST of the SENTENCE put 10 PAGES AWAY = !!! GC 616 to 626. NICE PEOPLE! They really do "LOVE!" you - don't they? (I seem to hear some STICK=IN=THE=MUD "ADVENTIST" PREACHER or DIE=HARD MEMBER who will Stick with WILSON NO=MATTER=WHAT=HE= DOES = right into 7 LAST PLAGUES = saying (SNEERING!): "YOU THINK YOU'RE SMART!" NO! I THINK YOU'RE DUMB!

TOO DUMB TO COME IN OUT OF THE RAIN!

"...will be LEFT without the "SEAL" of God...SLAY UTTERLY OLD and YOUNG...but come not near any man upon whom is the MARK(SEAL); and BEGIN at MY SANCTUARY. (THE PLACE WHERE ALL ARE "SEALED?")...HERE WE SEE THAT "THE CHURCH"...was the FIRST to feel the STROKE of the WRATH of GOD. THE ANCIENT MEN...(HIS LAST SERMON.) "HE IS TOO MERCIFUL ("UNCONDITIONAL=UNLIMITED "LOVE!") = TOO MERCIFUL to visit "HIS PEOPLE" IN JUDGMENT!" THUS "PEACE and SAFETY is the CRY from...THOSE DUMB DOGS... ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211. RH 2:105. TM 431-2. (And 20 MORE!)

DUAL APPLICATION = WARNING TO "FLEE!"

"The SAME deceptions practiced prior to the DESTRUC-
TION of JERUSALEM (Telling them they will "WIN!") will again be practiced. The SAME events that took place in the overthow of JERUSALEM will take place again.
"And ye shall hear of wars and rumors of wars...but the End is not yet." All these things must come to pass, but the END of the Jewish nation as a nation is not yet. (Written when there was NO JEWISH NATION!)

All these are the BEGINNING of SORROWS. As the RABBIS see these SIGNS, Christ said, they will declare that they are God's JUDGMENTS on the NATIONS for holding His CHOSEN PEOPLE in BONDAGE. They will say that these SIGNS are the tokens of the "ADVENT" of the "MESSIAH." (They have been saying that FOR YEARS! This is the "MESSIANIC AGE"!) BE NOT DECEIVED; they are the BEGINNING of His "JUDGMENTS!" THE JEWISH PEOPLE [See your DA 628-9 where some "JEW" took that word OUT! Then maybe the following will not happen = ??]

"THE JEWISH PEOPLE HAVE LOOKED TO THEMSELVES.

"THEY HAVE NOT REPENTED and been converted, that I should heal THEM. The "SIGNS" that they argue as tokens of their release from Bondage are "SIGNS" of their DESTRUCTION!" (Now we will see WHO believes the SPIRIT OF PROPHECY?" When all the World teaches otherwise!) RH 3:632. Dec.13, 1898.

"THROUGH THE APOSTLES, GOD GAVE THE JEWISH PEOPLE a LAST opportunity to REPENT. But they TURNED AWAY from every entreaty...BY KILLING THEM(MILLIONS!) THE JEWS CRUCIFIED AFRESH the Son of God." RH 3:633. Dec.20, 1898.

THEN SHE GOES ON TO LIKEN THE "SYNAGOGUE" THEN = to the "SYNAGOGUE" NOW! A DUAL APPLICATION = A DUAL PROPHECY! "SO IT WILL BE AGAIN...(Look for "SYNAGOGUE" now! Rev.3:9. EW 15. WTF 14. TM 16. COL 158, 186. Ed.79.) "Said the Angel, pointing to those in the (R&H) OFFICE: "Except your RIGHTEOUSNESS shall EXCEED the RIGHTEOUSNESS of thescribes and pharisees, ye shall in no case enter into the Kingdom of Heaven." A PROFESSION("FAITH ALONE!") IS = NOT = ENOUGH!" T3:193, 197, 200. (In the "1888 MATERIALS" she called them "PHARISEES!"

= 33 TIMES. She said if they keep on as they did in 1888 = they will do EVERYTHING the JEWS DID = that Crucified Christ. TM 464-471.)

THEY WILL BE THE "ANTICHRIST!"

"So APOSTASY in "THE CHURCH" will prepare the way for "THE IMAGE TO THE BEAST!" GC 444. (Then the next page shows how they will do this - by Teaching "IN COMMON!" with the other Churches! PASSED in AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION" = RH Dec.18, 1969. p.20.
THE NEXT YEAR

that "IN COMMON" MAXWELL BOOK landed in our laps. This will go on to the "OMEGA!" (As far as He will let them go.) SM 1:204-5.

DO NOT TRY TO DEFEND THEM =

OR BE CAUGHT IN THE SAME TRAP! 4 PAGES TAKEN OUT OF "THE SNARES OF SATAN!" 1884 GC 337 to 340. "FEAR OF MAN BRINGETH A SNARE?" Prov. 29:25 "THOSE WHO APOSTASIZE in Time of Trial will bear FALSE WITNESS and betray their Brethren, to secure their own "SAFETY." They will tell where their BRETHREN are CONCEALED, putting the "WOLVES" on their TRACK...ye have heard that ANTICHRIST shall come...whereby we know IT IS THE LAST TIME. They went "OUT" from us, but they were not "OF" us..."And many FALSE PROPHETS shall arise, and shall deceive MANY...MAGICIANS and SORCERERS, claiming MIRACULOUS "POWER!"...COMPANIES INSPIRED BY SATAN will be formed to deceive and delude. This will be a "SIGN" OF THE Second Advent." RH 3:633. Dec.20, 1898.

ONE WOLF-PACK HOLED UP IN LLU = ASKING THE WORLD TO HUNT THOSE USING "ELLEN WHITE'S CANCER TREATMENT = REPORT THEM = AND THEY WILL LOOK AFTER THEM! SOME "BRETHREN!" ANOTHER NEST OF LAWYERS HOLED UP IN WASHINGTON, D.C. ON THE "HUNT!" STILL ANOTHER WOLF-PACK = BOUNTY-HUNTERS OUT FOR THE "NAME!" OVER $150,000.00 IN FINES! NOW THREATENING TO HUNT = "INTERNATIONALLY!"

WAIT TILL GOD HUNTS THEM!

They will go:"...TO THE CATHOLICS!" "TRADEMARK NAME!"
THE SAME PACK WILL PASS "GENOCIDE" = "SUNDAY LAW" =and "DEATH DECREES!" But do you know what is WRITTEN = ??? "I saw the NOMINAL "CHURCH" and NOMINAL "ADVENTISTS" = like JUDAS...

CHRIST left the Old "CHURCH" = PAUL left the Old "CHURCH" = to be "LIKE JUDAS" is an Agent of the Devil = WORSE=THAN=THE=OLD=CHURCH! PRETENDS to be ONE=OF=US = but ready at a moment's Notice = to go BACK to the Old "CHURCH!" for 30 pieces of Silver! "...ANTICHRIST shall come...They went "OUT" from us, but they were not "OF" us...This will be a "SIGN" of the Second Advent." RH 3:633. "They become the MOST BITTER ENEMIES..." GC 608.
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WILL THEY PASS "THE DEATH DECREE?"

"...ADVENTISTS, LIKE JUDAS, would betray us to the CATHOLICS(RAMIK)...THE SAINTS(We do not believe they are called "SAINTS" until they are "SEALED!") THE SAINTS then will be an OBSCURE people, LITTLE KNOWN TO THE CATHOLICS; but the "CHURCHES" and NOMINAL "ADVENTISTS"... (HATED US ON account of the SABBATH, for "THEY" could not REFUTE IT. 666=WTF 19 = "could not refute" it. EW 33 = "could not refute" it EW 37 = "Who have ONCE kept the SABBATH and have given it up...were weighed in the Balance and found WANTING." EW 15 = (This "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" = bow at the Feet of the 144,000 "SAINTS" at the "VOICE OF GOD HOUR." = EW 36-7,281 to 285 = at the Time the "DEATH DECREE" goes forth in the Time of the Plagues.)

WILSON(RAMIK) LAWYERS = GENOCIDE = DEATH DECREE!

500 ADVENTIST LAWYERS = 7 or 8 JUDGES = THINKING THEY HAVE THE "LAW!" IN THEIR BACK-POCKET = CALL IN MULTI-MILLION $ TYPE CATHOLIC LAWYERS = and then what = ??? "...will BETRAY the "SAINTS" and REPORT them to the "CATHOLICS"...ISSUE A DECREE...to the "IMAGE"...BUT BEFORE...

"BUT BEFORE"

"BUT BEFORE their "DECREE" bring or bear fruit, the "SAINTS" will be DELIVERED by "THE VOICE OF GOD!" "NAGEN and SPAULDING" p.1,2. T5:690-1. "Those who heed the WARNING = will be Saved." DA 634."...will SURPRISE the FALSE TEACHERS. "THEY" are saying, "PEACE and SAFETY." LIKE THE PRIESTS and TEACHERS before the FALL of JERUSALEM, "THEY" look for "THE CHURCH" to enjoy earthly prosperity and glory. The "SIGNS-OF-THE-TIMES" they interpret as foreshadowing this. But what saith the Word of Inspiration? = "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon THEM!"..."THE CRISIS" is stealing gradually upon "US!" DA 635-6.

SO CHRIST NEVER LEFT THE "CHURCH?"

"This was the most solemn DENUNCIATION ever uttered against JERUSALEM...CHRIST BADE "ADIEU" TO THE ONCE HALLOWED COURTS. He quitted the Temple FOREVER, declaring, "Your HOUSE is LEFT unto you "DESOLATE!" RH 3:631. Dec. 13, 1898.

SR. WHITE SPEAKS OF "FACES LIGHTING UP!"

We were SHOCKED when we first saw this = when present- ing the Subject of the "10 VIRGIN PARABLE" =
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SHOCKED BUT DELIGHTED!

We saw it also when telling them the "INDEXES" were SLANTED - they LEFT OUT over 200 "CONDEMN" STATEMENTS = "THE FRIEND OF GOD." Such men APPROVE that which God APPROVES and CONDEMN that which He CONDEMONS! T4:615. "The PROPHET of God had CONDEMNED (two FALSE PROPHETS who were SLAIN! GOOD RIDDANCE!) T4:173. "The FALSE PROPHET had CONDEMNED Jeremiah (as does this "27 BOOK = the FALSE PROPHETS THEN=)...sought to "REASSURE" them...GOD HAS NO SYMPATHY with the EVILDOER. He gives NO ONE LIBERTY...to cry, "PEACE, PEACE," when he declares that there shall be NO PEACE for the WICKED!" T4:185. "The POPULAR SINS and INDULGENCES of our day should be CONDEMNED and practical Godliness ENFORCED!" T4:396.

THE SHACKLES WERE BROKEN FOR A LITTLE WHILE!

People who were COLD and SUSPICIOUS = developed a FREEDOM and a JOY = as their faces LIGHTED UP! The Chains were SNAPPED! for a little while = until that Preacher fastened them again - TIGHTER than EVER! EW 240 to 243. TM 358,413,480-1. GC 178,597. DA 611.

WHO IS TO BREAK THE CHAINS OF SUPERSTITION AND TRADITION?

(Courtesy of ANN DeMICHAEL) "As the Third Angel's Message swells into a "LOUD CRY" = great POWER and GLORY will attend it's Proclamation. The FACES of God's people will SHINE with the LIGHT of Heaven. The Lord will fit MEN and WOMEN = yes, and CHILDREN, as He did SAMUEL - for His WORK, making them His "MESSENGERS." RH 4:483. Jan.20, 1903.

"THE FINAL HOURS MINISTRY"

POB 146, SUMNER, WA 98390. Edited by: MARILYN REMER = acting as sort of "CLEARING HOUSE" for CHURCH-AFFILIATED Institutions = Movements and Individuals. Not so PROUD and HAUGHTY as FERREL, WHEELING and STANDISH = who would not be seen DEAD = Listening to the REAL MESSAGE for this Time. MARILYN does a Bang-up Job in Vol 7 No.4 = MAY/JUNE/JULY, 1989. GET=THAT=NUMBER! Whether she HOLDS to her Position as expressed there = is really HER BUSINESS = not OURS! If she HOLDS to it = she will have to start going through the TAPES she features = a START would be = to Ditch HALF of them! MANY are deeply impressed with the TRUTH = when it first comes to them = but how many WILT when they are BLISTERED in the HEAT = as she is SURE to be. "MANY are CALLED = but FEW are CHOSEN!"
It would be Wonderful if she realizes = as she should = that we are to come "OUT! OF DARKNESS = into His MARVELOUS LIGHT!" And there is NO GREATER DARKNESS anywhere in the World than in that "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS" = SYNAGOGUE or "CHURCH!" TM 16.(not 15.) Rev. 3:9, EW 15.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES

We would be remiss if we failed to OBSERVE and MENTION = the GREATEST spat of FIRES in known History now raging in MID-CANADA =the FORCED EVACUATION of the Northern HALF of MANITOBA = from places that may not be DIRECTLY in the Line of FIRE =but have to be EVACUATED lest they DIE of SMOKE INHALATION. 25,000 evacuated. AND AT THE SAME TIME = KILLER FLOODS = 1 inch every Hour for over 20 Hours - in ONTARIO. (CANADA and parts of USA.) "GOD'S JUDGMENTS are in the World. In "FIRE!" and "FLOOD!" and "EARTHQUAKE!" = He is WARNING the inhabitants of this Earth of His near approach. THE TIME IS NEARING when the "GREAT CRISIS!" in the History of the World will have come...IN QUICK SUCCESSION the JUDGMENTS of God will follow one another = FIRE and FLOOD and EARTHQUAKE = with WAR and BLOODSHED. Oh, that the people might know the "TIME!" of their VISITATION!"...The TIME of God's destructive JUDGMENTS is the TIME of MERCY for those who have had NO OPPORTUNITY to learn what is TRUTH. TENDERLY will the Lord look upon "THEM!" His heart of MERCY is touched. His hand is still stretched out to "SAVE!" = while the DOOR is "CLOSED!" to those who would not ENTER." (Would not ENTER the "MOST HOLY PLACE!") (Seeking "JUSTIFICATION" in the "OUTER COURT!") What BLINDNESS! What DARKNESS! T9:97.

LOR

By the Courtesy of our Spy = ALLEN I. LEE of ROCHESTER = he sent me: "THIS IS LOR" = From VANCE FERRELL = "PILGRIM'S REST", BEERSHEBA SPRINGS TN 37305. I am on the Mailing List but usually get everything 2 weeks later. So I appreciated this EARLY WARNING OF THE NOW NOTORIOUS THE "LORD OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" Movement. (The first 3 Parts WD 51 to WD 53.) Since VANCE FERRELL acts as a "Clearing house" for Items sent to him from ANONYMOUS SDA MINISTERS = LAWYERS =and other OFFICIALS = (BRINSMEAD also had 150 SDA MINISTERS supplying him with INFORMATION and THESIS.) the one or ones who sent VANCE this information are DECEIVERS from the Word: "GO!"
ALL 6 OF "LOR" CLAIM THIS IS:

"ONE OF THE MOST DANGEROUS "OFFSHOOTS" EVER!" Then VANCE changes his mind (After this DEVASTATING "RAILING ACCUSATION!") and writes in: "CHECKPOINTS (74) = March 15, 1989 = "NOT ACTUALLY AN "OFFSHOOT!" = "NEVER in the history of our denomination have our people encountered such a forceful = even ruthless =onslaught as this. Some people refer to LOR as "an OFFSHOOT = but actually it isn't...in reality LOR is neither ADVENTIST nor even CHRISTIAN in it's real beliefs. IT IS AN EASTERN CULT= working under the guise of Seventh-day Adventist terminology." (CHECKPOINTS (74).

THAT IS STILL A LIE AND A HALF!

AFTER TRUMPETING TO THE WORLD that this is one of those Horrible: "OFFSHOOTS!" = now it is NOT! THE ONLY WAY TO SETTLE THIS IN YOUR OWN MIND = (and after all = that is all that Counts!) = is to go INCH by INCH through these 6 documents= and STOP! at each and every THEOLOGICAL ABERRATION or DEVIATION = and LOOK BACK = where you heard it = before! RIGHT FROM THE SDA PULPIT!

EVERY ONE OF THEM! ESPECIALLY THE 1960 HUDSON "AWAKENING!" and it's subsequent DEVELOPMENT under JESUIT and TALMUDIC DOCTRINES magnified under the hand of HEPPENSTALL = WILSON = FORD = WRIGHT = BRINSMEAD and before that = FROOM and ANDERSON! EVERY ONE OF THEM!

BAR NONE. (With WIELAND and PIERSON standing silently by.)

BUT ACTING AS SPOKESMEN FOR THE BASTILLE

THE PICTURE IS VERY CLEAR IN 1884 GC 426,439. GC 608, 622. These "ACCUSERS OF THE BRETHREN!" are now seeking to protect their own Hides = by now starting to FINGER THOSE WHO THEY HOPE WILL COME UNDER THE GUILLOTINE. T9:15 to 17. T5:136,463.

AS HISTORY IS REPEATED

THE JEWS = "...which SAY they are "JEWS" = and are NOT = but do LIE;(But are "THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN") BEHOLD, I will MAKE them to come and WORSHIP before thy feet, and to KNOW that I have loved THEE!" Rev.3:9.(Read the next verse. GC 560,619.)

WE REGRET = SO MANY TIMES

We should print LETTERS = LETTERS are always INTERESTING = if you write in = be SURE to say if your Letter can be Printed. But we get so involved with ISSUES
that seem to us **SO IMPORTANT** that they crowd out the LETTERS. Please try to Understand and **FORGIVE US.**

**EW 15 HAS THE STORY:**

EW 14. "A BRIGHT LIGHT!" (1989?)"...at the **BEGINNING** of the **"PATH"** which an Angel told me was **"THE MIDNIGHT CRY!"** (The **BEGINNING** of the **"SEALING!"**) **"THE LIVING SAINTS, 144,000 in NUMBER,**...**THE 144,000 were ALL SEALED,** and perfectly **UNITED.** On their foreheads was Written, **(PHILADELPHIA! Rev.3:12. 14:1.22:4. WTR 14.(Footnotes.) GC 430,435,619,626 to 650,654 to 656.)**

**"ON THEIR FOREHEADS WAS WRITTEN:**

"**GOD, NEW JERUSALEM...THEN IT WAS THAT "THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN"...worshipped at our Feet."** EW 15. "...this Class were **"PROFESSED ADVENTISTS"** who had fallen away **...And in the **"HOUR OF TEMPTATION"** which is yet to come, to show out every one's **TRUE CHARACTER,** they will **KNOW** that they are (**"THE ASSURANCE OF OUR SALVATION" = ????) they will **KNOW** that they are **FOREVER LOST;** and overwhelmed with anguish of spirit = they will **BOW at the SAINT'S FEET."** WTR 12.(READ ON IN "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK." TUCKER = HOUTEFF = NAGEL = RICHARDS and all the **REST** = will TUCK them to **SLEEP with "A WORD TO THE "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE!""

AND THAT IS THE BEGINNING OF "LOR" =

and every Evil that follows. **PUFFED UP** in their FLESHLY MINDS! **"DO NOT FIND FAULT!"** paved the way for this **"HOUR OF TEMPTATION."** DID YOU HEAR ANYONE = ANYWHERE = EVER DEFINE:

**"THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION"**

**STEP (1)= the **TRUTH** of the **"SEALING"** = the **"PATH"** = the **"MIDNIGHT CRY!"**

**STEP (2)= the **TRUTH** of **"CHARACTER BUILDING"** = the **"WORK"** of a **"LIFETIME!"**

**STEP (3)= PROUD and HAUGHTY "LAODICEANS" = BLIND Leaders of the **BLIND!**

**STEP (4)= the **"STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS!"**

**STEP (5)= they **"RISE UP AGAINST IT!"**

**STEP (6)= the **ANGELS LEAVE THOSE WHO ARE "CARELESS" = and make **"NO EFFORT!"** T1:181-2.

**STEP (7)= now they are under "THE CONTROL OF EVIL ANGELS!" T1:187.

**STEP (8)= and this is the **"HOUR OF TEMPTATION."**

GC 560,619,624,626.
AND THIS IS "LOR!"

EVERYTHING THAT VANCE FERRELL CAN SHOW = that "LOR" is = is merely the CULMINATION of DOCTRINES built up through the YEARS = and it is not = not = not = that "LOR" is so much DIFFERENT = but we are dealing with a different "TIME!" THE AFTERMATH of REJECTION of "THE SHAKING" of T1:179 to 187. WE ARE DEALING WITH A POSSESSED PEOPLE!

IMOGENE J. SCOTT = SENT ME:

At our Meetings in OSHAWA ONTARIO = CANADA = MARTY WOLD asked permission to bring "BELIEVERS" to our CLOSED MEETINGS = no LAODICEAN RIFF-RAFF WANTED! We had NO TIME to bother with Teaching them the A=B=C's of the Gospel. We wanted ADVANCED STUDIES. MARTY WOLD brought with him the outlandish MIXED=UP RIFF-RAFF =(Including and especially his own MOTHER-IN-LAW = the WORST of the LOT. A 100% JEW who knew NOTHING but "TALMUD!" (On powerful DRUGS to be at large at all!) MOTORCYCLE BUDDY of FRED ALABACH. ANN DeMICHAEL = MADELYN LEWIS and MYSELF = ROBERT LOGAN and a few more = IGNORED this TRASH COMPLETELY! But JOHN SMITH = MARTY WOLD = tried to "UNDERSTAND" and "CONVERT" them = and subsequently went across the Country = TEACHING and INVOLVED in "LOR!" (NO PHONE CALLS will keep us QUIET = if they have an APOLOGY to make = if they have SEVERED themselves from this ASSOCIATION = let's have it in WRITING!)

NOW THE AFTERMATH =

IMOGENE J. SCOTT SENT ME THE DOCUMENTATION BY JULIE WRIGHT = different ones throughout the Country = told us of these "LOR" Meetings = "WE ARE "GODS!" = one and then another = caring Sisters = until ANN DeMICHAEL put JOHN SMITH on the SPOT = what are these RUMORS = are they TRUE? YES - they are TRUE...we are "GODS!" FRED ALABACH-I knew the CREEP was practicing HYPNOTISM! He came under FALSE PRETENCES =(as he did with WILSON) =how did he "INTERVIEW" WILSON in "THE MINISTER'S ROOM" if he was not a "MINISTER?" He did not come in that GUISE to OSHAWA = how glad we are that GROTHEER saw through the FAKE = and now JULIE WRIGHT =

WHAT I HAVE IS ONLY A PART OF JULIE WRIGHT'S DOCUMENTATION. MESMERIC = HYPNOTIC FORCES. By JULIA E. WRIGHT. POB 232, ORTING, WA. 98360. In this Release = several give their Testimony = this Information could
be more complete if they would give DATES = WHEN were the MEETINGS by SESSLER=WAYNE LEWIS = SESSLER recognized "LOR" and Ordered them "OUT!" So they rushed over to the WAYNE LEWIS PLACE (the REAL AUTHOR-EDITOR of the SESSLER BOOK.) We hope to enlarge on this when we have more Information = in the next paper. WE WANT TO WARN YOU IN THE MEANTIME =

PERHAPS BECAUSE HE MASQUERADED(?) AS AN ADVENTIST

MINISTER FRED ALABACH was made at home at RON SPEARS place = (THE GANGS ARE FORMING!) = JOHN SMITH = (My Voice was not good at the OSHAWA MEETINGS = so we spent the biggest part of a Day to explain the McCOY (HOEHN) CHART to make a VIDEO = this had NOTHING to do with what followed) JOHN SMITH and FRED ALABACH hit it off at OSHAWA = now it appears he (JOHN SMITH EX-ADVENTIST MINISTER) = took a Course (How many OTHER SDA Ministers?) in N.L.P.(NEURO-LINGUISTIC PROGRAMMING) = a more refined and deadly Technique of MESMERIC-HYPNOSIS = they left OSHAWA to hold MEETINGS at ALABACH'S PLACE and then all across America = where FRED ALABACH was able to POLISH UP on N.L.P. = Part of this Teaching is to DENY their INVOLVEMENT in this "SCIENTIFIC ART" = DENY it to those who might EXPOSE them = to be thus FREE = to DRIVE their "ERROR HOME!" by the FORCE of the WILL. EW 125. HALF the people at the SESSLER MEETINGS RECOGNIZED it for what it was. HALF DID NOT! (A WONDER THAT HALF DID!) It is every bit as DANGEROUS as VANCE FERRELL says it is = they are ready to "MURDER!" any one that stands in their way. We now need that "DOUBLE-GUARD" of HOLY ANGELS. I like this: "...we would stretch forth the hand in the Name of the Lord, and "THEY" would fall HELPLESS to the Ground." EW 15. "...to slay the Saints...the WICKED must first pass this Company of MIGHTY HOLY ANGELS. THIS=WAS=IMPOSSIBLE!" EW 283.

THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION

This is "NOT!" = any "EASTERN CULT" = it is "NOT!" = rapidly taking many "FAITHFUL SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" They are NOT "FAITHFUL!" or they would NOT be "TAKEN!" It is the "SCUM" of the Church. "WOE to the BLOODY CITY, to the Pot whose SCUM is therein, and whose SCUM is NOT gone OUT of it...She hath wearied herself with LIES, and her GREAT SCUM went not forth OUT of her: her SCUM shall be in the FIRE!" Ezekiel 24:6,12. "And I sought for a "MAN" among them, that should make up the HEDGE...but I found NONE!" Ezekiel 22:30.
THE "MEN" HAD LONG SINCE FLED!

We act as spokesmen for the Biggest Church. There are MORE "EX-MEMBERS" than "MEMBERS" in every large City = "THE CHURCH" out of "THE CHURCH" is bigger than "THE CHURCH" in "THE CHURCH!!" While the WIELANDS = STANDISH = SPEARS = FERRELLS = WHEELINGS = bend over Backwards to EXCUSE the "CHURCH" for everything they do = she is still "GOING THRU!" = that is the END of all Arguments. TOO BAD that the Lord is Coming to "GATHER THE OUTCASTS of Israel!!" = Isa. 11:12. 37:31. 56:8. Jer.8:2. 11:23. Psa. 147:2. Ezekiel 6. RH 5:398.

THE HOUR OF "TELEPATHY" IS THE KEY:

We have taught this for over 50 years = the "SEALING" changes EVERYTHING. WHO GETS THE "POWER!" and bring down "FIRE FROM GOD OUT OF HEAVEN?" who is released like a SPRING to JUMP into ACTION and LEAD THE WORLD = ??? UNITE THE OTHER CHURCHES? Who will be the "HEAD" and not the "TAIL?" Those who have: "...DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH!!" (NOT from the "CHURCH!!") SM 2:54. MM 88. Who is now ready to "KILL = ???" GOING-TO-LAW! Calling in the SWORD = "...ready to take up WEAPONS of WARFARE...GO OUT from us. (OUT from the FEW and TRUE = BACK to that "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" = "MANY will stand in OUR PULPITS (Never mind anyone else's PULPITS!) with the TORCH of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands = kindled from the HELLISH TORCH OF SATAN!" TM 409. "...depart from the FAITH...THEN will the Message of the Third Angel swell to a "LOUD CRY!" T6:400-1.

WE HAVE LOOKED FOR 50 YEARS!

As a "SIGN" that they are beyond HOPE = when SEALED on the WRONG SIDE = they will "GET THE POWER!" bring down "FIRE!" as they already TRIED! WILSON and CARTER at MINNEAPOLIS = 1988.

IT IS NOT THE FACT =

THAT THEY ARE TEACHING THESE DOCTRINES =

THEY HAVE BEEN TEACHING THEM FOR YEARS!

THE OBVIOUS DANGER IS =

HOW MANY FALL FOR IT = AND SO EASY! WHY DO THEY DO THAT - ??? BECAUSE THE "SPIRIT OF GOD" which is the "SPIRIT OF DISCRIMINATION" - has DEPARTED from them. As we were WARNED in EW 56. 1846 "BROADSIDE." DEPART from the Third Angel's Message = which is the SANCTUARY

TRUTH of the "MOST HOLY PLACE." this is the "ANCHOR" that will keep us from the many Delusions of Satan. EW 254-6. If they let go the ANCHOR -Satan can drive them about by "EVERY WIND OF DOCTRINE!" EVEN "LOR!"
WE WERE IN THE MIDDLE OF IT ALL =

***1959 = our Meetings = McCoy Ranch, Oakhurst, CA =
D.L. FRIEND = Back in the 1st Apartment.

***1960 = Hudson = Brinsmead = Wright = "Justification by Faith!" = (LOR) in the "Outer Court!"

***1970 = Leslie Hardinge = (LOR) in the "Outer Court!"

***1980 = Wilson = Eva = Hammill = (LOR) "We do not
know the "Geographical Location" of the MHP
and they "At Once!" = receive the "Unholy
Influence" of "Satan!" 1946 Broadside.
Col. 4. Ew 56. (Did you see it? They
will have: "Much Power!") This is the step
by step development = what is the next step?

KEEP ON THE LIST. GET ON THE "TAPE LIST" =

See what we predicted = how many Years ago = !!! By
the strength of the Writings of the SOP = this is NO
surprise to us! "They" are an "Offshoot!" from the
"Faith!"

(Cont. from inside front cover.)

those who show no infection by
the standard AIDS
test and those
who operate blood
banks, since they
cannot be sure
that donated blood
is safe. Experts
also believe that
the new strain may
remain 'silent' in
the body for longer
periods before symp-
toms are noticed and
may have the same epi-
demic potential as the
first AIDS virus, HIV-1.
According to The New
York Times, HIV-1 "is
estimated to have in-
fected a million...
Americans..." Awake,
October 8, 1989.